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And that in it we live and move.
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And one thing further make him know—

Despite of all which seems at strife
With blessing, all with curses rife—
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cstant Episcopal church ia- the United children and her priests, eyen impetuously,
States, for 1874, has attracted the attention up to the forbidden line, the proposition to
of outside Christendom fo an extent
halt them suddenly there, and never let so
The Episcopal church, much as their toes go over it, is whimsical
' unprecedented.
both in England and America, is engaged ly absurd. Things will keep on in the diin a life-or-death struggle with its own log- rection of their impetus,until a force as great
ical and sympathetic tendencies. A strug- as that which iwpelled them resists them. |
gle, not to cure or correct them, unbappily, High and higher ritual can never succeed
but merely to curb them at a certain point, in practically disceuraging bighest ritual,

New York, Oct. 28, 1874.

or to head them off at a cerlain line, and | whatever it may attempt. The only sélprevent them from running away with her vation for protestantism in the “Episcopal
to Romish idolatry and even to Rome it~ church is to get out of’ the’ boat that courts
self. All this time, the Lendency, that gives the rapids with the intention of stopping at |
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and alarm in its fall ‘develop the edge of’ thé\eataract.
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and we begiu traveling and tent life.
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pretensions
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demolishing the critic to splinters be takes

ngregational singing—but really as the pains to grind up the literary instructor
session of a doctrine. All this sin- inte superfine flour, As a critical essay,
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Whe can expross the powerful’ oratory
of a, beltever’s prayer? This little word
escaped from ‘the ‘eoclesiastical juitor and (Father) lisped forth in prayer by a child
could tot be produced. "Nevertheeless, ithe of God, exceeds the eloquence of Demos-

portance were

also

Other. matters of im-

discussed.

The

meet-

ings on the whole were very interesting.
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between

Americanism ‘and Germanism, says:
The German population are very clannish in the cities, and have,

come

to

treaty,

have

Thorn

and

that the

exemptions

which

by,

these articles are extended to the Dominion pf. Canada are equally applicable.to
Labrador.

‘| delay of Great Britain to reach

The Kpringfield Republican; remarking
on the effect the temperance crusade.seems
to have had in giving sharpness and clearness to an issue which has been waking up,
time,

Edward

ton that the whole of Labrader, outside ef
the Province of Quebec, isa part: of the
colony of Newfoundland, thie Seevetary. of
State has informed the Secretary. of the:
Treasury that the provisions of the articles
eighteen to twenty-five of the treaty of
Washington have been extended thereto,
in pursuance of article 22 of the same

Newfoundland, including

in Alorica,

in some localities, for some

LABRADOR AND THE FISHERIES.

On information from Sir

ion has been a source
to our government,

of

The

this deeis-

great

perplexity

EATHER HYACINTHE REFUSED.
The Protestant

consistory of Geneva

bas

refused by a large majority to allow Father
Hyacinthe the use of Madeleine church for

week-day lectures on the Decalogue.

The
Rea

refusal, as explained by the Journal de
Geneve, was based on his being a priest

and a Catholic, and on the position he bas
assumed toward the state and the Old Catholic community.
’
FOREIGN. .
ie
Count Von

Arnim, the Prussian

of state, has been

released

‘hy ‘advice of his

physicians.

on

prisoner

heavy

The letters,

for failing to produce which

he was arrests

«d, have not yet appeared.

|

Russia

says

she

~

bail

is convince l

that

she

will in the course of three or four years be
engaged in a desperate .stiuggle with
Germanys Bismark is ‘determined to demand the restoration of the German: prowinces

of Russia,

and Moltke

has

already

his spies in these provinces, and it is said
the proposed org anization of the néw landstrom has been decided upon in view of
these possible events.
The late would-be assassin of Prince

Bismark has been tried, and sentenced tor
imprisonment and loss of civil. rights. His
defense was insanity,

So it seems that the

tactics £0 successful in America of lafe are
‘coming into nse abroad.
bis
;
The session of the German: + Rbichstag was opened Thursday, and the speech: frou
ance should be left to the individual con- the throne was delivered by. Emperor Wil--

the policy of the em
science. If the Lutcher-boys want a clam- liam. He declared
to be that of peace with foreign ne-bake on Sunday, or the Germans a picnic, pire
or the Puritans a prayer meeting, we would ions, except when: called upon to.act im:
trial went oh, and by a ‘vote of’ 44 to 4 the thenes, Cicero, and all the most famous ora Tet them all have their way, but the public self-defense, and discussed the question of
Presbytery was censured and ordered to tors in the world—we knock at heaven and should insist on sobriety and deeency with the issue of a paper currency, and oan

to the last degree the as- and a brilliant passage at arms, it is as
that the church is the Vioar of Christ, well worth eading as almost any pasmage | erase from the [2rell the name

of the offend:

all alike.

the heart of God flies open.
;

~

severally presented.

‘was felt to be the putting of our fire de- their own business haunts and their own
partmient on 4’ basis to insure confidence newspapers, to claim fully their share of
by promoting efficiency. Accordingly Geu. the public offices, to direct the schools
Shaler, who organized and ade efficient largely, insisting upon the study of GerChicago Correspondence.
preset New York five department, was man, and to demand complete license. unthe
ep
here to inspect and report the, result
invited
the ,Reformed Episcopal church, though at
CHicAGo, OCT. 20, 1874
der the laws for their beer and their Sunof
his
observations.
:
present obscured by thé unbounded satisTheir manAt
Ist,
through
the
actigh
of
the
northHe reported the existence of- excellent day holidays and festivals.
faction of the low church with the rejection
ners
toward
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native
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are
ern
Ill.
Presbyterian
Synod,
Prof.
Patton
than
‘material - among the men, and expressed
of Dr. Seymour; seems to me more
.growipg
more
and
more
offensive,
until
the
has
gained
his
point
in
the
famous
trial
of
ever important,
confidence in the ability of
Cjdcago to proProf, Swing foc heresy, It will be rememusual
terms
which
they
apply
to
Apeticans
tect herself as well as New/York, if’ some
A FREE LANCE IN LIFE AND LITERATURE.
bered that when the latter was so trinmadditional éngines and wager mains were in their papers are far from compliméntary.
This is the novel title which Professor phantly sustained last summer by the Chi- secured and better organization perfected. In all that concerns their daily life and
"Wilkinson has chosen for a collection of cago Presbytery, Dr. Patton appealed the The result is that the Fire Commissioners manners they are an. intensely couservaago Prof,
tive and opinionated race.
Transplant
critical essays, about to be published by Al- case to the Synod. hace
have been compelled by the Citizen's AsSwing
sent
to
the
Presbytery
a
leuter
of).
even
an
Englishman
heg
and
he
will give
prelimbert Mason, of New York. As a
sociation to appoint Gen. Shaler consult
withdrawal
stating
as
his
reasons
that
he
up
his
roast
beef
and:
his
beer,
but the
Lance
Free
this
,
tournament
igary to the
ing engineer to the board,and the Associa
exhibits in the Independent a splendid tilt wished to remove the cause of contention tion agree to pay for his services ‘to re-or- German. clings to his sausage and lager.
before the forthcoming Synod, especially as
In this country,*the Germans have genat the literary department—of the Nation.
ganize and direct the department. Tt is con- |his
opponents
had
during
the
trial
clamorerally settled in commpmities,, white they
business,
own
his
o
He goes at the Natibn
fidently expected he - will ‘accept. ' Mean- have intensified rather. than. put off their
ed
for
him
to
leave
the
church
which,
they
ding the withdrawal of
for the latter bad laid itself open in a cavil
The Presby- while, notwithstan
claimed, he misrepresented.
Germanism. Of course our Puritan Sabas crude as it was contemptuous—and more | tery granted his request, erased his name several strong insurance companies,there is
doesn’t fit at all with the Geraian holof
critique
no lack of good enes left, confidence among bath
so could not he—at the masterly
from the roll, and said some kind parting
iday,
and, for one, the. Republican does
George Eliot (with which, by the by, 1 words, The Patton wing entered a protest business men is good, and with the election not propose to maintain it with a rigidity
much agree and disagree) just published against this action and both protest and ap- of good men to office a week hence,we hope ‘more theological than civil. We hold that
able to thauk God and take cour- under the laws of a [ree state, where there
in Seribrer's Monthly, avd which leads peal went
to the Synod last week. As, de to
A HH.
are
There
form.
the collection in Look
is no state religion, Sunday shouldbe a day
facto, Prol. Swing was no longer a mem- age.
‘provokavoid
not
should
who
writers
few
J
of civil peace ; further than that, its obseryber, of the Presbytery or the detention

stanee of the faith, to out ultra high church ing so severe a stylist as Prof. Wilkinson to the prosecution was ‘left ie the lu
people; not merely or mainly as 4 matter lay bare their blemishes and lay open their predicament of trying a prisoner ‘who
of taste and feeling—for 110 church can be
ridicule. Not content with
by the question of a quartette, choir,

gn behalf of service force, who has just been shown to
by Rev. have been connected with those who help
of South Berwick, ed arrange the safe-burglary:

tion, addressed the Convention
thal Seminary, and was followdd

Filkinin

Miys. Churchill and Miss Willard the fair
sex will succeed in keeping the respect and G. W. Gile, formerly
ensuring the co-operation of the masculine Maine, but now of Lawrence, Mass. Rev.
world in defining the range of woman's E. E. Cummings, of Concord, also spoke
highest -possibilities and securing their “on the same subject.
speedy attainment.
A Womans’ Missionary Meeting was held,
and
the interests of the Northern "Baptist
FIRE DEPARTMENT AND INSURANCE.
Education Society, the Baptist Missionary
The prospects now are excellent. for a
ence between the people here and those in thorough and effective re-organization of Union, the Baptist Publication Society, and].
our Missions in the south. Among our our Fire Department—a result partly due, the Baptist Home Mig#lon Society, were

Santals there is quite a caste

.
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MARK 12:28—34."

Got.E¥ TEXT :— Love is the fulfilling

of

:

| 7. To the managers; it defined duties; that extreme nim is embodied in
il imposed ¢onditions; and now il has a lution meant to displace the careful
We resume the report of the. proceedings rightand
a duty to know what has been of the Committee, an effort is made
the same virtue, love, and because it is, in
Conference, commencing “at that done, before it approves or censures, vent a word of reply. He did not
fact, as the letters of John show, a part of of the
the first command,
Love to man can not point where the account given last week, Ignorance is forbidden it. Its ‘delegates cominent on that sort of procedure.

wivanced

their

heavy

LST
Bren

rule.

The meaning

of * neighbor”, as

neighborby

coutiguity

of abode,

artillery to batter

is not
nor

similarity of state, repute, nation,

The last gays of Jesus were filled with
celigious instruction, ‘given partly by
pwn purpose to teach, and partly drawn]
from him by the disputatious spirit of Jewish leaders. The Pharisees sought to ensnare him with questions, The Sadducees

but

by
our.

fellow man. Luke 10:86, $7. This is a
bard command. An the: progress of light

and civilization the jusiness of {his law has
not come 10 be practically honored. The
world is growing towards it.

times easier to worship

It is some-

God’ than

to con.

quer prejudice, to kneel ju prayer, with up-

lifted ‘bands, than to take’ out * the two
pevee” that will show us to be neighbor to

down his truth. The seribes reasoned with
him out of the Old Testament. Thus oc-

thé needy.”

casions were given for Jesus both to silence

other ** hang all the law and the prophets.”

his opponents,
truth he wished.

and

to declare

‘whatever

28. * And.one of the scribes came, and
having heard them reasoning together and
perceiving that he had answered

them well,

asked him, Which is the first commandment

of ‘all #

This scribe was a Pharisee, and

i3 called by Matthew a lawyer.

The scribes

studied, expounded and made with their
pens new copies of parts or the whole of
_the law.

They both studied and taught the

religious books of the nation. Hence Jesus
said that a scribe instructed in respect to
the kingdom of God would bring forth, out
- of the Old Testament,'*‘ things new, and
old.”

The lawyers were persons véfsed

the law of Moses, and

as tise scribes,

probably

in

the same

This scribe listened to the

answers of Jesus to the men who expected
to" ensnare in his words our Lord, The
skill of Christ's replies was observed. The
scribe theught to present a more difficult
problem to Jesus... Hence he said, ‘Which
is the first commandment of al} ?” Matthew says the question was pyoposed to
“* tempt” Jesus, that is, to draw/ him out,

n answering this. query, in a way that
would give opportunity to make a point
against Jesus, and to expose to the people
some

inconsistency

of

his

teaching.

He

sought to find and charge against -Jesus
some fault of doctrine. The scribe asked
lis question in reference to the law because
that was a subject about which be felt

self to be conversant.

Besides,

him-

the Jews

were themselves divided over this question.

The meaning of * first commandment” is,
the commandment of most importance.
29. “ The first of all the commandments
is; Hear, O Israel, the Lord our God is one
Lord.” By the Baptist Union version, this
order is changed a little: *“ The Lord is
our God; the Lord is one.” This part of
the Lord’s reply Matthew omits. Every.
devout Israelite recited twice every day
these’ words, and the custom has beeri presérved among the Jews even until now.
The object of this announcement was to
preserve the people from thé polytheism
of idolatry, and to establish them in the
—deetrine
-of the divine unity. Trained in’
“bis way in their faith it is difficult for them

i

touching the action

We

on

the

report

of the

Committee on Publications, was broken off.

are sent here for the

derstanding such

yery

purpose

questions

of un-

and déciding

“MORNING STAR” AND ‘BAPTIST UNION.”
them truly. And the intimation that this
love God whom he has not seen ®
The
The stitement of the Committee touch- question can not be discussed becomingextent of love to man demanded marks a ing the reports of the *‘Printing : Establishd in a peeper tone, is what one may
peculiarity, ol the second commandment, ment,” and the ‘Baptist Printing Union,” wellregrel to hear, and decline to believe
** as thyself," mot sanpremely, not to the which
had -been
referred
to them, till he is forced to do 'so. If the delegates
idolatry of the creature’. The second com- was next read. On a motion to adopt {his can not do this, they should go home and
mand is another form of stating the golden statement, Rev, G.. H. Ball opposed the give place to others. For himself, he said,

| Jesus showed on another occasion,

NOTES AND HINTS.

But on’ this command

and the

with the corporation known as the Baptist paper because of its broad scope, but was
Printing Union, and the Gen. Conf, held at all {Be more thoroughly deserving of supIt
Buffalo is spoken of as having *‘advised” port from F. Baptists on this account.

These commarids
can never be ontgrown.
They are the essence of Judaism, they

are the essence of all religion.
But these the payment of money on certhin conditions,
commands, without violation, have never | whereas it. directed such payment,
A

been kept and never will be. We are all,
judged by the law, ‘‘under sin.” The gospel

therefore, wie holding up this standard of

his goodness, and a perception of his loving relations to us.

Hence

the child,

youth, the man, who would

recommitment for correction

seemed * very

proper. — The report was recommitted.

was true that ove of the conditions specified in the action at Buffalo ‘had not been
met, and probably would not he,—that requiring a formal provision that all the
members of the Board be F. Baptists,

of all commands,

must

think of God,

and

by communion draw near to God. The
duty mentioned in this Jaw is love. The
object wham this law requires us to lote is

to prestop to ‘—and the same statement reappears the
Let it present week,—are these words:

spedk for itself. But surely ‘this Conference has.a right to know the truth, se that,
compelled to act as it. is, it may act intéiligently.
:
:

His [the editor’s] denomination is the dispersed body
of liberal Baptists, , . found in

considerable numbers in the larger Baptist
body,

old

coy-

enant he had in mind when he asked Jesus
about the first\command. The scribe was
comparing the moral and the ceremonial
laws.

The answer

of Jesus

satisfied

him

to the several interests of the denomination

and, record its judgment.

$10,000 to the Central Board of New York,

that the moral precepts of the covenant
were altogether superior to outward rites.
« All whole burnt offerings and sacrifices”
daily presented there as part of the Jews’

Central Board shall have complied with the
conditidns specified by the said General

religion, when contrasted with the greal
commands which Jesus stated, faded in in-

Pursuant to the expressed convictions
and preferences of Free Baptists, east and

significance and worthlessness out of sight.
So does now love to God and love to man
give value fo piety above all conformity to
outward ceremonies, all keeping of days,
all ritualistic parade.
34. ‘“ And when Jesus saw ihat he ane
swered discreetly, he said unto him, Thou
art rot tar from the kingdom of God.
And

as instructed by the General
at Buffalo, in 1868, as soor

Conference,
as the said

Conference.
west, the corporators have

move thé Printing

decided

Establishment

to

to

ton, Mass.; and are arranging to do
It also proposes to
an early dav,

re-

Bosso at
estab-

lish an office and book agency in Chicago,

great revolution which is likely to result

in

forming

on

a new

Baptist

the basis of free

denomination

communion,

loyalty

‘to

Christ, and charity to ward his disciples.
The speaker’s allotted time having expired, it was voted, on motion of G. T.
Day, that, if he wished to discuss the gen-

eral question on his motion,he be allowed
time to utter his full thought.
The offer
to speak longer was waived for the present,
the question was taken, and the statement
was adopted by a large majority. So also,

adaplingit more fully to the wants of the
denomination in the
est and South.
The Baptist Printing Union reports a after
a short debate, was the. next item in
considerable increase of capital stock and the Committee's
report,y which read as
of subscribers
the Baptist Union within follows:
:
.
:
no man after this durst ask him any ques-- the past three toyears;
and its proprietors
ith these genera! statements,
we recomtians.” The meaning of ** answered dis- av,
thdir loyalty ‘to Free Baptist docthe passage of the [following resolucreetly” is’ ‘* answered with spiritual dis- ie. usages and interests, and their pur- mend
;
se and hope to comply... with the condi- tioi:s:
cernment.” WHhén Jesus saw thathe disWe
believe
that
the
Morning
Star is
tions
specified
by
thé
Géneral
Conference
cerned the difference between the moral
ably conducted and wisely managed, and
six years ago.

and the ceremonial, between a state of
heart and an external observance, between

the spirit and the letter, he said unto Mim,

On

a

motion

to

adopt

this

statement,
He

Rey. G. H. Ball spoke in opposition.

that it is thoroughly

vocating the. doctrines

denomination.

denominational,

and

usages

ad-

of the

*

to draw

nigh

gent way,

to him in every other intelli-

I

Then, too, there is a state of heart

near-

er than othér states of heart to the kingdom’of heaven. The importance of seekinyy
for

that

state and

the kingdom

of passing

are truths of this lesson not

to be everiooked.

the Jehovah, otir God. Because he is our
(30d, this love is due; this love is claimed,

from it into

.

Grace takes hold upon a man as. it finds
bim—depraved, sinful and ungodly—and
his

moral

nature and

‘waived,
Rev. Gi. H. Ball totally objected to this
Rev.G. T. Day wished to say a few
limitation. On this most important matter things on this question, now ‘squarely
that had come before us, it was utterly un- brought up by this motion to substitute.
fair to cut off reasonable debate, and it-was It was natural to ask if this motion to cut
the duty of members to stay and do the off debate was a part of an arranged pro-

past 8, speeches be limited to five minutes.

business properly.

Grace.

remodels

allowing any debate. Several decided ob- agreed to try and close this evening at half Jeetions being made
to this, the motion was
Some one moved that, as we had already

spiritual

/

Rev. G. T. Day said “explanations seemed to be in order, and t& would make one.
He bad no speciul objection to submitting

the-question, whelher money was due the
brethren in New York, to any company of
:
reasonable
men in the world.
But that
was by no means the main question here,

gramme,

Six years ago,ut Buffalo,

the Conference acted

on

when

this subject,

he

yielded to pressure and persuasion ‘and
consented to be silent. Three years ago,
‘when the whole

‘the claims put

axgumént

forth

by

iu

the

support

of

Union. was

wore

of them

organized

into

of Kpril, 1872, appears a portion of a letter

to the editor,from the editor of the Baplust

Union, in these words :

Freewill Baptist
wrong impression. -

not met,

So much is settled.

ro... cBnveys a
Neither
is the
:
editor

a member of a Freewill Baptist church. He
belongs to the Free Baptists,—a body which

was quite distinct from

the Freewill Bap-

tists in origin and organization,

What needs noting, besides the disavow-

al, is this: — That the statement’ warrants
only the inference, that the Free. Baptists
are a separate body, and so distinct from
the Freewill Baptists that to be a membéi

of one body makes it impossible to be a
member of the other. The simple fact }is,

:

on which the $10,000 were to be paid

i

To say that it (the Baptist Union] is ‘a

as wo all know,

It is admitted that the specifi¢ conditions

that

there

bedy of Free Baptists, and

are

There is nog

is no

has

distihet

been

none

since they coalésced with the Freewill Bap-

But,

ftists; aud that this coalescence. took place

another plainly implied condition, and from

years before the church of which the editor
of the Union is a member, was organized.

need

ol stopping

(o dwell on thes¢,

behind these specified conditions, there is more than thirty

the

corporators

shall

and regular standing in the Freewill Baptist denomination.” The other clause re-

journal,—and no exception is taken. to his
d
statement,—as follows:
The Baptist Union has three editors, one
a member of the Free Baptist denomination ;
the other two are members, in the best of
Standing, in. the Regulur Baptist denomination.
In the same paper, under the dute of Jan.
‘7, 1873, appears the following :

Under date of June 80, 1874; these words

of the proposed

is a con-

fession of weakness and fear.
Denominationalism is a fence for protection, a cover

paper, or from any other publications of
said corporation, shall be sacredly appropriated to benevolent purposes connected
with the denomination.” Nothing could
prove the existence and overshadowing
control of this implied condition more
clearly than it is thus proved. All the encouragement it gave plainly depended on
that underlying though unexpressed con-

for the weak, a refage for bigots; men of
strong faith ask no such cover, they stand
openly and boldly in the strength of their
principles.
:
;

If it be asked whether there are not other
utterances from the same source that repre-

sent the paper as the especial ally: and organ of the F. Baptist denomination, it must
be frankly and emphatically answered,

Does the paper bear that character?

The present answer will be almost wholly
given in the lormal statements of the mauagers of that paper, They are vot garbled,
partial and exceptional extracts, but plain
and full assertions. What are offered are
only samples; and there are. many more
bere than will cow be read,
;
|
" Take, first, the printed, official announcement and manifesto of the managers of

the paper, sent out to herald its coming and
define its character before the first number
was prianted.® This is the declaration :

ment that the paper is a Freewill Baptist

are added on the same point:
A plea for demominationalism

quires that * all profits which may ever ac-

dition.

In thé Baptist Union, of Aung. 26, 1878,

Rev. T. J. Melish, corresponding editor,
writes officially, contradicting the state-

grading appeal.

be members in good

crae from the publication

years ago,—at least ten

“Be more denominational” is a mean, de-

ination than to refuse to identify itself with gPer to procure a charler ** providing that

as liberallyas its means allow.
Notwithstanding its appropriations
to the paper in the liberal movement in the larger Baptist
Chicago and to the branch office of the bodgy-and thus consentto lose the historic
Star in New York have not resulted as conngetion
with - Baptist
principles and
hoped for; yet it stands ready to pay over strugiles, and fail of leadership in the

. .

‘The question before the Conference, he smaller bodies. . . The Baptist Union as-said, is one of fict,: Isthe Union really a | sumes that these are one people,
F. Baptist paper,—an organ of the F. Bap- } In the Journal & Messenger, under date

which they all spring, as the staik and
Afterwards it was returned by the Committee, slightly amended and in the fol- They had in fact two members that were flower and seed from the root,—as the word
those whose spirits are willing but whose lowing form:
J
members of the larger Baptist body, but from the thought,— as the conclusion from
the premise. That implied condition is,
flesh is weak.
* He that believeth shall
The
Committee on Pablications would they were- thoroughly liberal, open combe saved.” We are not * under the law" report as follows touching the reports of munionists, and their. presence and coun- that the paper tn question shall be denomiin the sense of expecting salvation by per: the Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment sel would really aid in making the paper national,not less really and thoroughly than
and the Baptist Printing Urion.
=~
the Star and the Freeman were denoniifection of obedience, *‘ but under grace,”
The report of the Freewill Baptist Print- serve our own denomination more largely.
looking to our Lord Jesus Christ for the ing Establishment, full und explicit, gives And the paper bad a right to expect help nationad, which were thenin existence, and
ample
hope of salvation.
:
:
roof that,
notwithstanding its from F., Baptists.
It was another child: - which were dealt with in the same action
heavy
osses
within
several
years
past,
32, 83. The scribe was convinced of the
coming to be cared for, and to crowd it off that dealt with the proposed central paper.
notwithstanding the general financial from the maternal knees was cruel and Two clauses, from the report of the action
wisdom and truth of Jesus's words. He and
embarrassment, limiting subscriptions, &e.,
rendered his verdict openly and frankly, since the last session of the General Con- bad policy. It ought to have the money taken at Buffalo, seem to settle that beThe Conference could yond all question. One of these clauses re-.
repeating and endorsing the - truths of ference, it has, nevertheless, done a con- and other support.
jts funds not do a more-unwise thing for the denom-' «quires the corporators managing that paJesus. The scribe reveals, by a compar- siderable business, and disbursed
ison he makes, what parts of the

SI
only a few faie samples of way now lying.
here on the table.
fat
In the Baptist Union,of March 5th, 1872,

verdict

life, makes provision for salvation in case of

the

obey the first

a “reso-

list denomination,—such a paper as the
action at Ruffalo, six years since, contemmotion. He said there was no need of if, in the course of the debate, he uttered a plated,and,in a sense, provided. for? That.
adopting any such statement; that, while single senteace which, in substance; form | is the simple point now put in issue, and.
fore ur lgss of it was true, other portions or spirit, "was unbecoming a Christian gen- on which 'he simply wished.to throw some
were not true; that it was not easy to tleman, he would thank any person to call light, that just the true answer may be
sepafiateé the true trom the false; that it him prompfly to order.—The discussion given. Ie would now confine himself to
was a huddle, &c., and ought not to be was then resumed,
:
the teglimony on that point. He had alRev, G. H. Ball opposed the adoption of ready exhibited that testimony in the presapproved.
On a motion to recouimit the report, the statement. ' He repeated the
ob- ence of Bro. Ball, and heard his explanaRev. G. T. Day said that, while the state- Jjections
previously
wrged, and
pro- tions.: While these explanations had some
‘ment seemed to him, in the main, care. ceeded
tor discuss the general question little weight on minor points, they seented
fully and accurately made, there were a touching the relations of the Union to F. ‘to him to leave the main testimony untouchfew slight verbal faults :—for example, the Baptisis, to the ‘liberal Baptists, and to the ed. He would now ask the Conference to
Morning - Star
is confounded with the true policy of the denomination.
He in- hear this testimony and Bro. Ball’s explana®
Printing Establishment, the Baptist Union sisted that it was no less a denominational tions with cqual candor, and then frame

said the statement wus unnecessary; that
The next item in the report was then
* Thou art mot far from the kingdom of the Conference had really nothing to do
read,
as follows:
J
beaven.” Why * not -far” from that king- with the matter of removing’ the Star to
' Resolved, That we regard the Baplist
dom ? Because the kingdom of heaven is Boston
or having a branch office in Chicaably conducted, and well calculata spiritual kingdom in us when we are in go; that no money had been paid over edUnionto as"accomplish
the objects it has, in
pr
fren
arse
a'state of appreciation of and conformity to meet the expensesof a paper in Chiea- view.
:
to
the
spirit
of
Jesus.
This
man
saw,
and
Mer from if. ** Thou shalt love the]
Rev. G. H. Ball objected to this resolu"
"gd, &c., during the last three years covered
word thy God with all thy heart, and with to.some extent welcomed to his heart *“ the by the reports referred to the Com. ; that it tion, He said it was ‘wholly inadequate.
ll thy stl, and with’ all thy mind, and law of the spirit of life ;" he reeognized the was an indirect encouragement to the man- Tt said nothing more than might be said
vith all thy strength.” Matthew mentions value of iuward obedience to God, appreci- agers ofthe Star to prevceupy
the field of the New York Independent, the -Chriset
¢ heart,” ** soul,” ind” as powers with ated it, and needed only to yield himself as properly belonging to ther papers,
I
&c.— tian Union, ora number of other papers.
vhich love is to Lg exercised, but omits a little child, to enter the realm of ‘life. He
(He was corrected in réSpect to the pay- It was pushing the Baptist Union out from
2s strength, which is not a mental faculty, must follow out a little further only his ment of money Within the last three years, the circle of denominational sympathy. It
present discretion in order to see the beauty and reminded that the action now contem- says nothing as to what the objects of the
but marks the degree ot energy that should
But plated bad direct reference to the action paper are. It does not say that the objects
be declared in loving God. Luke, in his of Christ’s teaching in all things.
there
is
danger
in
nearness,
if
it
is
a
sta- taken
account of Christ's showing a certain lawat Buffalo six years ago.) — Hg are such as deserve to be encouraged.
yer-how to-obtain eternal life, where this tionary state, to the kingdom of God. closed by moving to lay the statement on After what has béen said about the Star, it
command iscited. mentions ‘“‘heart,” “soul,” Many a traveler has been ** near” the gates" the table, saying, in answer to a question, seems to imply that this paper has. no spestrength,”
“ mind.”
Notic}
that the of Jernsalem when they were closed for that he intended by the motion, to have it cial claim upon KF. Baptists for support.
He believed it had a special elaim upon the
{hing required in thislaw is not fin external the night. The sensible,- comprehensive, put upon the table and Kept there.
speaking
further
work,
mor a. megative, blamglessness of exhaustive replies of Jesus to his captious | The motion to lay on the table was ‘put denomination. = After
adversarige, together with his skill in con- and lost.
in a gimilar way, he moved that the two
conduct, is not an inferior vir
comprehensive of every gracegdone that is verting their attempts to catch him in his
Rev. O. B. Cheney said he had prepared resolutions which be Lal prepared, and
the good essence of every good dxercise of words into a new reason for believing in a resolution which he wished to offer at the which he proceeded to read, be substituted
our moral faculties, Love, not self-denial; him; made them afraid to ask bim, from proper ¥ime, as a solution of this whole for that before the Conferenee.
The resolove, not mottification of nature; love, not sueh motives, further questions. - Had they question. He had shown it to several’ lutions are as follows:
Resolved, 1.
That
we recognize the
indifference; not impulse, not hope, not sincerely wished for light they knew that brethren, and he understood them to asfear, bul a voluntary, glad, éxultant choice he would gladly have answered any inquiry. sent to it.
He asked the
privilege of Baptist Union as an organ of the Free Baptist denomination,as wellas an organ of
The lesson is fruitful of practical truths reading it; as an explanati
of God above all other objects. Tt is not
t ‘proposed
Separate Baptists,
= an involuntary affection that is required.
and teaching. The duty of love to God, the appointment of a Com. of five by the the General Baptists,
and
the
liberal
element
in
the larger Bap“ Thou shalt” denotes that it is for man to as the central command of religion, must Conference, subject to the approval ‘of the tist denomination; and no less tru
our
say whether he will, and that he can if he be considered. If that is the great com- ‘two Boards that ‘manage ‘the papers, who organ-for being also the organ re
will love God. The love commanded is mand some attention to how we obey it is should decide how much money was due other Baptist bodies ; and, as such, we comit to. the sympathies and patronage
What then is. the the brethren at New York by the Printing ofmend
then the purpose of the mind to take God imperatively demanded.
our membership.
before aught else, the choice of God as the character of our love ta God? Since we | Establishment, and, when "and: how .it
4» That, inasmuch ad the Baptist Union
object
of supreme regard. ‘‘ Love is the can only love a person with whom we are
ould be paid.
He did this to prevent is not'exclusively a F.. Baptist paper, and
aptist control,
fulfilling of the law.” “‘ God is love,” and acquainted, and since it is our duty to love | di\cussion here.
ere ‘was ‘deep and not exclusively under F.
Conference is not “prepared to advise
“love is of God.” ** Every one that loveth God supremely, it is our duty to get ac- | strong feeling on this subject. It would this
the
of the F. B. Printing Estabknoweth God and is born of God.”
We quainted ‘aud to feel acquainted with God. be better to pay $10,000, or even $20,000, | lishmenfl rators
to
pa;
the £10.000 voted for a
, ean not love a person whose character we This may be done by the study of God in | than to have this matter conte up here for central paper y the Gen, Conf. held sat
do not know. The love of God rests on a | his works, by study of the Bible, by prayer, discussion: - He hoped his plan would be Buffalo, in Oct., 1868
knowledge of God's holy, perfect character, by attention to the worship of God's house, adopted, and so put and keep the whole
At ‘this point, Rev. G. S. Bradley movTo obey the first commandment requires by private meditation, and by attempting subject out otConference..
ed that the ‘question be taken without

study of God's excellences, meditation on

Fons

!

4

;
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A

ht gi

General Conférence.

:

be absent from a heart that intelligently
loves God; for if a man *‘ loves not his
| brother whom he has seen, how can he
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the first because demanding the exercise of
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than these.” Fesecond cofmraind is “like”

. Sabbath School Lesson.—Nov. 8.
QUESTIONS
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:

“Yes.” Nothing is quoted here from a doc-

ument seut from the office of the Union 1o
more or less F. Baptists, making very pe:
caliar and striking representations, for it is
marked “Privite and Confidential.” That
is therefore left where it was put. Bat here
is.a document sent freely from the same office to F. Baptists, at just about the same
time that Dr. Malcom’s resolution was pass-

ed and recorded. Only a single sentence
is quoted from it, for brevity's sake. All
the rest is in keeping with this:

The paper

is thoroughly in the interests
Several gentlemen ¢onnected with the of the F.
tist denomination ; bothof -its
various branches of the Baptist family, who- editors are F. Ba ptists,
and it aims to build ~
aré in favor of church independence, the up the denomination
and enlarge its borunion of al evangelical Baptists, aud free- ders,by bringing all who
agree wit
us h
jnagr
Gers, by, bringing all
meral Conference.
disciplesjhave formed an Association, under
These items of testimony would seem suffithe purpose of publishing a weekly relig- | roiegt for the present
purpose, and they are
ious newspaper, as the organ of their convictions and purposes.
at left to speak for themselves without comthe name of thé Baptist Printing Union, for

It is only

needful" here to call attention

to the parties who have entered into this
Association, aud to the purpose for which
they are to publish the paper. There lies
the definition.
:
’
Did

andvdo the gentlemen, representing

what are called the *‘liberal Baptists” in the
C. Baptist body, understand the matfer in
the same way?

tracts speak.

In

answer,

They are

let

from

these ex-

a letter re-

ceived, unsought, from Rev. Dr. Malcom,
and whose present uséfs
authorizes, ‘He
says, speaking
for himself
ren in the same body :

and
:

urged

Ball

I selected its name,—Baptist
proposed its platform ;
Se
as editor;

ER

It may, however, be

proper

one other point, somewhat

ply because so much has
heretofore and

to-refer

collateral,

been

made

elsewhere, . and

to

sim:

of it

because

it

has beer repeatedly brought up gnd emphasized ai this Conference. . It is this: That
E. Baptists have little or no occasion to think
of themselves as separated from the C. BapL tist bodyby important differences in doetri-

nal belief; and if the communion
question
did not divide them, they could readily coa-

lesce. 1n proof of this, it is very common
his breth- ‘to refer to the special liberality of the War-

We 1esolved to have an independent Bap’

tist paper.
Union; 1

ment.

I wrote the first ar-

ticle. of the first number, in which I struck
ithe key- note,
. I wanted a paper to

be simply the mouthpiece of all generous

Baplists, and particularly those in my own
denomination ; and, with this emphatic be-

ren Association, and more especially to the
liberality of the “‘Philadelphia Confession"

which has been formally adopted as it§ platform, and on which it stands to-day.

We

have heard much of this very liberal plai-form. Do you know what that Confession
is? Have you réad it? Perhaps a few sentences will help in appreciating

the liber-

lief—[here follow several names of his de- al theology it avows. The quotations are
nowinational brethren]: and gihois have made from it as it stands in Cutting’s ““Hisiven it our support.
. I would never torical Vindications.” The spéaker Tread
ave given my time, or care, or money to several paragraphs from this Confession,
‘start a paper in ‘your denomination.
*
sentences are fair
These statements need no’ explanation of which the following
J
specimens
:
M
and no ¢omment. .
a fd
God hath decreed iu himself from all‘eter"Thus the paper ‘bézan. Was the early
freely and unchangeably, all
purpose kept alive, and active, ard voeal P nity,
Take, for answer, the resolution offered by
Dr. Malcom, two years-ater, at ‘an annual

things whatsoever come ‘to
8 RELL
Angels and men, thus predestined and fore-

ordained,are

particularly and unchangeably

meeting. of the Baptist Printing Union,

designed ; and

because he had suspicions that F, Baptists
had been improperly encouraged to look

hath appointed the elect unto glory, so hath -

upon the paper as theirs.

This resolution

was considered at length, and adopted
without dissent. This is the copy sent by
the author, and whose present use he authorizes :
Ei
. Resolved, That the Baplist Union: is \mot:
a Freewill Baptist paper; that it is not the

their number

is so certain

and definite
that it can not be either incréased ‘or diminished. .
As God
he, by the eternal and free purpose

of his

will, foreordainedall the means thereunto.

. . ..Man, by his [all into a state of sin,
hath wholly lost all ability of will to any
spiritual good accompanying salvation.
» ! Thi effeotusl call is of God's free and

#pgeial
grace alone,
. the creature bevie y pie therein. . .
Th 08¢
organ of any denomination; but it is sjm- ‘whom
' God
hath effectually called and .
ply an independévt journal, conducted by sanctified <. ." can neither totally nor fian Sssociation of gentlemen of different nally fall. . .
. This perseverance of
sects,

for the defense of Baptist principles.

That would seem to be about as explicit

the saintg depends, not upon their own free

will, but upon the immutability of the decree of election. © |
ji

as langnage can be ;—it first declares what
One need not stop, to commentgn that;
the paper is not, and thep what pit is. Dr.
the financial condition of a central
paper,
but
it is rather natural to ask whethér this
te
ab»
hatred into love, his disobedience into obe- That is easily settled. But when it is said he yielded againto persuasion and kept his Malcom adds:
the
conclusive proof that, ¥; Baptists have
resolution was passed.
that this subject ought to be put and. ke
But Dr. 4
lips measurably closed.: His silence in "The
fio farther missionto stand up and, seek to
Ball
would
not
let
it
be
published
in
the
Christ and heaven, his sensuality to spirit- | out of Conference, and that we can aff
both cases had buen complained of and paper; though it was entered on the min- supplant Calyioissby urging home the old
0,000 or $20,000

tendencies without touching his identity,
| converting his darkvess into light] his

of life, with cdmpre- | diene;his affections from earth and sib to
so that his desires lead in a differentt and
to paystifle$10,000.
uality; ion,
debate

report

of

: to hush inquiry

‘misinterpreted, Here, another labored utes,
"
’
)
‘
:
i
argument in defense of the, extreme claims Hive the formal and official utterances of
afford to discuss the question, he was] of the Union comes in under ths cover of the managers of thé
HERAT DAS A
through its
“| different themes of thou
and ght
sources of forced to pn emphatic dissent. The subject another financial report ; four-fifths of ‘all «columns ard otherwise, paper,
agreed
with this
second
is like, nathely this, gratification. In this new birth, none of belongs here. Conference, six yours ago, {the time used in debating the question on declarati
on, that the Unioh is not a Freeprovided
love thy neighbor as thyself. the faculties of the mind are destroyed, nor |
for the issue of papers and the ‘this floor has been employed by the same will Baptist or denominational
paper ?

direct

his resolves prompt to a differen

o | course of action, and his delights are in

‘There

brought in under, the cover of “a

none o

: jsommandment’
NF

Si

greater-aiz any new faculty added.

ii

payment

2

Fr
ba

here, better than we

of moneyto support ‘them;

can

and for the same end ; and now, when
it parties

“In answer, take

few specimen extracts—
SHE

hy

yi

vital doctrine of free will, but may. coalesce
at once with yw standing on a platform

like

that, We crave fellowship ang

union ;

but/arewe ready for it on the basis of that
Confession

?

iP

{iF

Now, going back to the

real

Lad

di

point, the

‘simple question brought before us By these

LR

I

i

.

$4.

et

;

La

.

.

te
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the brethren who do not seek easy

But there is no need of words on this point

places,

now.. This sort of discussion quite lacks
six years ago, its proposed managers had but who have thrown themselves into this pertinency here. Let it be.remembered
with
on
go
should
we
,
movement
great
propose
We
said,—*

come “up frankly and
that the paper you are asked to found shall, great success; large gains would come
be published by several gentlemen con- to us from liberal Baptists and elsewhere;

\

nected with the various branches of the we should rise out of our weakness and fedr
Baptist family, as the organ of their con- and reap glorious victories. —Afyer dwelling:
victions and purposes; it is notto be a long and with much feryor on these geneial
Freewill Baptist paper, not the organ of points, he closed by declaring his thorough
hope
any denomination, but /@n independent loyaltyto the denomination, and his
- ith
te
apprecia
would
ce
Conferen
the
that
Board
its
of
members
ofthe
} journal ; some
the
to
give
and:
privilege,
and
are to belong to another denomination, and duly *
to
rigfit
a
had
it
support
the
Union
Baptist
oneof these is to fashion its platform and
expect.
:
wi
;
;
key-note
its
strike
and
proposeits editor
of its three editors are
two

to bé

Regular

Rov. G. T, Day

said

that a

brief reply

that the simple question

do the words mean ? It is a document

with

bless him in keeping it

Acting in that

spirit, we can find a way out of all difficulUnder the motion to admit the protest a ties, as the’trus way out of this is plain.
ter, which fix its ownership and decide on
‘Rev. B. F. Hayes expressed bis deep inthe use of its profits. With this explana- | general debate sprang up.
Rev. G. H. Ball said the resolution, di- interest in this subject. He spoke in com
tion he declared himself fully satisfied.
was referred to the provisions of its .char-

before us is this,

. Rev. G. H.

Ball

said that the Printing

Union, as defined by its

Establishment
was simply a close corpora:

own managers and its own words, justify
such a statement touching its denominational character and clajms as these resolutions call on us to give? Those who find
sufficient reasons for saying “Yes” will so
answer
;— at least: one person is iorced by
conviction and conscience to say ‘‘No.”
The Moderator said that the question before Conference was the substitution of the
resolutions offered by Bro. Ball for that reported by the Committee. On this question
the Yeas and Nays were ordered, and the

tion, just like any other; that its members

—Does the Baptist

Baptists ; its chief editor will avow himself, seent@il necessary. First, he heartly thanknot a Freewill Baptist,but a member of an- ed the Conference for their careful and pa- resolutions were rejected,—Yeas, 21; Nays,
other and distinct body ; the paper willin- tient attention to.the defense snd plea just

o>

ed, and needed to know just the truth.—He

‘had absolute control of it; that the General

thore than one edge.

:

recting the denominational editors

to. fra-

ternize with liberal. Baptists, &c., did not
touch the case of the Baptist Union; for,
by the action here complained of, the

plimentary terms of both the Star and the

Union. He had found great satisfaction. in
reading both while residing and traveling
abroad. He thought there was room and
work for both. The position and relations
of the Star are well understood, so that .

Union bad been pushed outside the denomination.
That action was unbrotherly and
ship, or funds, or action; and that the denominational ownership was a very unsub- grievously unjust, and he thought! it’ per| fectly proper to complain of it in ' this way,
stantial thing.
;

‘there need be no question respecting these.

could not go into another body, legally .in- spirit,and so it should have what was prom-

whether the Baptist Union would not do a

Conference had no power gver:its member-

°

It is, besides being. adapted to the wants .
of all Christian families, the accepted ex-,
¢
. Rev. G. T. Day said it was plain enough,
Rev.
D.
M.
Graham
=aid
he
did
not
claim
ponent of F. Baptist doctrines and. usages. oh
ough
by this time,—th
he had bardly sus°
pected it before,—that this statement of the that the Baptist Union had met the condi- The Union had undertaken an imporiant
work
which
he
hoped
would
be
effectually
+
tions
specified
by
Conferénce
in
their
letter,
Committee was needed.
Of course, everycarried on. But he raised the question,
body knew that a body, not known in law,. but it had met and more than met “them in
The wrong ought to be undone. ,

corporated, and really’ control its actien.

ised.

“We claim,” he said; “that we

-

have _ much better and surer work

by giving up

done ‘infinitely mor’ than Conference te- altogether the idea of claiming to be a spe88. The original resolution was then adoptsist that the plea for denominationalism is closed. * Previously,he had confined himself ed, and, at 11 1-2 P. M., ‘the Conlerence ad- That is the inerest truism. lo that sense, quired. and so have ‘done in spirit what it cial organ of the denomination, or of anj
Ee Conference never had, nor could it
mean and degrading, and a refuge for to the presentation of testimony on the one Jjourned to 8 o'clock THursday morning.
required, as the greater includes the less,” special body or bodies of people, and Zi
over
ave, control of the Printing Establish- He thought, in some way, the Union ought right on its way, uttering the best thought
goes
bigots; and it will plead for a union that real point ; the-speech just heard
ignores or denies the need of standing ‘a much wider field. As to the allegation “ The Cor ference met at 8 o'clock, Thurs- ment, nor of the Baptist Printing Union, to be recognized as a dengenfiational
pa- and doing the best work that God's provi
dence offered it. That seemed to him tht
against the Calvinism which is yet avowed that he had attacked thie Union avd its edi- day morning, and proceeded to the comsid- nor of any other corporation. It has now per, as well as the Star. =
r
by the larger Baptist body ;"—suppose tor, charged him with duplicity, and warned eration of the remaining portions of the re- .ad much controlof this sort as ever. But
Bev.G. P. Ramsey
said be was quite true method, and the way to the best sor.
‘
these managers had then come forward the Conference against confiding in his port. The following items were adopted the churter makes the property of the Es- ready to put on record a ‘plain reason why ‘of success.
tablishment the property of the denomina- the Star was the organ of the denominaRev. O. B. Cheney said he hoped’ we
with such an avowa',~—no matter what else statements,—that was wholly incorrect, unwithout debate or dissent :
|
tion; it compels the use of irs profits for tion. , The denomination owned it, and might reach some harmonious *conclusion.
they had coupled with the statement,— less the quotations from the editor's. own
That,our denominational editors and pub- denominational purposes; the Conference
words
in
the
Union,
&e.,
involved
subi¥acdoes any man here believe thut the Conferhad the benefit of all its profits.
That He voted for Bro. Ball's resolutions. They
lishers should clearly define, olten repeat
ence would bave debated the question of casations. He had read the editor's words ‘and zealously advocate and defend’ the requires a full statement of its business at was not true of the Union.
By his vote did not satisfy him. He wanted to offer
founding and aiding such a paper for five and left them. If they carried with them fundamental doctrines and usages of the every session; it advises in’ respect to its he had expressed hjs convictions and stat: an amendment or a substitute for. them,
He denomination as expressed in the Treatise;
procedure ; and the Establishment asks and ed the truth, and he could not and should but it was too late. And so he voted for
minutes, or that three votes could have charges of this sort, was lie to blame?
been secured for such a project? And yet did net fraine the words nor interpret them, that they should at the same time give ex- has always followed these recommenda- not goback on that vote, even 1t he stbod them as they were, as perhaps the best
pression to a large fraternal feeling toward
just what is supposed to have been. proph- he only quoted them, and let them speak for all Christians, and labor for the largest tions, "And it is the Conference itself that alone.
thing he wus able to get. Aud. he had
ccy and pirpose theo,is fact and history now. themselves.—As to Bro. Ball's explanatiqne, practicable unity of Freewill and other lib- directed ft to make its rules, in respect to
E. W. Page said the action was very un- signed the protest; but he wanted peace,
cral Baptists, making themselves no less appropriations of funds, just
Does the changé from propheey to history not many words were needed.
just to the Baptist Union avd its man- and pot discord. He still thought it would
affect the principle ? This Conference must
If that circular was merely a business the organs of the liberal Baptists évery- are to-day. In a word, the Conference has agers. It was unbrotherly. It was a de- have been better if this discussion could
because of being the organs of the fashioned the Establishment; and this aldecide whether it “can properly take any document, it defines the basis and purposes where,
nial of sympathy and encouragement.
It have been kept out; and he hoped we
Freewill Baptists.
:
stion which implies that the Baptist Union, of the paperin carefully «chosen terms, just
That, touching the payment of $10,000 legation, that it is simply a close and ir- virtually censured them for all their effowt should be able to agree upon something
as it defines its own character and status, as the paper has always defined them ; just by the Printing Establishment to the Cen- responsiblé corporation, may well awaken and sacrifice for the denomination. ‘‘Breth- now, apd so separate in unity.
is such a paper as that Conference invited as they are now defined here. But the only tral Board, it is the understanding of this surprise. It is well that it \has come out ren,” he said, *‘I feal sure that yow will be
Several resolations, propositions, suginto being, such as it promised to. support, real question is,——Does that circular state thé Conference that iv is not their province to here. It shows both what is going on and ashamed of what you have done; yes, I re- gestions, &c., had been read in the course
undo nor change materially. the actionof
and such as can properly receive the en- truth? If not, it is needless to ask after the General Conference of 1868; and fur- what is needed.
peat it, you will be ashamed of it.” He of the discussion; some others were wenRev. D. M. Graham wished to disavow thought it wus hard to be compared with tioned now ; and, on motion of Rev O. B.
dorsement you are asked to give it now.
the inference ; if it does, then it proves all ther, that we deem the conditions specified
Rev. G. H. Ball replied at length, at the it was quoted to prove.
by the said General Conference just, alike all part in making such representations. the secessionists, and wished to say, for Cheney, these,together with the protest, were
evening session. He sdid both himself and
Does Dr. Malcom tell the truth about to the Central Board and to the denomina- He hid never heard of these allegations himself, that he should lend no countenance referred to a Committee of five, to consider
before.
;
the Baptist Union nad been strongly at- that resolution ? Was it passed, and after tion.
The Moderator. apto division, even if this vote stood.
But it the matter and report.
The next item in order was this, which
Rev. J. M. Bailey said that, though the
tackedin the speechof Bro. Day; he had careful consideration? Did be vainly ask
pointed as this committee,—Cheney, Day,
was
a
‘wrong.
Conference lacked legal control of the Esbeen charged with duplicity; and’ the to have it published ? Al! that is admitted, was read :
Ball, Bailey, and Bates. The Committee reThat we do not approve of the pa yment tablishment, it had an almost complete
Reys. J. Ashley, W. H. Waldron, S. R.
. Conference had been told that his uiteran- and that is all that is essential. The questired, and, after considerable time spent in
of the aforesaid $10,000 urtil the conditions
Evens, and Dijese, said. a few ‘words, ex~ ces must be taken with great allowance. tion, whether the resolution expresses the are complied with.
In our opinion the fol- moral control, and that is the main thing. pressing an interest to have matters proper- consultation, returned and reported an
Let this Conference pronounce decidedly
He took up, in the course of his speech, the truth, or whether Dr. M, finally cocsented lowing deductions should be mad
agreement upon the following resolution,
against the course of the Establishment, ly adjusted ; and Revs. T. Stevens, G. H. as a substitute fcr that already adopted
points which were made by the previous to let it be nnpublished on certain conditions, cash value of 3,000 subscribers to t
protest against the circulation of its pub- Ball and O, B. Cheney exchanged some touching the Baptist Union:
speaker, He said that circular quoted was is one not needing discussion here. Tt is tian Freeman, tarued over tot
Union
;
one-half
the
loss
sustained
by
the
statements and explanations touching the
not intended to define the character ‘or to be supposed that the munagers knew
branch office of the Star in New York ; the Jications, &ec., and it would find itself we!l- origin of this question six years #go.
That we consider the Baptist Union ably status of the Union; it was chiefly a busiamount’of books committed to the Baptist nigh powerless.
conducted, and approve of its avowed aim,
what they were doing in passing it.
Rev. G. T. Day thought a. few added to furnish an organ for all liveral Baptists,
ness document, meant to invite the patronRev. G. T. Day moved that the last item
The letter to the Journal & Messenger Unwon from the branch office, and the unage of advertisers; and in case the *‘' gen- was not correctly quoted by Bro. Ball, and settled’ book accounts of the Christian Free- in the report, just tabled, be taken up and words were called for in view of some apd as such we commend it to their patrontlemen” in question held and advocated remains just where the previous statement man office, the whole amounting to about | passed,—saying that, if Bro. Graham, or strange representations here. He said: age.
$5,000.
*
The vote adopting the previous resolution
views in harmony with those of F. Baptists, feft it. 1tis a late day in which to allege
any one else, wished to amend) by striking One might suppose that the Conference had
Rev.
G.
T.
Day
said
the
previous
resoluwas
reconsidered, #nd this was substituted
the paper would not be less a F. Baptist injustice against the editor of that paper in
out what was syid to have'a hint of suspi- really gone out of its way to attack the
for it. Just as the vote was to be taken on
tion strongly
affirmed. .that the specified
Baptist
Union
and
its
managers.
Look
at
paper because some of them belonged to quoting it in his columns.
cion towards the’Corporators, that amendoli
its adoption, Rev. G. H. Ball rose and said,
conditions should be met before the money
the larger Baptist body.—He admitted that
Mr. Melish’s statement, touching the could be properly paid; hence, the restate- ment could be moved. He was” gnite will- the facts. Six years ago, the measure in that he approved and should vote for the resowhich
this
paper
originated
was
pushed
the resolution of Dr. Malcom was fully church relations of the editors . of the Union,
ing to let if stand as it was.—The {temwa
lution with-the understanding that the terw
'g ment here hardly seemed necessary. And,
considered and passed, and that Dr. M. is admitted to be exactly true.
adopted in/its original form.
oy through; in’ opposition to my strong convic“liberal Baptists” included F. Baptists, as
|in respect to the amount of the deductions
‘tions,
but
I
was
silent.
Three
years
ago,
wished it published ; but insisted that Dr.
The report was thus disposed of, and it
The
protest
against
denominationalism,as
their largest element.
called
for
in
case
of
payment,
it
was
plain
thé
side
of
the
Union
was
elaborately
and,
M. was needlessly nervous; said he stated,
was supposed that the end of this matte r
The Chairman and the other members of °
as I thought, unfairly argued,
under the
at the time, that the resolution, standing explained, implies that those who were ask- that the Conferencé could not vote intelliBut it proved otherhad been reached.
ing
that
the
Union
be
more
denominational,
the
Committee promptly replied, that, by
gently
on
that
question,
us
they
lacked
a
cover of a financial report, and I and others
alone, did pot fairly éxpress the truth and
wise.
no faith ic knowledge of the facts. ' The Committee
said almost nothing. This year, another the distinet agreement of the Committee,
was calculated to mislead ; and tbat,after he were mere sectarians, and had
THE PROTEST.
still more labored plea on that side of the such an interpretation, in connection with
“had read to Dr. M. a certain editorial, he or care for principles, It may well be doubt- have given some attention to that matter,
ed
whether
any
F,
Baptists
have
asked
for
and
tell
us
what
they
think;
but
the
Conquestion
comes in under the :same cover, the presentation of the resolution, was both
As the Conference. yvas about to proceed
expressed his satisfaction
with that, and it
ference has no proper information, and so to othér waiting\isiness, Rev. G. H. Ball and no public word is heard in objection. unauthorized and forbidden. The resoluwas agreed to republish this from time to a.denoininationalisim of that sort.
The allegation that the Philadelplia Con- can not express any intelligent opinion on asked leave to present a protest, in behalf The matter goes to a Committee, on which tion was then adopted, and the subject :
time.—11é admitted the truth of the statefession
was quoted to discourage and frown that point ;—he himself was not able'to ex- of himself and several other brethren, strong and special friends of the Union passed out _of the Conference.
ment touching the editors,—that-Bro. -Melish, corresponding editor, was a member down all fFaternal words and acts toward press such an opinion. He thought the against the action taken last evening on have a place. By special request, others
To make the record complete, up to the
with myself go before ‘that Committee to
ofa C. Baptist church, and that Bro. Whit- liberal Baptists, as iuproper and serviceless, resolution would be better put upon ,the the report of the Committeé’'on Pablications.
reaThe
present
time, it seems needful, at the end of
reply.
a
deserves
table.—The
resolution
was
laid
on
the
tagive
testimony,
and
have
it
examined
and
or
dly
needs
Har
the
joived
now
He then read the document, which set
© ney, assistant editor, had
.
o
forth that the ‘signers solemnly protested sifted. I have myself spent five long hours this report, to copy the following staiements
Lee Avenue Baptist. church, though that son for quoting it was stated,—to show. ble.
The next item read thus:
ER
‘against the action in question, because, in before it. ‘I expressed my reluctance to give which appeared in the issue of the Baptist
was thoroughly open commuuion.—He ad- that F. Baptists had a work to do, in behalf
of
‘their
old
doctrine
of
free
will,and
others
That
we
recommend
lo
the
proprietors
mitted writing the letter published in the
its logical consequences, that action con- certain testimony, asking if the matter Union immediately following the close of
the Baptist Union to comply with the demned the movement to extend ggmpathy, might not be properly disposed of without the Conference, and in which an account is
Purnal & Messenger, but was almost con- akin to it, before they could meet on what of
specific conditions as soon as may be, that
fident the editor of that paper had not done had been especially exalted here as a liberal the fact of its denominational character, as fellowship and co-operation to liberal Bap- making the whole case public. - Only when given of the discussion. That'paper takes
platform,—the
Philadelphia
Confession.
We
he
as
extracts
him full justice in publishiug
well as its liberal generdl scope, may be tiste, and (ended to produce division in the the Committee, by special vote, urged me the liberty to give this version of the case:
Dr. Day, the editor of the Morning Star,
- asked that to speak, did I consent. That Commitiee
? F. Baptist denomination.—He
did.—He admitted that he had said these all stretched out warm and glad hands to well-defined and clearly understood.
Rev. G. T. Day said he fully agreed with this protest might be entered on the min- sat long and deliberated carefully, and at assailed the Baptist Union with vigor, and
strong things against denominationalism, | gree} oju~brethren,—Smith and Malcom and
endeavored to show that its policy is wrong
but meant only to prbtest against mere Caswell,—prizing their liberality, but es- the Committee that there was a reason for utes of the Conference, and, in addition, length fully agreed on a report—the special ‘that there is very little of the libetal movesectarian portisanship that bad no knowl- pecially honoring their religion. We went such a recommendation ; he would be glad that the names of others, who had not . yet friends of the Union as well as others. iment, and no hope of fraternal fellowship
edge of or regard for principles.—He ad- farther than‘that ;—we gave our hearty fel- to vote for it if it were proper; but, be- been seen, and who might be willing to Had that report been allowedto go through between Free Baptists and liberal brethren
mitted that the condition prescribed by Con- lowship to the same thing in. Dr. Robinson, sides the fact that such a course would vio- sign the document, should be added bhere- the Conference witheut essential interfer in the larger body : that the pretensions of
the Union are ambiguous and its purposes
:
3
ence, I would not have opened my lips to chimerical.
‘ference, requiring all the members Yo be though he plainly indicated that/he did not late what is declared to be the compact: after.
stand
with
the
liberal
Baptists;
and
to
Dr.
complied
with liberal Baptist brethren, we have been
Rev. G. T. Day moved that the request, debate the general question. I had indjF. Baptists, &e., had not been
Speaking
of the resolution finally adopt
with ; they did not believe that arrangement Laurie as well, though he was not a Baptist emphatically told that the managers of the to have the document, as presented; with cated that®B®would vot. ‘But that report is
ed,
it
says:
i
was bést; they had nd intention to comply at all, buf geCongregationalist. The cry of Union do nol intend to do anything of the its signatures, entered on the minutes, be vehemently attacked—you know by whom
So far as this expression of confidence is
our
brotherly
fellowship
is,
“Welcome
and
could
e
Corferenc
To urge them to do this, in the face granted.
kind.
and oa what grounds—as soon as it is pre- concerned, this ‘resolution satisfied the
with that conditien ; if the
]
_not vote the money for that reason, they honor to all Christ’s true and faithful ones !” of such an avowal, suggests a ack of conRev. G. P. Ramsey hoped that no such sented, and amendmeats are offered and friends of the Union, as it emphatically
With much of what Bro. Ball says about sideration if not a positive discourtesy. He document as that would appear in the advocated that radically change its charac- commended it to the patronage of Free
should go on and do without it as ‘wellas
they could, though he thought it proper to liberality, and breadth, and faith, and bap- moved that the resolution lie on the table. winutes, and that those brethren would ter and testimony. Not fo speak then Baptists, who constitute the chief Lody of liberal Béptists in this country.
be paid at once.—He said it was plain that tistic principles, and progress, to which —It was tabled.
considerthe matter in a calmer hour and would have been cowardice and treachery.
And it bas these additional words on an-.
all
we
devoted,
The last item in the repoit read as fol- way, and withdraw it.
1 did speak, plainly, calmly, thoughtfully,
Bro. Day had quoted the Calvinism in the most of his speech was
other point:
argree
;
but
it
has
no
obvious
bearing
on
the
lows:
Philadelphia Confession to prove that all
kindly. You heard my 4 words; you heard
While, opposition is sharp, our friends
Rev. G. T. Day said he most fully shaved
steps in the way of sympathizing with and question at issue. It "does not seem mecthe laboréd reply ; and then came your should be vigilauvt.
In answer to inquiries concerning
the
Their. unselfwhat
he
supposed
was
fhe
feeling
of
Bro.
calm, deliberate verdict. In
syswer to that, ish assistance will more than compensate
offering a brotherly hand to the liberal essary to admit—does he think it is, and rights and authority of the Printing, Estabe would
repeat Ramsey, and of the great body of other herscomes now this strange y Wil
Baptists were to be discouraged and frown- mean to say so "—that all the generosity, lishment over its funds,
falk- for the refusal lo pay over the $10,00 ,which
the fact,that the General
@onference. placed bréthren here.
One might well be sur- ing of ‘logical consequences” which you is fairly our due.
:
y
and
breadth,
and
wisdom,
and
enterprise,
believed
nobody
almost
that
but
"ed upon ;
Printing
Establishment
in
the
hands
of
the
prisedaf such a proceeding as this, and have emphatically disavowed, and speaking
We refrain now from patting 8u record
in those dogmas ; they were trefited as fos- and hard work, and ‘promises of success, the Board of Corporators, with the recauregret a record of it on the minutes. But he, of tendencies to division that fairly raise thé first thought which sprang into the
gils; and that nearly-every one of the libei- are with the special friends of the Baptist tion that, its members must be Freewill
Jie would gag no
in free speech.
believed
mind on reading these strange statements,
Union, and lie along the lines it follows; Baptists,"and all the. profits of the Estabthe query, whether there is not a covert
' al Baptists was in fuct anti-Calvinistic.
here, not even if his words seemed as
|brother
lishment,
above
and
beyond
the
necessary
and also from reporting the expressed
threat
under
the
prophecy.
Thal
is
the
A very large part of the address was oc- nor that all the narrowness, and prejudice,
on the business,
unwise as these words did ,and had the sugmeans of safely carryin
and strong words of other persons who have
cupied with general statements rather than and bigatry, and certainties of failure attach must be given to Free
‘Baptist enterprises, gestion of bitterness over a disappointment simple case before us,—the case out of
its
heretofore rendered friendly service to the
questioning
help
not
can
which
springs
this
charge
ot
unbrotherliwho
those
to
and
the
act
of
ineorporation
vequires
this.
specific ones. He said he had been strangeand the intensity springing from heated
+ ly misunderstood
and
misrepresented . | policy and words. It is easy to prophesy. The Board of Corporators affirm that com- blood. And so he would admit them, if the ness, of repulsion, of injustice,” of wrong. Union. We prefer rather to express the
hey who do so-may have [ull faith in their pliance with these rules’is their sacred purThat simple statement is all the reply I later and calmer thought, which is this
The Union was not exclusively the organ
of the Un- pose; hence the Pritng Establishment is speakers insisted on it; though he thought deem needful, and all I consent {0 mike.— That we deeply regret, for the writer's own
editor
The
utterances.
and
visions
SeparGeneral,
of
also
but
of F. Baptists,
eminently a Freewill
Ba ptist institution ; time and calm deliberation would satisfy
.
“ate. libéral and othér Baptists as- well J ion seems to believe that this undertaking and should the Coiporators fail to act in ac- these protestants that they could ill afford Bro. Ball said, in the speech of last night, sake, the use of such words as these; we
carried on; cordance with these requirements, it would
sympathize with the supporters of the paper
and not less the organ of any one of these is to bring us great gains if it is
such a rccord. That is their concern, how- —and I felt it was his nobler self that was who are forced to carry such a load as these
This was that vast accessions are to come from the be the right and duty of the General Conspeaking
then,—that,
if.
the
‘Conference
because the organ of all.
votes
ferenceto inquire into the subject and de: ever. Jt is a protest against the
what was needed. He had carefully stud- larger Baptist body, such as will make us mand the surrender of their work to other which these delegates have been * forced by could pot see its way clear to vote in accor- utterances impose; and we ask our peris. virtually a
plexed readers, diffizult as the task maybe,
ied the denomination for sixteen years; he the head and center of what
hands.
conviction to give at the end of a long and dance with hig argument and plea,he should
.
elebest
the
of
formed
to exercise that grace ol charity whieh
denomination
new
policy
accept
the
decision,
keep
his
loyalty
to
the
broader
and
new
1
a
of
©. saw, the need
He has been uttering these Rev. D. M. Graham said that the last patient consideration of the subject—given, ‘denomination, and go on with his work in “‘hopeth all things.”
the denomination demanded a fresh rally ments of that.
as- part of this statément seemed to have a not in heat and haste, but, ene Ly one, in patience and hope. In the smart of disaping-cry to prevent disiniegration. - We glowing prophecies for four years, and
hint of suspicion against the Corporators, Panswer to the clerk's deliberate roll-call.
the
But
pointment and the heat of feverish blood,
must. claim to be Baptists, and maintain suring us of a speedy fulfillment.
which he disapproved; and therefore he One can hardly help being reminded of
still
is
vision
the
;
unmet
remain
the claim, and put ourselves into historic promises
what lately occurred in our civil life, when does he take that all back in the protest of |
nothing ‘moved that this item be laid on the table.
connection with Baptistic principles in. the waited for and seems to bring
‘Rev. G. T, Day said h#fdid not think the the southern states went into a constitu- this morning ? I think he “can poorly afthing: of
ford to do that.—Bro. Page complains of
great past, and so be fired. The Baptist nearer ; and the progress is still a
Corporators
would be’ seusitive over dny tional ¢léction,and, because they were deDOVER, N. H.,
Union had furnished such a raliying-ory, "words. Such a secession as he looks for is suspicion implied here; but, as he sup- feated, plunged into war and- sought to my refengnce to the secessionists.” If TI used
FFERS for sale its real estate, staam power,
of
leaven
the
before
for,
improbable;
too
strong
words
I
will
change
them
for
quite
rise
to
presses, &e., here in Dover. The main build”
and was calling the denomination
protest is strangewe are all especial posed the statement apn unquestioned tru. break up the union.—The
softer ones; but I am still forced to say tha gis 4 by 80 feet, three stories high, with two
- ang assert itself in the face of ‘the world, liberal sentiment—which
stores in
front.’ It is suitable for manufacturing
ly
unfortunate
in
its
statements.
It
speaks
of
ism,
and
ag
he
was
glad
to'meet
the
special
steadily and successfully
to a limited extent, and has several of the
_and lead the great movement in favor of| ly grateful to see
our action,as this case did remind me of that,and, though purposes
of
consequences”
“logical
the
most
desirable
offices in the city. Inquire of
friends
of
the
Union
in
every
practicable
there may be large differences in the purthere—has gone far enough to infree communion, &c. ; that a new Baptist. working
to encourage and fraterefforts
censuring
way,
in
the
spirit
of
courtesy,
he
would
yrs
i
|
.
BN}
. Srewrork,
; Ng'x.
have
will
it
poses and passions entering into the two cas- |
duce any extensive secession,
“denomination on this basis of freedom was
nize with liberal Baptists ‘who hold subsecond
the
wotion
~The
item
was
gabled.
tolera-,
ready
the
induce
to
enough
far
es,
there
seems
to
me
now
very
little
differvery likely to be formed, unless we put gone
Rev. J. 8. Dinsmore asked if this action stantially our views ;—whereas, a resoluMAN: IN GENESIS ANDIN GEOLOGY:
of open commutipn churches in the sevor, the Biblical account of Max
. ourselves in the way to take the place of «it tion Associations, and then all motive for a was not likely to be thought of as improp- tion, just adopted, urges with emphasis ence in the principle. I do not retort upon
eral
Him
for
his
very
strong,
and,
as
I
think,
tasted b; Selentifio Theoxios oF is orig wa 3
If
of
speaks
it
when
And
efforts.
: and secure its strength for ourselves.
such
just
re-beifig
wily.
0
oa.
secogsion is wanting. A few individual and erly covering up something.—On
T2mo.
tice, $1. Wil be sent
pre
\
we failedte do this, our denomination was local exclusions and departures may be Jook- quested to explain ldmself, he said that the tehding to a division iri the denomination, unbecoming words = about our being Tl,
post, on receipt
of price, b
ial
«gshamed”
of
our
actjon
;—I
only
say
that
:
7
1p,
stEWaRS.
i
‘must
moth:
to
come
Somebody
and
‘mean?
dwindle
to
sure
docs-that
* morally
or less circulated, es what
for, and that is all. Aud so, from the statement was move
I trust a wiser hour may awakey a real re.
; that this was the leadership which the ed
ing
West, that the Printing Es, | move in tlie way of dividing before division

o

properly encouraged

paper the broad gauge, and

was first under discussion ‘in Conference,

discount,

I

5.)

pose, when this subject of a central

Sup- it F, Baptists gave up narrowness, adopted dresh prophecies of to-day.at a very : great

AS BN

resolutions may be put in this way:

x

A

STAR,

-

THE MORNING

‘THE MORNING STAR

Printing _ Establishment,

nature-of, the case, from

' Union sought to give the denomination;

the ‘growing

dis-

once gave the
that he knew more. or less of the liberal trust of more or less who hope, as well as
and
nce
confide
nt
moveme
‘brethren would prefer to have one of «the ir
the propheown men to lead the movement, at tl 1e fromthe confessed failure of
years have
four
last
the
which
with
cles
© head of the paper, and did not like to folobliged to take these
is
one
full,
go
[beer
at
low the leadof the present editor ;. but th
A
fad

Nn

i

.

/

¥
o>

pecially in the

Who ‘are going to do that? “gret over this action of himself and
to sociate protestants; He assures us
which the denomination owned or could:
vote “No,” I think. Are they who voted is to go faithfully on in his work
manage; but was, instead, a private ocor“Yes” going to do it? And is there a cov- Baptist, 1énding no-eountenance to

tablishient was.in no proper sense a

poration

which

its Tunde, Se.

thing

can come.

Not we who were forced by conviction

has absolute control ‘of
He and others were interest- | erl {hreat under this prophecy? If not, what
3

efforts.

God bless him for that pledge, and
-w

"

his as-

that he
as a F.
divisive |
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WEDNESDAY,

14, 1574.

Con-~
to its spethe

Let usturn

and it voiced itself in cheering and impressive ways, The prayer meetings, though
interfered with by {frequent meetings for

GEORGE T. DAY, Editor.
@. FF. MOSHER; Ass"t Editor.

+| business held at the same hours,
;
.
for pablication
full
'of fervor and wunction, and

gownbin a ho
&@- Allcommunicatidns designed

shen!d he addressed to the Editor, and all letters on 4
* masiness, remittances of money, &c., should be addressed tothe Publisher.

were often

one

often

felt in them that he was breathing

in a

sacred atmospheie
and Iffted nearer the:

| gate ofthe kingdom.
And in the debates
and resolutions, the great trath, that the
‘real end of all our work is the sanctification
of souls, was frequently implied and found
and action,

Discussion touching Papers, &e.
'

;

“T'be veport of the

discussion

having

especial reference to the Fain

Tnion,

which

took place

ut the

emphatic mention.

General

Coaference, and which we promised to snp-

ply, will be found on the second and third
pages of this paper,

This report is full;

it

has been made out with great care, so that
our readers may understand
was done, and

also

precisely what

have

before

them

all

the significant utterances of the occasion.
The real tone of the meeting is thus clearly
indicated,
aud this is

almost

indispensable

43

STARE

ference as a body.

;

NOVEMBER

ABATE.

to see that some other
and so neglects it, does

didate is not dble
duty is binding,

a sufficient
cific proceedings,
J not seem, in itself, to furnish
to aid
refuse
should
minister
a
why
reason
The devotional element was by ro means
which
lacking, . The heart-life was provided for, the applicant in performing a duty

~

:

ts i RO

=

mention of the féatures marking

.

SEER AA SA

{

The Conference brought home

seidl

the

great

and pressing need of broad plans, thdrough

enterprise Zand increasing ‘generosity in
supplying ' funds, in order that the vital
wants of the denomination may be met and
fresh success

assured.

plea from Hillsdale

How

forcibly. the

for the

‘means

to

re-

buiid and endow the College there was urged, only they

know.

who were present can really

How pathetically

the

call

was

he is ready to do. Hence, the simple fact,
that a candidate for. baptism is not at the
same time a candidate for church member-

ship, is'not a sufficient ground for refusing

they who. are really interested have a right
to know all the main facts in a case which

they are often asked to help
Io itself; we.do hot deem

in deciding.

the

matter one of

great consequence ; a quiet and

proper

ad-

justment of the questions at issue would
doubtless have been better ; or} since the

case is forced into pnblicity, tMere is no
other way for justice but to bid the truth
come out, fairly, fully and kindly.
This is
precisely what our report does,and we com-

mend it to the notice of dll who are

inter-

asted.

4

$

‘
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After-thoughts

of Conference,

get. How profoundly touching the statements and petitions. that dealt with Storer
College and its claims and opportunities,
were made by a plain recital of the simple
lacts, we wish it were in our power

fields at home,

General

is over, and its work has

iory.

Conlerence

passed

into

his-

We have given our readers a pretty

fall account

of its

proceedings.

add
a few words
<haracteristics,

We

now

dealing with its special
with j#s léading

measures,

in the

thinn‘ng

Conference,

for

of« the

that - effective

pathetic over great

peculiar

ranks

him.

Bat, in such cases, it is

throw suspicion

upon the Christian char-

acter of the applicant, or arise from misconception of the Christianlaw. In either
case, there is a call for kind and faithful
instruction before administering the ordinance ; and a call in all such cases for a dis-

criminating and practical wisdom.

A nrere

plea, that there is no’ special feeling that
there is a call to church membership, is not
of much valie,
:
We danswer the second question by quoting from the record of the action of the
last General Conference, which deals with
this very matter,—taking occasion to say

And how

be

the word

from India,

for re-enforcements
opportunities

and

half

that

can

not be grasped and used

But this hour is almost surely better for a

brethren assembled, we’ shall recall for
many days to come. Never before were
the calls so many and pressing.
But that
the successes of the past and the cheering
prospects of the future brought stimulus
and courage, the immense demands niight
have overwhelmed the heart with a sense
of weakness. Broad plans, large generosity and taxing work in future are, therefore,
what the Conference especially exalted and
pleaded for.
The establishment -of an agengy by the

true estimate

than

an

earlier

kave been, and we try
spection in a clear and

one’ would

to set it up for indry light, and to

lock at it with a judge's steady eye.
It was made up mainlyof interested
earnest

members,

moderstand

and

who

do

chiefly

the

were sent to perform,

and

wished

real” work

and

then

go

to

they
home.

This steady and quiet singleness of purpose
was generally and obviously
prevalent.
Yet, as in most such bodies, one might

cover seeming

exceptions.

It was

ble to find what looked
2

pitino

dis-

possi-

pushing

itself into

no-

supreme duty, and to make ,as many motionsas possible were. the proper goal of
ambition. * Tt was possible also to find an

disposition

through

in the ear and

heart of the

Egucation Society, to confer and co-operate

like an. extreme ‘with young men looking

tick in various disagreeable ways, as if to
sppear prominent everywhere. were the

excessive

sounded

to plunge

into

discussion
of évery question that
even Se
the plunge were

the

came up,
taken in

audience.

matter

It

about

was

the

possible

rest.

view of learning whether
not come into closer and

they and we may
more vital rela-

to

too
— but

The

no

Conference

was made np of Christian men, whose
character would compare favorably with

that of similar bodies in our

6wn

ecclesiastical circles.

were

They

however, like others.

And,

features 3s we allude to
few and subordinate, yet
been more agreeable

or other
human,

though

such

were gratefully
it would have

if they

had been

less

than they were, and they could have=been
wholly dispensed with without serious
Boss.
.,
*
:
Quite a

number

of the

delegates

were

forth fo have and to wield in our religious
life.

The

women

were

strongly

ecy than history in both their modest
speechsand their quiet deeds.
:
Of the action taken in relation to papers,
we need only say here, that it seems to, be

the begininng of definite inquiry and frank
speech, and these have not been chosen too

soon.

Ienceforth

there ‘is

likely to be

more sunlight and less mist about that mat-

ter. And the first is evidently
the last.

better than

We have no space now
specting the prospective

hopeful zeal of youth and

thémselves, and we shall see them

meeting.

No matter.

for words reresults’ of the

These

ting energy of experiepce were well rep- are, “On the ‘whole, you
resented and worked
in mutual co-opera- ence would hardly impress an

- tion ~The

courtesies

~ the main very

of debate

agreeably

were

in

maintained ;—we

and

gratefully felt in the n.eetings at Providence, and they ufgered even more proph-

serving for the first time. The interest and
efficiency they showed
were creditable,
and gave promise for the future.
— The

the "discrimina-

most

rigid adherence

to them

| ~given
us what is now Seen

would

‘the.
the
have

to have been

weeded. —The immense amount: of collat:
eral business crowded into the Conference

week'making
up what in popular’ lan‘guage
are called *“side-shows,”
and such as

withdrew needed hittention from the main
~ omoern— this interfered most seriously

offen unfortunately with ‘the proper

Star,

was

incdrrect,

as

the

taken was as follows:
That believers’ baptism,

only as baptism, is a fundamenta)
of our churches.

immersion

doctrine

Is it consistent with the doctrine and polity of the F. Baptist denomination, to admit persons to full membership, who have

not been baptized (immersed), but merely
spirnkled, or poured ?
ANswER. We reaffirm the general principle, that it is not; but persons presenting
letters from other evangelical churghes may
be received by assenting aud conforming
to the doctrines and usages of our Treatise
in the future.

A

Caution.
@

——

It would be a very disastrous thing if in
the storm of scandal that has lately raged
through our land we should in any degree
cease to believe that men are good and
pure. If a mopal life goes for anything,

charges until they are proved guilty,
There are natural forces whose

results in sunrise und sunset.

operation

If any

man,

to serious disarrangement of these forces
the sun was about to be enveloped in west-

ern darkness never more to emerge, could
we belicve them?
A few who do not real-

ize the importance or significance
forces

might

believe

will

tend to

Baptism & Church-Membership.

" A correspondent asks the following qnes-

the

of these

statement,

but

conduct of good men, demands the
kind of faith in its.continued exercise,
the same gunhesitating belief in the
giaoce of these good men to -this
that is exercised in the case of the sun
-related forces. Indeed the Bible

same
and
allelaw,
and
itself

moral life even-if-it doesn’t claim to be
Christian, until the reports are substan-

tiated and we are

forced to acknowledge

their truth,—when

We are thus disposed.

let our fellowmen sink

use

this

great

to

calamity

far not much better reasons for discrediting

the charges than for believing (hem, we

are nevertheless morally bound to put more
faith in the denial of a prominent Christian

of our. own personal acquaintance,

in the

villages where we live, or in the parishes
with which we ave connected, there is cou.
1 ter, and the omission or neglect of.another stant occasion for the exercise of this faith
in character,
and

that even when

a good
it

claims of this. And’ the'fact that the can- many pots ave apparent {othe eye,
Th

x
:

4

i

i

X

;

:

ER

ri

.

~~

Er
{

that there is al:

?

identinl opening, and dared not refuse to sire to look over the top of the hills.
ways
a class in society that is ready not’ testity to the gospel of the grace of God he ‘When here a. few weeks ago I was
told that I should find a secant treasury,
only to believe the worst that may, be said so much loved.
against upright, Christian persons, but’ is
It has in several instances been my puiv- Well, that pléased me, for it was what I am:
to, and 1 don’t know howI could stand
also ready to increase and cirenlate the ilege to occupy the same room with him “on used
an overflowing treasury. But what I saw
charges. Itoften becomes a very serious such occasions,
when here was these noble young men and
I never knew him to fail ‘of reproaching women, such as no New
matter, resulting
perhaps in the ‘comEngland
ge

plete destruction

of those who

but for

himself, sometiines with bitterness, for having consented to preach, when, as he would

lack of confidence on the part of those ‘who
give society its moral tone might have

can excel, and I desired to come and

with them,

I shall do all in my

labor

power to

promote the interests of the students, I shall

ful group of buildings may be used for the

are rather bound to uphold and sustain
them, knowing this, that as we, let go faith

that he was himself grealy bifssed in it, but great and glorious purpose of making the
previous to the effort he was invariably fill- young men and women that shall
here

in character

ed with mental agitation and suffering even.
I havé' known him, when having an ‘assignment to preach -on the following day, to
manifest such agitation at intervals during
the entire night.

we loosew.an

importaht

bond

that holds humanity to the throne, and thus
aid in making the day of peace and good
will among men inore and more remote.
ey
ped
"Our Recent DEAD. © We had hoped,
fore now, to receivean obituary of our

be- +
la-

mented brother, Rev. E. KxowLTON. It has
not yet arrived, but it 18 daily looked for ,as
we suppose the work of preparing it has
been assigned to most judicious, competent
and appreciative hands. Tt wil]
afford a
sort of mournful pleasure to recdrd and
dwell on the main incidents of a life and

fully felt.
We await

also,

with

much

interest,

a

sketch
of Rev. E, B. FErxALD, who died

magnetic enthusiasm, his abounding faith,
his unaffected fervor, his hope, his devout-

ness, his thorough self-surrender to what
he believed the will of God and the claims
of his causé,—all these traits were so prominent as to arrest the notice of a- casual acquaintance, and to win the heartiest appreciation of those who knéw him best and
could prize the thorough religiousness of
The loss is a real one,

and

the

last

we

shall welcome the proper portraiture and
tribute which we suppose is in. process of
preparation.

time

had the privilege of enjoying hig company

1

from time to time, richer

and

life's work, and the world’s
all thatis noble and good.
religion be taught here, and
the toil which ends with the

stronger

for

advancement in
Let sciénce and
let us welcome
crown.

Aftet the speaking we were invited to the
dining hall, where some

feast of good things.

300

partook

of a

The students convine-.

on such an occasion, he said *in the earlier ed their invited guests that they understood
part of the series of meetings, that he had the science of the stomach and how to satcome expressly prepared not to preach, «for isfy. its demands, to perfection. After rehe had purposely left at home all his prepar- « freshments the several Clergymen of, the
ed sketches of sermons. But on Saturday city made some remarks expressive of their
night, he returned from the meetings, as us- fraternal feelings, and welcoming: the new
ual loading himself with reproaches, for hav- workers in the moral field to co-operate with.
ing acceded. to the urgent request of the them in doing the work of the Master.
committee to preach on the Sabbath followEverything passed off pleasantly, and
ing. And yet I doubt not even then his ench felt it was the beginning of better days
sober judgment would, if tested, have ap- for Hillsdele College. So may it be.
proved his decision in despite of the ever preA. HL. Case,
sent sensitiveness of his pature.

80 recently au
suddenly at Hilisdale.
Though he was known less widely and
well, yet he has left a strong and grateful
impression upon the minds and hearts’ of
many of our people. His purity of heart,
his singleness of aim, his unselfish aod

his spirit.

Once, and I think it was

For, with him

duty triumphed ovep. human infirmity, and
the voice of the spirit was wont to drown

The

the clamors of thé flesh.—a,.r.

Hillsdale College.
RECEPTION

OF THE PRESIDENT AND LADY

PRINCIPAL.

: One
of
gatherings

the
ever

r

most pleasant . social
witnessed in Hillsdale,

came 8ff on Friday evening, Oct. 23. The
President and his family arrived on the afternoon train, and Miss Phillips, of Springfield, Mass., the Lacy Principal, on Satur
day previous.
The faculty and students
gyve them a hearty reception, one that

equally honored both parties. The College
parlors were crowded with the citizens and
students, who mingled together in the most
cheerful manner, each appearing

to

happy as mortals could well be.

be

and the good things of Rho

we

welcome

vou to our pleasant cify, W oh all of its so-

cial and interesting associations; we welcome you to this lostitution of learning,
with all of its past and future honors; we
welcome you to the honored alumni of this
College;

its’
wy

F.B. Woman's Mission Stoiety.

The F. B. Woman's Mission Society held
‘second anual meeting in the vesof the Roger Williams church at

Providence,

R. I., Oct. 8, at 9

M.

After prayer by Mrs. M.

thq

Secretary's

record

o'clock,

A.

M. H. Hills,

and

the reports of

theyI'reasurer and Cor. See. were
acfépted.

read

and

committee was appointed to nominate
officers for the ensuing year. Their report
was accepted, and, with some subsequent
changes, adopted, and is as follows :—

Be

PresipENT, Mrs. L. R. Burlingame.
Vice PresipENTS,
Mrs. G. W. Bean,

Mrs. I. D. Stewart, Mrs: G. T. Day,

Murs.

as 4 0. B. Cheney, Mrs. W. H. Bowen.
Cor. Sec., Mrs. J. A. Lowell, Danville,

In artistic letters, and hung in a conspicuCIRCULAR TO SUBSCRIBERS. A circular is
now being sent from this office to subscrib- ous place on the wall were the following
ers to the Star, whose papers are not paid words :
for up to date, calling their attention to the | *Weleome to the toil which endg with the
’
fact, asking for remittances, and proposing erown.”
After
an
hour
or two of social pleas:
most generous terms to them in the future.
We trust it will be promptly responded to, ure, Prof. Dann, in a few brief and well
the President
and that each person receiving it will at chosen words, welcomed
once remit what is due, or, still better, take to his new home and new field of labor,
The Professor said :
:
the needful time to secure a new name, or
We are happy to se Kou, Mr. President,
promptly adopt measures to form a club on
with ps to-night.
the terms offered, and so at once give and hills and dales that© We welcome you to our
are filled with beauty,

we welcome you to

the

toil and

to mold minds. for usefulness;

we

welcome

labor of all the workers that are here trying

N.

H.
:
:
Rec. SEc., Mrs.M. W; L. Smith,
Home Sec. & Treas, Miss L.

,
A.

De-

meritt, Dover, N. H.
CoM. oN
MISSIONARY
INTELLIGENCE,
Mrs. M. M. 'H. Hills, Mrs. G. F. Mosher.
AupITOR, Mrs. E. B. Chamberlin.
BoArp or MANAGERS, Mrs. L. R. Barlingame, Mrs.J. A. Lowell, Mrs. M, W. L.
Smith, Miss L. ‘A. Demeritt, Mrs. M. M. H.

Hills, Mrs. B. F. Hayes, Mrs. J. Burnham
Davis, Mrs. J. M. Brewster,
Davis, Mrs, E. N. Fernald,

Page, Mrs. G. C.

Mrs.
Mrs.

W. F.
E. W.

Waterman, Mrs. E. Fogg,

Mrs. E, B. Chamberlin, Mrs. Mooers Cole,
Mrs. G. D. Vittum, Mrs. F.

A. C. Clark.

District Skos. : Kennebec

Y.

E. W. Porter; Penobscot Y.
C. Clark; New Hampshire Y.
''S. Mosher; Vermont Y. M.,
Adams; Rhode Island and

M., Mrs.

M., Mrs. F. A.
M,, Mrs, F.
Mrs. D. H.
Mass.Y. M.,

to the public sympathy of trae friends;
and which shall Le a medium of commiani- -you
and we-welcome you to our homes and to Mrs. J. M. Brewster and Mrs. Z, Hatch;
cation between themselves and the rest of

mankind.

For they complain,and probably

justly, that the newspapers in that part of
the country almost ignore their presence

dnd condition, except to abuse and. misrep-

our hearts.
.
:
Miss Olive Bently, of the senior class,
gave the words of welcome to Miss Phillips,

as follows :

'

y

becoming known in various walks of life.
The summary for the past year shows
that there have been 13 graduates and that

|

Maine Western Y. M., Mrs. G. W. Rich.

Notice having been duly given, two articles of the constitution were amended,
as amended, read as follows:

and

ut

Uenminational News ani Nts

Hillsdale to witness the laying

of the

cor-

;

Phil

Ld

stance to the point. that has often fallen
under toy

notice,

I refer

to

the

habitual

supremacy of his conscience in this matter
over a natural diffidence,

sensitiveness and

a shrinking from public duty. One might
suppose that a’ man who would wl
from the emoluments and honors of high
officeto engage jin the more obscure and
simple work of a'Christian pastor, must
‘have a sort of natural tendency to that, work;

ington, N, H,

They were listened to with

ner stone, and to my youihful mind every- great interest, and a desire. was expressed
thing looked great and noble, and: I re- by many present that a large number of
solved that I would be a student in this Institation, and that resolution ' 1 have kept. such communications might be sent to the:
This College is twenty-one years old, and Home Society to be read at the next annual,
| now commences its work ofa man, It has meeting.
;
wie,
been an expensive boy. It has cast man
Rev,
Mr.
Danjee,
of
Richmond,
Va., prethousands of dollars for buildings, $116,000
for teachers, and

thousands

for

other

ex-

penses, yet. the boy deserves some credit
that has thrust itself upon the country, in
for thisexpense.
The property of Ililisdale
Rev.
E.
Knowlton
and
the
Minis‘ry.
such a way as to make us see the evil of 100
| ‘has been increased move than all. the cost
and four or five thousand young men and
hastily . believing reports against the
In speaking as I did in a previous article
character of apparently good personsg a of the devotion of our lamented Bro. Knowl- women have had their intellects igaproved
and have gone out into the world and made
part of its hurtful influence may be counton to the office and work of the Christian it better for haying been to Hillsdale Colteraeted.
Admit that there may be thus
Ministry, 1 omitted to mention a circum- lege. The boy has become of age, and we

and publicly dedicating heart and lite
to him. It is an act called for by the Mas-

duty cn not, properly ahsolve one from the

should be borne in mind

into infamy, we the three classes contain 44 pupils. fix.

3, Cina ¥. Baptist church properly d-

Christ

NOVEMBER 3+

A joyous welcome is accorded you as you
Art. 4, The officers of this Society shall
resent them, and so they are ‘going to tell come among us. Forget the feeble uttertheir own stories in their own organ. We ance of my single voiee and count it as the Le a President, five Vice Presidents, a Corresponding Secretary, a Recording
Secrewish them discretion, wisdom, the pro- ‘voice of bundeeds striving to express the tary, a Home Secretary, a District
Secretacordial well wishing of -as many hearts.
per aniount of zeal and large success in Our honored President and his co-workers ry foreach Y. M., a Treasurer, an Auditor, the enterprise.
The paper will be called rejoice that the vacant place among them" a Committee on Missionary
latelligence,
The Richmond Revjew.
Tar
is once moré filled, and their sympathy will and a Board of Managers, consisting of the”
ells us that though" the heavens and the
— i
be yours ia all your daties and responsibili- Pres., the Cor., Ree,, and Home Secretaearth pass away we must not“look for God’s
ties. From-the rank and tile [ come bring- ‘ries, and thirteen other ladies, These offiENcLsH
‘MisstoNARY
SOCIETY'S
REPORT.
lawito fail.
ing the threefold welcome of thrice a hun- cers shallbe elected annually and shall hold
fifty-seventh annual reports of. the dred students, the pleasant anticipations of hey offices till others are elected and qualThere is, to be sure, a wide difference be- The
:
tween the fall of a good man and the fail-- English Qeversl Baptist Missionary Soci- friendship, the loving respect of pupils for ified,
Art. 11. The Board of Managers shall seguide
ure of God's law.
The possibility of the ety is before us,and is un unusually encour- their teacher. As it will be yoursio
lect and appoint missionaries, designate
latter is beyond our conception. That the aging document. The Society's receipts and instruct, so it will be ours to follow their
field of labor, appropriate the faunds of
and
to
learn.
I
offer
you
an
earnest
welformer isso frequently forced within the the past year have greatly exceeded the come, a true allegiance, a promise of co- the Treasury, fill vacancies in the offices of
line of human experience -is why we feel average, the churches have made good operation, and a pledge of love, Accept the Society when any occur, and execute
progres®; the foreign work has been great- our greeting with the assurance that your such other business as may be necessary
like uttering this caution.
;
| The developments of the past summer ly blessed, and occasion of gratitude ap- happiness is our desire, your love our pride for accomplishing the object of the Society.
Five may
form wu
quorum.
This Board
have had a good
' many damaging tenden- pears on nearly every page of the - report. and joy. In bebalf of the, friends of the shall act in Fonjuuet on with the Freewill
lostitation everywhere, Ibid vou thrice
The
anniversary
mneeting
was
held
the
24th
cies. Perhaps the one most to be guarded
Baptist Foreign
Mission Board, and its aecwelcome to the Preceptress’s chair, =
:
against is that of losing faith in the sinceri- of June.
Myr. Will M. Carleton, the poet, in behalf tion, in the appointment and remuneration
of missionaries, and its designatiofi . of their
ty and integrity of professedly good men.
of the alumni, made some remarks,honora- fields of labor shall be subject to the a‘NicaoLs LATIN ScHOOL.
The annmal ble to those he represented. He said:
No greater calamity could befall the world.
proval of said Board so far as relates to When we allow Hr
under whatever catalogue of this-school, situated at Lewis:
In behalf of the alumni of this College 1 Foreign Mission work. .
a iy
pressure of circaphstances, to believe in ton, Me., has added to it a list of those wish to join my words of welcome to the "A repost of the Woman's Mission Society
reports that damage the sincerity of a who have graduated from it since 1858. President and Lady Principal. = As citizens, of the Penobscot Y. M. was read ; alsoa letare proud of our, College and’of its repuChristian profession, or the integrity of a The list includes 221 names, and among ‘we
ter from the Ladies’ Mission Society of Farmthem are those of persons who are already tation. Twenty-one years ago I came to

tions, and desires an answer in these col- than in the affirmationsof an acknowledyumns:
ll
-ed-*‘heathen,” and until the court has com1. Can a F. Baptist minister consistently pelled the utterance of all the testimony
administer the ordinance of “baptism to that may bear upon the case, and has gone
persons who frankly and openly declare
that their view of ‘church membership is to the very bottom of the matter, the betsuch that they do not feel called upon to, ter sentiment of communities can rot excase itselfif it fallsto keep its faith in Wn
join any evangelical churéh?.
apparently established character tnshakmit members of other evangelical
churches en.
to full membership, who have been sprinkWe were almost forced to use this - promled for baptism rather (han immersed?
inent
case as an illustration. “It is far fgom
ANSWER, As to the first question, we
have to'say that baptism is the act of the: being the only one. In the smaller circle

subject, formally professing faithin

i

there would remain the great company of
intelligent and thoughtful persons who, we
have no doubt, would say, “Bat it wonld
not be in accordance with the laws which receive a real and large benefit. Why may
have heretofore governed the sun's appar- not the list be doubled during the next three
ent rising and setting, that it should thus months?
enter an endless night. We must at least
wait until it is time for him to appear beA Paper ror THE COLORED PEOPLE.
fore we believe that his mission of light The colored people of Richmond, Va., and
and cheer is ended.”
5
vicinity have issued a prospectps of a new
It peedn’t be said thal the san is less newspaper which they propose to publish,

observeras |.
Ifnow we can
favorably as some of its predecessors, yet |:

we feel assured that its work

a—

and whose inflance will be long and grate-

*

and

will unfold have commenced to build upon a sandy
as the | foundation, and one upon which -we can
the Confer-4 ‘hope to rear no lasting structure.
v

believe « no: previous Conference has, in unify, quicken, and add. efficiency -to the
this respect, set a better example. — The denomination for which igstood, and issue
: ‘proceedings showed too little system and in trae religious profit even over a wider
.. admitted too much of the hap-hizard and circle. «
wwepisedical for the best “impression and resalts; but for this nebody
haps is es-

pecially responsible, as eo
most definite
-arrangements and

the

forward to the
ministry, and enlisting the churches-in the
work of directly aiding them, is a measure
likely to prove erratic than good men are
which the Uonference stropgly commendto fail, Sad examples in all the generaed and carnestly called for.
tions prove human weakness and folly.
The provision made for formally conferBut it nevertheless,a
is
fact that the force
ring with other denominations,
with a of moral law, as exhibited in the life and

tions with each bother, and find a basis of
forma! union honorable and helpful to both,
drown the diver. It was possible also to is something which indicates the inaugufind a séeming example of the chronic de-7 ration of a broader life. And the question
bater, who gloried in making a syllogism, touching the terms on which members may
and ‘whose style of address is best described be recived when bringing letters from
by the term ‘‘oralorical contortion.”
It other churches, was dealt with in a way to
was possible,
moréover, to find
what suggest the same thing.
!
wore the aspect of a would-be wit, that
The prominence, given to the plans amd
evidently labored to win a responsive efforts of women at the Conference, espelaugh overa smart saying, and took un- cially in copnections with mission work,
bounded satisfaction in a round of applause yields more than a hint of the growing.
from the excitable and noisy part of the power which the fefaale element is hence-

blindness or the dark, and threatemed

of

lack of or myriad of men, should tell us that owing

an unbiased estimate. The heart may be
too-warm to admit of a cool judgment.

means,

issue

laborers into the I there are multitudes of persons whom we
moist eves bore are bound to believe innocent of grave

adopted to bring more
great harvest field, many

witness.

. measures

ET

item there quoted was laid on the table in- the leading traits of a character that have’
stead of being adopted. The action really Stood in such close and vital relations to us,

ministry,

from puipits that remain vacant, from
young men who find the burdens imposed
by the work of preparing themselves for
the” ministry very heavy,—how the prayer
from all these sources was voiced by

be even now

and

and

as only taxing.work and liberal gifts can
procure, we can not .easily forget,
How

half grateful

strong

Shenandoah

the older fields at the East, sent fup’ their
cries for laborers,
and for such other helps

and with
its prospeetive
influence. It may
still be too early to do this work wisely.
It may
be too near for a full view and a
just impression. TIife interest felt in it may
too

tell,

Mississippi valleys, in Richmond, in Tennessee and Louisiana, in ¢Hies and in the
country, in the new fields at the West and

from the

The Twenty-second

to

How (he stories of trial and need from
Boston and Taunton touched and stirred
the assembly, is something that words on
paper fail to embody
How the mission

=

allege, there were so mauy who cooald do it not treat them as boys, but as men. M
very proper to inquire ‘carefully into the vedeenicd and saved. themselves. We dre “better than he. I donot doubt, that when iden is, treat a man as a man and he will be
grounds of this refusal {o unite with the ‘mot at liberty to believe the evil that is said the effort was in hand, he enjoyed preaching the more manly. Tt has been said that this
church, and see whether they pvéperly about good men, because bad men are al- as well as and perhaps better than those who College is Bosiing on a new garment let
ways ready to say these evil things. We have more cenfidence in themselves, and us pray an ‘lubor that this new and. beauti-

to baptize

here, that the action on the’ final. repoit of
to a-full understanding of the action taken ‘made that told of the, great wants of Bates | ‘the Com. on Doetrine, reported in the last
College, they who heard it willlnot soon fo

on the resolutions,
&c. Since the matter was
forced upon the attention of Conference,

—

gr

EW

are

giving

him a new suit of clothes

buil

Hn

and we expect his manhood

be as honorable as
greater in wisdom

(new

will

®

senfed the cause of the F. B. church’ recently organized in that city, and asked. for it

the sympathy and
ladies.
:

pecuniary

aid of the
£m

By invitation, Mrs. Bixby, who has spen
several years in Mission work in Burmah,

was present ut’ an adjourned meeting of the

Society, and spoke in an earnest and effective

marner

of

the needs

heathen lands; also

of

his boyhood, and far
and strength,
It is systematic benevolence.

the

women

in

advantages

of

of

~~

pleasant to meet the new President. and | “By recommendation of the Board, the SoLady Principal. We are -going to sustain ciety voted to take steps to secure a charthem, for we believe they are worthy of our

support.

The spirit of the citizens of Hills-

ter in the State of R. I., and a committee

are koing to sustain the new was chosen to attend to the matter.
administration,”and they will do it.
. The cause of éducation among the “freed
President Durg@n was extremely lappy in people of the South was then presented,
his remarks, gratefully acknowledging the and, after remarks by Mrs. A. D. Bates and
and experience-a high degreeof self-com- | warm reception given him. Hesaid:
| others, it was decided, as soona# practic.
placencyjp it. The truth is the farthest * It gives me peculiar pleasure to méet yo
able, the Society should do something tor
from this possible. I never met with a here in this social
greeting, to me a grea ward educating freed women ofthe South.
rise. It was with grief that I bade adieu __In accordance
‘man of his age all experiencé who maniwith a
ends pam-of y
the people that had been so kind to me,
the Society votedto issué’a
fested less confidence in himself asa public to
and that I so ‘dearly loved ; but it is a re- the Board,
speaker, or who in a higher degree shrank | lief to repeive such a warm reception
as you phlet containing extracts from the letters of
Homa public effort. This was certainly trué have exfpnded to us. I love your hills and | the Missionaries and the reports of the Seeof him ns to preachirig
on large occasions; dales,for I was born among the hills of New retaries; the Treasurer's report, the ConstituHampshire. The hills of that State are highsuch a8 Yearly og
eo
yy
er than yours, and are very close together. tion, and other matters of interest to meminvited, certainly when urged, I never knew Perhaps
the small amount of room to grow bersof the Society and others interested in
‘hinxto decline,
i
i de
in breadth ie the reason why we grow go’ Mission work, A committee of five was ap-.
| He regarded such an opportunity as a prov tall, or it may be from our constant de- pointed to attend to this matter,
Sims

®

i

I

dale is, ¢‘ we

Lt

Pd

\
gg

ry
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FIRE
50,000 YARDS

Invested in Stocks and Gold

of oc

mands of the Q. M,, and the importance

exercises,

A# a report of the anniversary
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“

cupying leading points within its bounds.
: $10 to $1000, 200 per cent, a month.
Send for particulars. Tumbridge & Co., Bankers, 2
Tripoli ehureh, Novemcontaining the Treasurer's report, an ab- Next session with the “H.
Gx INMAN, Clerk.
Wall 86,
N. Ys.)
So Godly
stract of the Cor. Sec’s report, and of the
letters from the Missionaries, has already

ber 217.

v

od of curing Rupture

Dec.

Next session with the charch id Starks,

¥. HUTCHINS, Clerk,
y
.
a
- OXPORD Q. M.—Held its last session with the
Sharpsville church,” The attendance was good,

tion as above.

f Ln

By aH

of each session of the Q. M. to the benefit of Sun-

more ragged

property,
;
:
. Lu Ay ALLOR, Clerk,
2. Grounds elsewhere, in a desirable. locality, at 2, P. M..
could be purchased, With undoubted fitles, |
dits Sept:
BRADFORD & TI0GA«Q. in M.~—Hel
sixty-two feet in: front and one hundred and session
West Richmond, |
with the chureh .
The
meeting
was
one
of
more
than
usual
intertweaty deep, enough for church and dwelling
est, The presence of the Master was with us
house,
id
j
during the whole session, gladdening the hearts
prevailed,
3. A chapel of suitable size can be built for of his children, Perfect harmony
May it be
Richmond is a new church.
about gne thousand dollars, and is already West
watered with the dews of heaven.
:
under contract, and the whole cost of lot and
J. W. INGERICK, Clerk.

soles.

Ladies,

ask

year

dealer

4

that he may give his time to the

year costing aboat $4,000,00. It hus been a hard
struggle, and they need aid to relieve them from
the heavy burden they are ‘carrying. All the
churches of theQ, M. were, represented and a

building'of the

house, and the infhrests of the cause.

* Bro, Dunjee hasissued cards, calling for aid,

and all sums sent him, for that church, will be spirited and refreshing season wus
colleetion was taken to aid the
duly reported to Rev. 8. Curtis, the Treasurer of church, realizing about $40.00.
the Home

in the

appear

Mission Society, and

ADAMS & WAUSHARA

The citizens of Richmond are interesting them-

:

:

,

Friends and brethren, are you not unusually
impressed with the fact that God is opening the
door for our cause in so important alocality? And

STRAFFORD Q.

burns, and will care rheumatis

‘spavin, and any flesh, bone or
White
use, the

debt, the coming winter,—say, as early as January at the farthest :
"Please do not hesitate, because the sum you
can send may be small,—a ten cent scrip will
be thankfully regeived. - Do what you can,

ter.

M.—Held

M.~Held

its Oct.

session

Rev..F. H. Partridge, from the

Rev.J. W. Dunjee’s P.O. address is No. 419

at

Corinth

The
following
resolution was unanimously
passed in Conference :
Resolved, ‘I'hat we have great reason for devout gratitude to our Heavenly Father for the
success that has attended our mission” in the
Mississippi Valley, and we cordially welcome
our missionary among us, and we promise we
will hold up his bands, and strengthen his purposes by our prayers. We will encourage and
cheer him by our sympathies and sustain and
support bim by our means, and we would also

and Dec., is ,Gar-

A. H. MorgeLL,
Sup.

of Mission.

A Fitting Commendation.
[The Foreign Mission Secretary has received the
following letter, which needs no comment nor explanation.] >
oGiunert's Mines, N.

Y. Oct, 14,

Sppropridte the collection to be taken at this session for that mission.

:

The collection amounted to $42.00.

1874.

\

BowDOIN Q. M.—Held its Sept, gession with
the Bowdoinham Ridge church.
It®was one of

the best, notwithstanding rainy weather and the

badness of the roads. The delegation was uuusually small, and of the large amount of church-

school, about as many old pecple as thildren.—
‘We have been very much “interested in the articles in the Star in relation to our boys in India,
and think they are calculated to créate an inter-

es and ministers composing the Q. M. but 5 or 6
ministers were present, There was also one C,
Baptist and one Methodist.

The

preaching

and

Adams

(Methodist.)

The

A PLEASANT OCCASION.

Rev.. Wm.

minister.

Address

on closing his labors at No. Parma;-N. Y., was
presented with a black walnut Secretary by his
former Bible class. The occasion was made so-

WE learn that Rev, R, Parks is about to leave
the Johnsburgh church, N. Y., that the church
und society are in. harmonious working order,
and that a new pastor is desired, _ Bro. P, repre-

sent$that the field is a desirable one for a minis.

ter who wishes to work, ~ Address A.

B. Carr,

North Creek, Warren Co, N.Y.

commitl

i

Co. Q.

Me~Held its last session

country,

that

the

Renssellaer

M.—Held

Fairbury clturchy’ Aug. 28.

its last session

all for

OR GAME

Out Nostrums.
Will codfi+h oil cure a consumptive cough?

Will ‘opiates?

‘was

Will inhalation?

Nol!

Nb!

No!!!

not very large. The churches were not all
-reps| | €an such awcough be curedat all 7 Yes, it gan. Re:
resented by letter or delegates. - We were hiz - ‘ject all these nostrums; they have been weighed in
Jy favored with the presence of. Bro. D.

of Hillsdale,

ing.

which

added

L. Rice,

the balance and found wanting.

much to the meet-

of Horehound

P.

W. H, Gifford is to preuch the opening
©

Jas. H,

M.

Bro.

SAUK

CO.,

Wie., Q. M. will

hold

Kilbourn City and Big

Big Spring, Dec. 11-13.

sermon,

Prospect Q. M.~Held its Sept, session

the 1st Prospect church,

Delegation

small,

with

but

three churches officially
reported. Business
meetings harmonious.
| and preaching
meetings interesting, Corresponding messengers
a8 follows :

3

. “To Montville, Isane Deering; to Unity, Wil
liam Ford; to Filsworth, Zina Knowlton,
Dec, session with the 1st Monroe church, Dee,
2027,
J. N, ROBERTSON, Clerk.
Pi

i

To gather pearls from ocean's vases:
Divers go down in divers places;
But at our mouths of streams and bave,
No pearls do Asian swimmers raise,
Like those in beanty’s mouth that shins,
Made by the SOZODONT divine.
Carpets.

:

»

‘

eeps

the

the

ui

its next

i

NIENT,

and

tor

Clerk.

rt

LJ

Rhode

]

Island

AGENTS

Ez. Com.

Parker.

song.

:

ex-

the

Pilurim’s

& BROTHERS,

general

Press, and.'by Good

N. Y.
2644

Bazaar,
Subscri=

°*
:

Smith's In=

=

P.0.BOX

New and Desirable Music Books.

Vineyard

FOR

capital

re.

ROS’, Wil18144
3

AEOLINE,
a soit breathing
>
stop.

PIANO.
A fine toned Piano never requiring tuning.

beautiful

tone, elegant

design,

thorough

Cambridgeport,

GRAHAM,

Address The McKee Manufacturing Co.,
$09 Broadway, New York.
WANTED,
tne

PERRY

&

SUNDAY

earlier

Mr

In Rome, O.,at the residence of the bride’s father

by Rev. J. M. Ciandall, Mr. George W. Stults, o.
New Lyme, and Miss Mary E. Allen, of R.
In
Minneapolis, Min., at the residence of the
bride’s Father, by
Rev. W. M. Jenkins, Mr. Albert
N. Carpenter, of Wilnepeg, Manitoba, and Miss
Arra A. Harmon, of M.
In Bath,Clinton Co., Mich.,
Sept. 30. at the resdience of the bride's father, by
Rev, W. M. Jenkins, Mr. Oscar 8. Trumble and Miss
Isadore L. Mc Farren, all of Bath.
In Farmingtor., Ort. 17, by Rev. D. Wedgewood,
Me. Asa Wyatt and | Mies Arabella Ricker, of Haver.
;
hill, Mass.
Me., by Rev. C.B. Peckham, Oct.
In Hallowell,

Loans Negotiated and Investments made.
Estate Purchased and Sold for Non-residents,
erences given when desired.
«40

Rare

$1 000

publications.

Real
ler:

We offer for sale at low prices 200 acres

dale, Mich.

3mis

Orr, of Hallowell, and Miss Isabel

CHICHESTER

SWING

match.

This

Cra.

which

are

long.
For sale
If your dealer

for catalogue,

PATENT

a

Chichester

Swing

cra-

Mothers who try them will have no other.

Mothers save your time by using a chichester*
Mothers buy no other till you see a chichester.

THE

CRADLE

AMONG

CRADLES.

Norockers to wear out carpet.
Norockers to tumble over.

so

No rockers for child to fall upon.
RE
No squeakipg treadle to get out of order.
No cradle equal to Chichester Swing Cradle.
Dealers send for catalogue, to

GEORGE T. COMINS,
x

$25 per

100 copies.

MEETINGS

154 North Street, Boston, and
303 Pearl Street, New York.

The

Wave
melodies.

“Tidal

full

Wave”

is

of Temper-

>
10) copies.

$25 per

A fine Juvenile Cantata by

the

Festival,” which has been so

author

popular

A

over the

- The Tidal Wave and Revellers are bound gin one
volume.
Price, b0 cents; $40 per 100 copies. .
“ Either of the above sent by mail, posi-paid, on re-

:

&

MAIN,

Pub’s,

76 East Ninth Street, New York,
91 Washington Street, Chicago.
rr
£140
easily made by selling TEAS
NE
at IMPORTERS’ PRICES, or getting up clubs in towns and country
for the oldest Tea
Company in America. Greatest inducements. Send
re reular. Canton Tea Co., 143 Chambers St, N.
EC.

Machine Co.,

Of Every description, including

Price, 30.cents ; $25 per 100 copies.

BIGLOW.

4

Power And Hand Laundry Machinery,

:

ceipt of price.

; =):

Manufacurers of New and Superior

of “Flora’s

all

:

Standard Lamdry

Revellers,

country.

|

:

»

CLOTHES

ECENTRIC

,

WASHER.

STEAM, HAND. & POWER MANGLRS,
POWER

AND

HAND

WRINGERS,

Cur Machines are in use by
our larde Hotels,
Sugar Refineries, Public Institutions, Laudries, and

guarnteed to give satisfaction.

N

Revere House, Boston,.Aug. 5, 1874.

To Wm. G. Lewis, Esq., Presidént of the Standard
Laundry Machinery Co., 58 Long Wharf, Boeton :
Dear Sir—We have in use your Eccentric Washing
Power

Machines,

Children often look Pale and sick

Young

and

Wringers

Mangles,

the

at

(GOSPEL SONGS!

People.

young in a more

teresting
and attractive manner than has ever before been done. Agents always succeed with it, be:
cause parents will have it for their children. Con.
tains
5 0 quarto pages, with 60 full-page engravings.

address H. 8. GOODSPEED

The

United

States

& CO.,
6m37

Publishing

Co.,

13 University Place, New York,
A Want agents everywhere tor the following:
PINIT
OF
THE
HOLY
BIBLE,
RBditedby Frank Moore. An elegant 8vo. 600
Veo

Engravings—from

the

Old

o)

UR FIRST HUNDRED

Masters,

YEARS.

Price,
-

The

Life of the Republic.
By C.Edwards Lester. 12
monthly parts. 90 pp. each. Royal 8vo. 60 cts. each
part,
PUBLIC SERVICES OF
IFE AND
oT
s

670 pp. $3.50,

:

TF RESL.
SY me
longs
EN TE
y Li...
iran
Washington
m
DENTS.
Holloway. Bo’ 000 pp. . 16 portraits on steel. Price
Meilicine Cheghy the Earth,

there

is

no specific superior to the waters of .the Seltzer

spring.
|
‘Tarvant's Effervescent

Seltzer Aperient,

is an improvement upon that world-renowned rembiliousness

and constipation.

i

is ationee mild, through an Linfallibla,

A

$3.70.

4

?

J ESUS. An elegantly printed and illustrated 8vo.

Rev. Dr. Deems. Price $4.00
volume, 756 pp. By
La
4to.
THEWORLD.
LLEROUND
3p. 1,100 illustrations, Enjarged
A
tion,
:
Price $5.00.

oxnERS

OF THE WORLD.

:
day Schools.
.It is offered as being the Most Powerful set of
Songs for Revivals and Praise Meetings ever pubit contains Songs that
lished. As will be noticed,
influhave acquired a world wide popolarity and

new and
many
be found
Hesides these will
ence.
the Sunday,
for
squally goods Songs and’ Hymns
popular author.
School, by this most
An examination will convince any one interested

that “Gospel Songs” is a work of more
ry merit.

Large

than ordina-

\

Price 35 cents; $3.60 per dozen.

'«

copy for examination mailed,

Specimen

post=paid, on receipt of 30 cents,
Published by

JOHN CHURCH

& CO.

CINCINN am, 0.
A timely book—Stell and the Priest, by
Laurie Loring, illustrated, $1.50. Published this
day, presents a vivid picture of the perils to which
Protestants are exposedmn Cathélic schools.

TWO NEW'BOOKS OF UNEQUAL MERIT.

Hunights and Sea Kings ; or
Ages.

Edited

loue and

by Dr. 8.

Louis

The

F. Smith, 38

XEV.,

or

the

Middle
Bourda-

Priest

and

the Xing, by L. L. ¥, Bungenen, 12mo. $1.50, Are
.
;

, 500 pp. 1,000 illustrations. 45th 1,000-edition. {just ready’
Price, $3.75.
‘

H ¥IsSTORX OF TEXAS.

.

Gospel Truths.

5
700 pp. $3.70,
HE NEW YORK TOMBS, bil Warden
Criminals
Sutton. A complete history of Noted
of New York, and the Romance of Prison L'fe, vo.

|

BAZAAR,

CRADLES,

e.

By. C. Edward
SUMNER.
CHARLES
8vo.
and enlarged.
5th’ Edition, revised
Lester.
.

{

to

does not have them, ask him to send
and take none but the “Chichester.

Mothers you should have

Publishers, 14 Barclay 8t., New York.

of land,

’

store is without it.

Chairs

Hymns.

TEMPERANCE

For territory

Chance.

ody for indigestion,

last

CRADLES.

Chichester Toy

-

A work présenting Chriét fo the

which, on account of location and soil, is one of the
most desigable tracts of land in Southern Michigan.
Part of it T8 platted into city lots only about 80 rods’
east of Hillsdale College which is being
rebuilt in
the most modern style; also two brick
houses in
modern style; the farming part is under good cultivation with good orchards and well watered. It wil!
be sold as a whole or in parts to suit customers and
good productive real estate will be accepted as part
Day. Communicate as above, or H. Blackmer,Hills-

Ia Nature's

in gold 1 on

It will hold a doll twenty inches
by all toy and
furniture dealers.

it

SCHOOLS.

in board covers, 30 cents;

For

|i Or Room 4, 85 Devonshire Street, ‘Boston.

rage And Mrs. Sarah A. PATIL UR 8. |

gave

Birthday or Holiday Gift,

examined

‘The Life of Jesus,

123 ‘Dearborn: St., =. ' Chicago.

MARRIED

for the

CO.

LOANROOM& REAL14, SPEED
ESTATEBLOCK,
AGENTS,

Medicine. —SANpurely Vegetable,

largest club

Tremont and Revere Hotels of this city, and recomchines for
mend them superior to auy othe
Muss., and Chicago, I1L. * from no other cause than having worms in the stom-. hotel use, snd work to our. entire
sfaction in
ach. BROWN’S VERMIFUGE
COMFITS will de- every sespect.
SILAS GURNEY.
stroy Worms without; injury-to the child, being per58 LONC WHARF, BOSTON.
fectly WHITE, and
ree from all coloring or othr
injurious ingredients usually used in worm prepera82 DEY SMREET, NEW YORK,
tions.
CURTIS & BROWN, Proprietors
Manufactory West Fitchburg.
No. 215 Fulton Street, New York.
Sold b Druggiststund Chemists, and dealers
im Med- T.C, MERRILK, Treas.
W. G. LEWIS .Pres’t.
dcines at WENTY-FIVE CENTS A
BOX.
13t28e4thw

construction and finish. All interested ‘in music
should address for particulars,GEO. WOODS & CO.,

4t41

have

This already popular Sunday School Song Book is
without arival. Uver3 0,000 copies have been sold
in the short time since it was issued.
“Royal Diadem” improves oh acguaintance, and

Price,

These instruments have created great interest by
the great capacity for musical effeets of their
‘COMBINATION SOLO STOPS.

* Their

upthe

in the prayer meetings and Social Circle.
Every Family
should
purchase
“Winnowed
Hymns” for use at the family altar.
wom

Geo. Woods & Co.’ Parle Organs

November 20, 1872.

who get

Ths little work isa compilation of the choicest devotional Songs that have ceme to be so much
liked

Pariculars and valuable sample sent free,

VOX HUMANA,
A baritone solo not a
fan or tremolo.

NS

We

ble.

Royal Diadem.

home, male or
C.

eubsciibers (£3.00 and

Every little girl should have one. ‘Name *‘Chichester” on every cradle. Beautiful, cheap, and dura-

the most thorough Instruction and Practice Book
ever issued for
Musical Institutes and Conventions,
as well as for Singing Schools and Academies.
Price, 75 cents; per doz. copies, $7.50.

-

stamp,

CLUB!

DOLL'S

for Music Teachers. -

ance now going forward.
Price, 30 cents;

liamsburg, N. Y.

Sma

Work

by Teachers who

of pleasing, stirring

with 6 cent return

|

dle can not be equalled for a present to a little girl
ete., to- | f

A fine collection of Glees, Songs, Anthems.
gether with a complete and concise
Elementary
Department.

Winnowred

IRCUIAR FRE &:

Address

READILY

CHICHESTER PATENT

of Song,

just the book wanted inthe good cause

No

SELL

A. BURDETTE SMITH,
9 |4 Broadway, New York City.

5035.

‘Ts a fine collection of NEW Temperance Songs,

warranted.

and

The person who gets up the LARGEST
a PREMIUM on EVERY SUBS CRIBER' SENT

will get § | 75 00 in gold coin, AND
5-00 in gold com, ete.. ete.
ex t largest, § |

VALS,

DTN
SLO

a week

A

PERS

and First of FEBRUARY.

Address, very plain,

N

illey,

to 80

Tidal

female, $30

known,

30 persons, whose names and addresses will be found in this BAZAAR. with the number that
* Smiths’ Instruction Book.”
each one sent.
Geta copy and see, Sample copy mailed for 25 cents.
or “Secrets of Dress-making, 15 cents, Catalogue mailed for one Stamp.

FOR

EMPLOYMENT;~At

widely

TP

Price, in Board covers, 35 cents; $30 per 166 copies.

Teachers, to be

are

to the person who sends us three

| FOR PRAYER MEETINGS AND REVI-

Smi4

ONSTANT

Debility, Sick-headache, Bilicus Attacks, and all
derangements of Liver, Stomach and Bowels: Ask
your Druggist for it. BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.
lyeow

i

2

or any of our

I LEE & WALKER
} > shseiams

2.67
Treas.

extra

Ad

3-5

|

Cr

Chromo

Oo
LASTER HOLIDAY,”
‘MA RY AND HER PET LAf
*
“UNWELCOME
VISITOR.”

cach, being considered the finest pictures in the,

great favorites.

to be had at Book and Music stores.
Sent by Mail,
Price, $3.75.

LW

ZEN

FOR

ONE

0s

Chro

we are confident will prove as good as “Pare Gold,”
“Bright Jewels,” “Fresh Laurels,” “Golden Chain,”

Beyond all Comparison the Best

EAE

"hese

for from $3 to $6

you | chromo art.

r between NOW

10

Prog

- Endorsed by the Musical; Educational and

ceipt of $2;or finished in silver plate fer $2.75.

28. Mr. Samuel

an

vw New Method ¢ & Piano-Forte.

SW

W.

leaf

Clarkes

* This simple and.ingenions Machine is as useful as
the Sewing Machine, and is fast becoming popular
“with ladies, in the p lace of expensive need e-work,
its work being much more handsome,
yequiring less
time and not one-tenth part the e
. No fady’s
toilet is. now complete without it
achine with
illustrated circular and full instructigs
sent on re-

In Sidney, Mo., Oct. 23, by Rev.

of every

ga-Sent by mail on receipt of 50 cents.

© ¢1t is ingenious and will meet the wants of every
matron in the land.”
Exhibition of 1872.
’
John E. Gavit, Rec. Sec’y.
F. A. Barnard, Pres.
Samuel D. Tillman, Qortesponding Sec’y.

James D.

Any TWO

|

a

Pronounced

On the left hand slde

HARPER

Embroidering and Fluting Machines.

Best and Oldest Family
FORD'S LIVER INVIGORATOR.—A

Pattern

ber FREE!
of the above
atterns and

beautiful OIL CHRO
* LITTLE BISTERS,” QR
R the “MATRON,”

-y

Price,45 ceuts each,

~ Complete

ress. We have tried many of these new airs, and
found them full of melody, and well suited for Sunaay school singing. —~[Episcopal Register, Philadelphia.
\

American Institute,
TO . W. McKEE,
FOR

;
AGENTS

Gray

4to. 50 cents.

may now sing as well asread

DIPLOMA,
AWARDED BY THE

1yeow2l

C.

tract is given from Bunyan,
with pictorial illustra.
tion, and a melody by that sweet singer. Philip
Phillips, matched to appropriate words; so that we

*| quired.

York,

Illustrated by

Bunyan is made the text, and wholly jllnstrated in

~ Spetial Notices.

New

|

ne Dollar aid Ten Cents a Year,

0

JUST PUBLISHED!

This new Sunday school Song-bogk is constructed
on a new principie.
The Pilgrim’s Progress of

.

;
C.0.L1BBY,

LIFE.

rp

Tract.

Lexington, Mich, per J T Ward,

1

MAKE MONE Y M55 EANAY2!:35000 001 Soin

for the CENFENNIAL

“Hallowed Songs,” &c.

Forwardea

and

WANTED

City.
For the Sunday school and Family Circle.
By Philip Phillips, Author of “Singing Pi'grim,”

H.

Bible

“we are to

SONG LIFE. Illustrating thg Journey of Christiana and her Childrén from Earth to the Celestial

—1 Coffin—C Conant—A W Cook—-M F
amplin—E G
Cilley—0 J Corliss—J W Du
¥F E Davison—W J
Dudley—J H_ Darling—C H
Davis—J Edgecomb—T D
Farrar—L H Fitch—W
Ferry—Mrs 8 1 Hinkley—G Hilton—A C Hogbin—C B Hart-G H Hubbard-D
Hurlburt
—J 8 Howe—W G Hart—A L Houghton—N Hand-J B
Lockwood
—W Mitchell-I, 8 murch—S H Margard 4 8
McLean—C F Neaney x
—R
L D
Preston—8
Pease—C A Penney—N
Perry—C F Palmer—M J Pottle
—Mrs 8 G Richardson—J A
Saunders—E Smith—R Stoddard
L Sawyer—A 8 Turper—W Timme—W BS Van
Blarédm—D C
Wheeler—C
Whipple—J
Wight-G W
Winsor~J 8 Wentworth—A E Wilson—A F Woodward—
L Young-Y Women's ch Asso., Manchester.

N.

en ios.
wigs
the Rarment

put

Nn
ch
t
nine stamps for pe stage «nn ( hromos an rollers) at one ume,
‘e will
give three
romes extra for
Wewill give two Chromos extta for five subgcri bere,
We wii give four Chromos extra for cight - subscribers,
Each Subscrigeven subscribers.
ber must cud three stamps to puy rgharn postage on Chromo and for rellers:
‘

receipt of price, by

SONG

R E Anderson—Mrs 8 A Bulson—D Bishop—O Bucklin—T P Bramans-Mary A Bennett—H N Bates—H Bu-

Dover,

of

bright

of the United States,
CAZETTEER
Showing the grand results of-qur first 100 years, Everybody buys it. $100
t) $20) ¥' month to agents. Send. for circular. P.
W. ZIEGLER & CO., Springfield, Mass.
Suit

-

C. 8. PERKINS,
GEO. JEPHKRSON,
;
,..
hr s+ £6 C———
Letters Received.
1

MAIL.

They gather around the table with

Near,

GRACE

MINUTES.

We will give one

WEST & LEE GAME CO., Worcester, Mass.
Send three cent stamp for, catalogue of all our
games.
oF
2t44

Clerk.

BUT

NEED

sent post-paid on

bodied in the following resolution, and the church-

BY

to

And a™sple ndid PREMIUMto each

ONE DRESS to
ANOTHER In

hin “TWO

DRESSES.

children whose thoughtful

Clerk.

es and ministers will please aet accordingly :
Resolved, That we recommend all the churches
to hold“ Theee Days’ Meetings,” and to invite such
ministers as they can obtain, and we récommend
to our ministers that they comply with such invi.
tations as far as their circumstances will permit, on
condition that their expenses are paid by the
churches inviting them.
A. H. HEATH,
3

Books

are the

have a game of Avilude.” A whole winter of enjoyment combined with instruction for fifty cents.

The plan for hdlding * Three Days” or “ Revival
Meetings?in the Rhode Island Association is em-

BE, —.

not

eyes and smiling faces as it’s announced

Association.

4

2

ISSUED.

session

REVIVAL MEETINGS.

J. M. BREWS1ER,
W. F.DAvIs,

JUST

parents have bought for them “ Avilude, or Game

A three cent tax is due.

8. C. KIMBALL,

ow
Ay

0

[llustrated

Only

FUL. Itean be
changed
from

[Se

EDITION

ONLY 50 CENTS A GAME.
Hippy

BELKNAP Q. M..will hold itsmext session at Low.

i

‘BO cente,

SUBSCRIBE NOW FOR

Smith's

let'it fa)l or you'ean
\
oop it ralsed
8
from

;

50 cente,

with

stant Dress Elevator will be mailed FREE, as Premium,
OR ONE
Dollars’ worth of Patterns FREE, to be * sélectad
after you receive your Magazine ; oR
one of the following

CEDAR VALLEY (Towa) Q. M.~Held #3 last

the Cedar church, Resoluti ons
setting forth the necessities and de- can House, Boston,

GR

rales?

£7

Mr. Rovert Little
The cheapest line of Fine Carpets thal can be Haywood, of Jefferson. Oct. 23,
field, ana” Mrs. Annie M. Bish; both of Gardner.
found ia the market are now for sale at the New
Sept. 30, L. E. Broadstreet and Miss Annie A, PerPRAIRIE CITY Q. M.—Held its Aug. session England Carpet Company.
kine, both of H. Aug. 1, Mr. Charles ¥. Church and
with the Middle Grove church, 22—24,
Eid, P.
© A large stock just purchased of the atministra- Miss AnnieJ. Miller, both of Farmingdale. June
, Christian was chosen Moderator. The churches tor of the estate of a late manufacturer, comprise 20, Mr. W. M. Crawford and Miss Lizzie F. Clark.
were all represented, and a spirit of harmony
both of H, March 15, Mr. Leonard Perry and Miss
sohd Brussels, KidderminJ C.Smith,both of Portland. -Jan.3, Mr. Alba
prevailed. A letter.of commendation was voted ing elegant Tapestries,
§, Stair Oars Ellah
H.
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Super,
Superfines,
Extra
ters,
Brann and Miss Augusta M. Sukeforih, both of J,D.
to Eid. J. C. Bayless, and Bro. T. J. Dodge
was
N. H., Out. 25, by Rev.
Mills,
In Sutton
ordained to the ministry. =A collection of $8.68 pets, Ol) Cloths, &¢. sll of which will be sold very
E.
Alma
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M.
Joseph
Waldron, Mr.
“ vps tuken for the Forehin Mission. The preach- much under market value. Many styles for three Elkins, both of South strafford, Vt.
Mr,
Wood,
F.
H.
pr. wus attended with power and a revival quartersor one-half current prices.
Rev.
by
24,
In Manchester, Oct.
ou rit prevailed. This chureh received two new
41.50
Hugh B. Cochran, of Auburn,and Miss Stella Dock:
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.
methbers, id,
Turner was with us for the
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ham,
1.00
s,
Tapesiric
Pie sont, N, Y., Oct. 4 by Rev. Wm.0 Whit.’
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un
. first time and re ehod much assistance, Under
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s Mary E' Beach.
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Mr.
cents.
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the labors of Kid. 8.
and "othérs our
”
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,direct
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are using it. Millions have triedit. So far it has
pever disippointed ‘any man or woman who took it

< "ext session withthe Cheney Grove church,
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For $4 worth send §3.
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Skirt is changed into a
Straight Front Walking
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Cathartic and Tonio—For Dyspepsia, Constipation,

Played

with

The attendance

out “spring poor”

Call for Eurcka machine twist and Eureka Button
Hole twist, If you want the best.

i

“"B. F. FERGUSON, Clerk.

to thrive, snd/come

ant of something to start them in the right direc:
Oae dollay’s worth of Sheridan’s Cayalfy Con.
dition Powders, given to such a stock occasionally
during the winter, would be worth more than an
extra half tod of hay.
.

church,

Rensselaer, Ind., Jan, 9 & 10, 1875.

_McLEAN Q.

Clerk.

| on.

we

may have a refreshing from the
portals of heaven,~This Q. M. has withdrawn
from the Ill. Y.
M aud united with .the Northern Indiana Y.
session with

~ J. W. BURGIN,

We often see a large stock of cattle which do not
seem

all who read this to pray for a visitation -of the

Next

session,

bunches
used by rheumatic pains? If so, Johne
son’s Anodyne Liniment is a specific remedy, used
internally and externally.

with

the Newton church, Oct. 10 & 11. A good sea“on was enjoyed, great interest being manifested
on the partof all. We believe that § good and
great work can be done in the bounds of this &
M.,but we now lack ministerial aid. We as
. Holy Spirit in this part of the

next

Have y u a severe wrench or sprain?
Have you
rheumatic m-in any form?
Have you stiff neck, or

Quarterly Meetings.
WiTE

ce to locate

Bacque Clo

egive Hy paren A 0 ney

12mo, $1.50.

ANVIL

sion with the Mount Hope church, commencing
Nov. 27, and continuing over the Sabbath.
H
R. NORTON, Clerk.

social, meetings

HUNTINGTON
Q. M.—Held its last session at
8. Starksboro’, Vit., Sept. 4—6.
A very good
time was enjoyed.
The several churches were
not able to report so encouraging work fis was
desired. but expressed a longing after more pros:
perous i
feasur:'s were stituted to hold
protracted meetings with the different churches
during the next three months, and we hope good
may be done in the name of the Lord.
May the
prayers of God’s people everywhere be offered
in our k =half.
Bro. S. Sargent was appointed

cial and pleasant in a high degree.

«

' Boston: D. LOTHROP & CO., Publishers.

A NEW

Edwards

meetings.
By vote of the Conference the collection (amountingto $15.14) was paid over to our
Q. M. Missionary, Eld. Carr.
The conference
voted to employ Eld. Carr for the year to come
the same as the year past.
His labors among us
are very highly valued,
N.GAMMON, Clerk.

Walker,

Grock Ovorskirt.. Bosatital- Pattorn, with SLOT

Lady's Overskict—Litost and Most Stylish,

‘ 16mo. ' $1.25.’

ened before, It seems to bring them nearer to were very spiritual and, juterestinz. The busi“BR Clark, Irvington. Van Buren Co, Mich. (2).
gs were very harmonious, among |
ness
Rev CF Peaney. Augusta, Me,
us, and, knowing something about them, our the items beinga vote that at the next Q. M.
de
Peaslee; West Topsham, Vt.
the
vote
which
changed
the
time
of
helding
the
sympathies will be enlisted to do for them—and
rowell, Phoenix. N'Y.
sessions be rescinded.—~There was a good collecay
Mitchell, Butte des Morts.
I am sure that every one who has interest enough tion for missions. There was no request for the
in those children to help support them, Wil feel | next session, and it was Jeft for the Clerk to |
E PurINTON, Clerk, pro tem.
that their sincere thanks are due to thdwriter locate.
A friend for support of a child in India,
20,00
of those articles, and will wish to see many
6.00
AROOSTOOK Q. M.—Held
its fall session Turinch, N Y. per\W R Wordsworth,
Unity Q M, Mo, per B Fogg,
12.25
more of them in the Star.
with the church in Presque Isle, Oct. 16—18.
Rachel Hor, ¥'t Fairfleld, vie. per N Gammon,
2.00
The churches were all reported.
Some of them
itham, W Bolton, P Q, to cun. herself L
MrsDH
«Yours in Christian Love,
M, per A Vilas,
10
spoke of some prosperity and additions.
Elders
:
Ruopoa Grirrera.”
Bubar and Tabor fromthe Houlton Q.
M. met
:
.
50.25
with us and added much to the interest” of our
;
: C. 0. LIBBY, Treas.
—
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Ministers and Churches.

Lady's Coat Walst—AlL Sizes—~Pattern, with
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Notices and Appointments.

was

timely and sood.by Bro’s Wiley, Libby ,

est in those children, which has never been awak-

2515.
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church in Latrobe,

Soi

Pansy.

among the Giants. A Personal Narrative. By
- Benjamin Franklin Bourpe. Illustrated. Large

ker-G H Bowle—A 8 Brooks- G H Chappel.—M T Chase

Next session at East Randolph, commencing
Friday preceding the first Sabbath in Feb. next,
at 1 o'clock, P. M.
JOHN MOXLEY, Clerk.

“Rev. C. O. Lispy :—DgaAR BroTHER :—AsS
the time has arrived for our regular payments,
for the support of our boy, W. C. Byer, enclosed
1 send draft for five dollars from our Sabbath
school.—We have a very interesting Sabbath

By

French of L. L. F, Bungener,

AND TAN, ask your Druggist for
Perry’s Moth and
Freckle Lotion, which i8 harmless and in every case
infallible. Or for his Improved COMEDONE and
PIMPLE REMEDY, the feat SKIN MBDICINE for Pim{J Flesh-worms.
piss, Black Heads or
Or consult B.

Q.

ence,

My P. O. address, for Nov.

PUZZLES.

CAPTIVE IN PATAGONIA (The) or Life

FOR MOTH PATCHES, FREKILS
The F. Baptist

.5 °

4

DEL,50

EY

its last

M., was present and greatly assisted us. We
were also cheered with the ‘presence of Rev.
J. 8. Manning, our missionary to the freedmen,
who labored earnestly and we trust successfully
for a revival of God’s work among us, and for a
higher type of Christian manhood and benevo-

Duval 8t.,Richmond, Va.

P4

Q.

R

LOUIS XV. AND H1S TIMES. From the

take—a perfect substitute for Castor Oil, but more

York.

Wich
$6

Boy's Spit—~Sizes, 2 to 6 years—Pa ttera, with CLOTH

"PERRY, the noted Skin Doctor, 40 Bond St.,

South Strafford, Vt. Ii'was one of more than
usual interest.
Most of the churches were repdrted by letter and delegates,
The balf day
devoted to the interest of the Sabbath sebool
proved @ success.
A resolution, was adopted to
carry out'the plan of holding three days meetings
in the churches during the fall and coming win-

will you not forward your contributidns promptly,
that the house of God may be dedicated without

diner, Maine,

D, P. Haren, Clerk.

session with the Strong’s Prairie church, Sept.
4-6. The different churches were all represented by letter, and most of them by delegates.
The attendance from abroad was not large, and
the session was commenced under discouraging
circumstances owing to unfavorable weather;
but the interest increased and the exercises on
the Sabbath were solemn and impressive, and
left a favorable influence
the community.
Next session with the
"Lincoln ehurch at the
Pleasant Prairie school-house, Dee. 4.
C. K. RICHARDSON, Clerk.

selves in this enterprise, and several sums have
already been pledged in aid of the new enterprise.
Perhaps no center of influence in all the South
is more desirable for us to occupy, in the mission work amongst the freedmen, than Richmol, in the very heart of the grand old dominion,

Burlington
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The announcement of a new book by Pansy is sufficiént to create a large demand for if. This latest
story will add to the authoi’s already high reputation; and afford pleasure and encouragement to
many a puzzled household.
2

sHicationy in regulating the stomach and bowels,

New

reach

tis, Concord, N., H,, will quite as directly
the object aimed at.
3

A

Next session with the Clarendon church, Nov.

27-29,

Or money sent to Rev, 8. Cur-
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Yellow Wrapper is for animals,
Price 50 cents; large bottles $1.
its, “Children Cry for Castoria.—Pleasant to

building willbe less than $1700, . Some five or |
six hundred of this is already paid or pledged.
CALIOUN & NORTH BRANCH Q. M.~IHeld
4. The Home Mission Society propose aiding last session Aug. 28-380, with the Burlington
"Chis charch bas built a handsome and
Rev. J. W. Dunjee, our missionary there, so church,
commodious house of worship during the past

Ry

Robe J.inings, or any other pur
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ailment, The
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8t., cor, Friend
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8 flay pain, subdue swellings, heal
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at once for what they will bring,
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ed condition,
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them. Buy no others. A dark line around the sole’
sliows where the channel ig cut.
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Of those”~who wear English Channel Shoes. No
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removed for convenience of pir to Walreroomus, ui

_ ¢How beautiful are the feet

day schools.
cause clear titles could not be obtained to the | ° Next session at Capac, commeneing on Frida

preceding the fourth Subbath in November, 1874,

f

CARPET
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everywhere

descriptive circulars free on applipa-

Full

City.

Sunday schools are in a prospering
condition, and very interesting. Bros. G. Bullock and J, Tree were licensed to preaelr. A
allotting

truss, which

Truss Co., No. 083 Broadway, N. Y.

by the Elastic

of the churches reporting additions to their

resolution was passed

the Elastic

Thie new truss is sent by mail

price.

Jidche number,

1. The plan for the purchase of ‘an old house
fora place of worship was abandoned, chiefly be-

Ly

yetaing the Hernia securely at all times; is worn
night and day with perfect ense, and: soon permanently cures the patient. Sold. at a reasonable

12 & 18;

many

DANVERS

-We do not think it needful to discuss the very re-

markable differences in principle between the old
fashioned Metal Spring Trusses and the new meth-

Virginia, and nearly forty dollurs Neorg diver,

Chureh in Richmond, Va.
:

1

ANSON Q. M.—~Held its Sept. term at New
Portland, ox interesting session. Miss Ana
Dudley presented the need and claims for aid in

peen published in the Star, itis not deemed
necessary to make any further report of
{hese exercises here,
M. W. L. Ssuru, Rec. See,

The friends of the church enterprise in
mond, Va., are entitléll to the following fagts
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Born.

that you

sometimes

wish

should know him only as the wealthy R. D.
Rodgers. The-sechoolmates of his boyhood

yourself

back in your old home, where you had,
now think you had, all you wanted.

thingsis in part at least due

——

to your

fault, and if so, one of the

Upon my heart a little form is resting,
A dimpled hand is laid upon my breast;
of weet, wistful eyes into my own are gazing—
Ab! now I know and feel that motherhood
blest.
.

considerations

own

for it:

York City.

For many years for this possession,
Often a prayer upon my lips would rise;

I know it is not

For this great joy, this earthly good,

pleasant,

unless

one

3

;

:

stud the

blue canopy of heaven, when

by it. Only a few evenings since you went
out to do a little shopping together. You
didn’t think of purchasing gpything but a
few necessary articles. But the windows
were so richly set out with millinery of the
latest style, you must needs step in and

And, like their sweet and happy mission,
May thy young life as full of blessing prove,

And fill the hearts that cherish thee go fondly
Forever with glad sunshine and sweet
‘of love.

flowers

~Helen M. Burnet.

——

charming shawl just imported.
You knew
that the grocery bills were unsettled, and
the last quarter's rent unpaid, and still taking advantage of your husband's pride,
which forbids him to appeat small and
mean, especially in the presence of company, you persuaded hin: to take home some
ten or twenty dollars worth of these fine

ro.

Suppose, my little lady,
Your doll should break her head,
Could you make it whole by crying
Till your eyes and nose ape red?

And wouldn’t it be pleasanter
To treat if as a joke;
And say you're glad ’twas Dolly’s,
And not your head that broke?

»

things,

Suppose you're dressed for walking,
And the rain comes pouring down,

Will it clear off the sooner
Because you scold and frown?
And wouldn’t it be nicer
For you to smile than pout?
wc

And so make sunshine in the house

~When there 1s none without?

both of body and mind, should

| sell’ by birth

tion in

Will it make it any easier

And wouldu’t it be wiser

xb

been

we.gave

your husbands a square talking to for not
staying at home, especially evenings, and
cheering

you when tired and disheartened,
and
giving you an opportunity for airing your
spirits when free and jubilant. Bat I con-

And how

grindfifty-two

much

coming

relief

home. to

a

others.

myths of these mythieal times. This last
consideration, however, awakens no sym-

Air

enough to believe in any such race of beings, disappointment is good enough for
them. Bat aside from this, the subject of

ed lockjaw, and my

:

complaint. is serious and plausible enough

safely. wjth-

mother

their

by Uncle

nursed

seemed like a dream now, and

al-

my

prominent figures in the

Uncle

oe with. You knew that for a time at least

eter-

scenes

which

peo-

ins and acquaintances.

Yon had a falk

about this matter, and the arrangement

. was, that

strict economy

shouldhe

prac-

and

were

bands.

servants, whom bz had always kept in awe
of him, began.to whisper to us and to each
other that the old man “was not long for

THE STORY OF A House. Translated from the
French of Viollet-le-Duc by George M. Towle.

: “Whatis

father.
J you?”
‘feebly.

forced

on

the channel.

to avork

the

banks

of

ed

“Why,

no use to nobody.

Billy,”

he

said,

love—but

free!”

Please, master,

1

set

me

My father hastily ‘ordered writing

materials to be brought—for

he

saw that

life was fust ebbing—and, making

oat the

necessary papers as quickly as he could,
handed them to Uncle Billy, who pressed
them to his lips and his heart, then fixing
his eyes with a loving, confident gaze n
my father’s face,

said:

“Read

it,

master.”

My father read the paper aloud, and handed it back.. No sound was heard in the
room but the labored breathing of the old

he

would ‘‘beat that nigger for his impudence,”
and Unele Billy threw himself like a tiger

es-

caped unhurt, and, like the man
bear in the old sto

y

h

the

seemed

Baie

earrlige-diver, Uncle

«be. surpagsed. in beanty

he” sickness of

fpartment, ‘and ry

hingly, that she
- (id
be

gl ud

»

T!

when

she sat down to one of Unele Billy's finely

prepared difiners; 4s the present enjoymiit
[3

tis inclined to |

ts, each
one iready to'do
his
3
of
oy ol

v

J

was spoiled by his, prospective grumbling

| for
for

after, 1 we semespr
at he given word and everything else fh upondays
his countenance when the
should correspoind in miaguificence and arrivalof some friends,
and the

yore than is agreeable, splendor.
a
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y
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chlculated to keep one’s

(thoughts

and are

on horsid

THE
& Co.,
which
work,

tents:

pe

INTERNATIONAL REVIEW (A. S. Barnes
New York) for November and December,
completes the first volume of a:vuluable
contains the following solid table of con-

International

Communieation

guage, by Philip Gilbert Hamerton;

tects of the American

Capital,

by Lun.

The Archi-

by James

Q.

.

Howard, M. A.; The Iron Resources of the
United States, by Prof.J. 8, Newberry ; Study of

the Greek and Latin Classics, by Charles Elliott,
D.:D.; Divorce, by Hon. N. H. Davis; The Do-

¥

mestic Commerce of the United States, hy Hon
:

8. Shellabarger; Literary Review.

The contents of the PRESBYTERIAN QUARTERLY AND PRINCETON REVEW for Octoberwill be
its best recomméiidation. They are as llows:

on the New

William Carstaries; Tischendorf

Testament

Text;

Preaching

to the

Pith*#n Exposition;

Christ

Suggestive

Prison;

Spiritsin

Readings from the Syriac New Testament; Rhetorical Science; Recent Spiritualist Philosophy
in France ; The Future of Philology;
erican
opies;
and Lit-

The CONGREGATIONALIST QUARTERLY for Oc-

the wruth,

u gpected

married

and joy.

sister, should be modern, col

tempt to get the largest amount of room

mioms that shouid induce hosts of new subscribers.

...Ditson & Co. (Boston
& New York) send rolls of sheet

into the

smallest area, to have all conveniently arranged
and at the same time to preserve harmony of de-

tail, is pleasantly and minutely written out.

Va-'

folks’ in the interpal

1angements,

- One would

and

need n

study opening

his

want

hardly

would

1

:

gestive

performed

5

«March Bth—Ben Yent me his bat,’

the

sic;

proof is complete.

pear in the

C3delia,

‘looking

over

his

shoulder

with some curiosity.
:
-* All the kindnesses that aroever shown

me; you would wonder how manygood ther
are. “I fied a great deal of
from
ge

)

orget

them, as I might do if I only trusted to my
memory, so I hope that I am not often un-

gratéfal; and

when Iam cross, and out of

~¥Day of Atonement,

Les

Larmes,

Saturday

published

other..

There

places before

American

readers

in cheap

and

-ed in the periodical literature of Europe, and es;
pecially of Great Britain.

and under the srrangement now
will go forward with inereased
vigor,

anuounced, it
resources and

have two

The

being an excellent instrzctor in ornithology, and
lar

chargeter, among

which

thatof *‘ Portrait

UIET HOURS.

’

A Collection of Poems,

ublishers, 1874. 18mo. pp. 189,

Same

ih

George Band's present novel is gbout *“ a mah

of the people,” whose recollections of childhood
were very vague and fragmentary, and who was

JN

.

i

Bl

:
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to write a story aboul him by overbearing a
’

Authors” seems to be calculated wot duiy ivr
amusement. but for valuable instruction. = It

'

by mail, 50 cents.

Milton Bradley
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whi
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stra
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side

as

fe

hat

o culled | ¢ Bible {Characters and
a sample of 4 gi
Events,” which may. helpto a“familiar knowlR.

edge of the-leading events and personsin sacred

history.

They also isstie several other games

on the same. general plan, such as ‘“ Authors,”
American History,” ‘ Puzzle Maps,” and a

‘catalogued’ list.of many’ other games, both for

4

youth“ and adults, the lawn and parlor, from

50 cents,

te
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_.

which one may satisfy almost any reasonable
4

{

in g

& Co., Springfield, Mass., send ’

a

Ly

‘alr (
nevi

coming winter evenings. If it is not Raid dso
mueh-it-can hardly he played unprofitably. Priee

which new. receipts may be written, and thus
the inconvenience of filling up the book with odd
cuttings and bits of manuscript be avoided,
MY SIeTER JEANNIE. A Novel. By George

mo. pp, 248,

ool

they also annoupce several new games of a simi-

work, we should judge, not having experimen- | would seem hardly possilile to play the game
tal knowledge to speak from,—A necessity is wit bout at the same time becomitig familiar with
arising for a new line of literary critics trained whut 1s really worth knowing of the life and.
in’the Kitchen.—It ought to be said that the works of the leading Mterary ¢hgpracters_of he
volume “is puf>up in elegant style; that its age. We can commend it to the Mpgnliow oRal
contents seem to bo complete, just such as every young people who are planning how to use he
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Company,” Worcester,

| Mask,, have revised and re-issued their game of
Avilude” which we commended a year ago 3%

consequently a relinble

by

ties,
‘of 3

three things

on hand that. may be disposed of here.
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new in the

“A Review 8f gamesfy
literary line, but we

Kitchen for her
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This work it bas suc-

cessfully performed for more than thirty years,

authority, and has tested every recipe which the

from

hay

in the country; and the unexpired
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seems to be no good

convenient form, and at the same time with gt
isfactory freshness and completeness, the p
ductions of the ablest foreign authors. as contain-

There are some singular

There are other verses in the volume as exqui’
site as that is,
The authoress of this Receipt Bopk,—this fum-
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Age. Thus the latter publication will again become the only periodical of the country which
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Saturday will, aft-

‘subscriptions to Every Saturday and its advertising contracts, will be filled by The Living

I look with smiles upon the woe, »

Crocker,

in

pur
sole
bett

announce

Compare it with a
Mudrjorie Daw,” and the

kindly,” Well,” observed the boy, turn. housewife should have, and that it is - furnished
ing down-the leafy ** Ben is a good, boy, aft-| with-several blunk pages of ruled note-paper, dn

asked

Music,

Messrs. Littell &'Gay Every

The volume before us n-

It is

don
wot

er the number for Oct 81st,be merged in Littell's
Living Age~—The two periodicals gre issued
weekly, and cover the sme general ground, so
far indeed that the contents of one frequently ap-

the

“ This fs my youth,~its hopes and dreams,
“How strange dnd shadowy it all seems’
ney
Lin
After these many years!
Turning the pages idly, so,

volume includes.

the

The contents of the present number

Mr,

cook-book,~has gone to thé

Thi

Tne Vox

to the subscribers of that journal, and to the public generally, that under an arrangement with

ly sweet, picturesque, tender and .. pathetic
things init, besides n few sonnets and several
little gallant and chivalrous society poems, which
prove that the author may be both 8 beau and a
lover. His verses ofter® interpret life. How
much of buman experience has he not express.
in this first stanza of *“ L'Envoi”;.

fly

line

+ beas

time a_journa! of mnsie and of musical ig-

. The publishers of Every

faithtully,
prose,

s dig
desi
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®

directly

cludes “ all the poems which the author cares to
retain of the edition published by Messrs, Ticknor & Fields'in 1865.”

the musical

reason why the same field shouldbe occupied by
both. The combination of the two journals will
leave The Living Age the only eclectic weekly

Besides writing excellent poetry in

This volume is part pr
few of his sketches like “

Waltz,” * Here's a

Le Berceauf The Rosy Light is Dawning.

hus, as usual,

of translation

work

the pencil

are as follows: One Way todo It; An Admirable Chureh Organ; Sunday schoul Song; The
Serenader
A Tule of a Violin; Our Mu-

an extended wed-

Towle

also in

formation.

Aldrich ats6 writes still better poetry in verse.
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aloud;

Mr.

fitting.

aod

have

same

ding journey to be surprised by the new mansion which bad been built for her, is both sug-

Book of Thanks.

‘1 feel so vexed and out of temper wit
Ben,” cried Mark, * that 1 really must—"
* Do something in revenge?” inquired

©

married Marie returned from

make

HUMANA for Octobér, edited by Charles Bar
nard. It is a monthly publication, and is at the

money

tle domestic scene with which it closes, when

which almost

enue’ Galop” “ La Postal

We

domestic ar-

mint of

music

dance and the heart throb to record their names.
Here is the “ Etoile du Soir,” the “ Madison AvHealth to King Charles” (words by Sir Walter
Scott), * Darling, We are Growing,” * After
Loug Years,” and several other pieces, both gay
and pathetic, too numerous to mention.

rious drawings, disgrams and plots
strate the
work; and the story is interspersed with frequent
bits of moralizing on the importance of proper
foundations and structures, on the propriety of
conveniently locating the r
s of the old folks;
-the master and mistress, hin Hy and domestics,
and particularly on thé much neglected matter
of consulting the ease and convenience ‘of * the

women

The publishers (The Aldine Company,

58 Maiden Lane, N. Y.) announce new attractions for the coming year, and offer a list of pre-

temper, [ almost always feel good-humored
illness of aga
want in that line. A catalogue ¢n*be had for:
— Select- first started on
The people of his native town | the coek’s infant c.lled Uncle Billy’s sery ed. n if I only look over] my hook."
the career that made it possible three cents, und the gnmes mentioned above fo ~
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The

Wait
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:
;
s
ydodision, required erpll,
te r What do you note down in that?

In a few years, if his hopes were realiz-

-

-~r

““Here again: —* Jandary gth—when I
though he | lost ‘my shilling, Ben made it up to me

da mous.codk,

Hae yd WR BAA the cook, oF

| od, he intenfoded
Haye an elegant’ high.
sion,”

be would,

.

‘content

the@ifious. Haties of wood.

‘and builded something after: the following | to positive ill-Hum

eS)

“The Vision of Sudden Death,” by De’ Quincey,

are all tragiqin ‘the frightfulest sense,

tober maintains its usual ability and interest. It
contains an appreciative biographical sketch of
the late Samuel A. Hitcheock, with a portrait,
a paper om the historical relation of New Eng-

is been wantin’ to be free all my life, and out of his billiard-ball; if he was anything of a
now I ean do no more work, an’ your poor student, he would hardly Want hie. billiard-hall
ole nigger is enterin’ on eternity, and ain’t opening directly out of his study. = But the story
itselfis both pleasant and profitable, and the lit-

summoned to the spot by the cries of the
swore

hurt.

lun—TI ain’t got nothin’ else to

little

ing but an air castle.
W h ‘this castle disliked very mid forex ralse “tha talent,
was examinedit was found to be modeled | ard his natoes
“always increased

plang 5.

Rue Morgue,” De Forest's “ The Lauson Trage-

dy,” William Mudford®s # The Iron Shroud "and

College Libraries; Noteson Cu
Contemporary Literature ; Theolog i
erary lotelligence.

you is been de kindest master in de ‘world ; to build according to the suthor's plan. One
might ulso question the wisdomof some of the
and I loves my blessed mistress what's gone relations
ol rooms. For instance, if the Monsjeur
to glory ; an’ I loves ebry one of dese chil- ocepipant was anything of a
billiard-player he

Billy had gotten

other servants, the white, man

much

you?”
“No, dear master, no,” said the old
man with faltering tones.
“I loves:you;

in and through the

Uncle

his gize

‘have you been: ill-treated ? have I ever
been harsh ? has iny one been unkind to

remembered scenes in my life was a crowd

ingly his structure. when finished was noth- | Billy was withald

le with a like folly with

o

Illustrated by the Author,
Boston: James R.
Osgood & Co. 1874. octavo. pp. 284.

my ty newly

firmly on my father's face, “I ‘want to hg
free . I have been a slave all my life, and’
now I want to die free!” My father look-

Just behind our house

where

Billy?” said

man, rousing himself thd fixing

with

a

it,

dat.” ‘What is it?” said papa, tenderly.
“You know there is nothing that 1. would
not do for you.” “Master,” said the dying

One of the ‘earliest and best

He cottage home of yourown. ‘posedof that thin gas called air. * Accord- | cutter, gardener aid

A

KE ——

“Is there anything I can do for lected and convenient. And so the experience
Yes, master,” said the old mas, ol the young arehitect in evolving his plan, his
trials and perplexities;
with the numerous un“I is got one wish, and it ‘pears
foreseen difficulties that kept arising in the at-

like T can’t die till my beart is at rest 'bout

In my childhood, we lived in

ia little conld be Jaid by each fori
of a castle,
but whic
alas! h,
was com-I © Combining

this and much, more transpired,

the year

to historical literature.

in fishing. At father, who secretly- admired Uncle Billy's
-~
length becoming somewhat weary
he threw pluck, hastily improvised a message to the hjs cousin Cecelia.
‘“ Mw, look over my book of thanks,”
himself down upon the green iA
Linda | farm, and sternly bidding him mount his
* What's that ?"’ said Cecelia, as she saw
thé wide-spreading branches of a maple, riding horse, which sto d
at the door, sent
and while he. lay there. musing; he him out of the town and managed to dis- him turning over theleavesof acopy-book,
laid the foundation, reared, and neutly fin- pense with his services until the. affair hid’ nearly full of writing in around text hand.
* Here it is," said Mark. Then he read
ished”a stately structure, which had the blown over.
.
:

of some of your more fortunate cousfinery

Absolutism and

his kindr8d or friends were near—and be convenient. The
new one, which the son proturned piteously to my father, who stood posed Lo build, and which was
to be the home of
beside him

upon

ness and inconveniences of a_ hired tenement. = You did not then’ expect that yau and pass the afterhoon
would be able to have all the luxuries and

The contents of the volume,
among which are Poe’s *“ The Murders in the

The

Iroquois war in 1653, tracing the mfluence of the
Jesuits at Onondagu, the holy waes of Montreal

this world.”

with bis effotfs; add.went slowly moving off
To-day he thought 10 rest himself from | in
opposite directions. A Joud murmur arose
the wearisome care and toil { busipess, | in thre
crow
“‘to d
hang the nigger,” and my

have to put up with the darrow-

you would

i

:

av-inducement oiling

Billy

friends and his own

the banks were very steep, and a bridge
spanned the brook some twenty feet above

acquired an income sufficient to support |
himself and widowed mother comfortably.

no house of his own, nor any money to buy

stirring anecdotes.

ple, loved her as his own child, and seemed 1763. The story, for we will call it that, is glowto pine away afler she was gone. He seem- ingly written, the publishers bave putit up in
od 3 have lost all his 8pirit, and the other. elegant style, and it is really a valuable addition

into a fierce quarrel with a white mechanic
who lived nenr us. Just as my father was

his business was not very extensive, yet he

rence of romantic and
present volume, is,

him]]

man. *‘Thank you, master,” he said at last
grasping the words—“thank you, mas-.
upon him and sprang with him in. his arms | ter.” A few more deep-drawn sighs,
over the pafapet on. the rocks below. A a few last struggles, awd the paper
called Maple brook. His home was about scream argiie)
will doewerfor al) the rest. ©
from
woman Pyesent, fluttered no longer on his breast. The last
Your Wttband1s it
n clerk, ‘an twenty miles from New York City, iu the aud every one rushedevery
to
the
brink .of the
ageot,or is engaged in somé active employ- flourishing town of Springdale.
His. occu- stream, fearing that one or both of the crm- wish was folfilled—the slave was free.—
Christian Union.
ment on a limited saliry. * Yon knew this) pation’was that of a merchant,and although
butanty had been killed ; but both

You kpew he bad.

was the task to which the sow
henceforth get
himself. His guccess, and the merits of
the nov.
el as a. plece of story-telling art,we will
Je

Uncle Billy was always a character in
the famiiy.
Illow wel. 1/remember his
short, active figure, and the mingled affecland fo the English Commonwealth, a significant
tion and awe with which we children re- |
article on “ Speaking or Bubbling,” an essay on
garded him. He was given to my mother and faithful servant, who was so soon call- maw’s story of a house merits the elegant style “ Hymuos snd Hymn-singing,” a necrological taof binding which the publishers have given it.
when she was married, and drove the car- ed to follow his loved mistress to the spirit- Blue
ble, literary reviews, the quarterly statement of
and gold covers, with highly-calendered
land.
The
whole
family
ha?
collected
Union, and the
riage in which the bridal party performed
red edged pages, and a tastefully illuminated ti- the American Congregational
the five days’ journey which the hundred around the old man, and his eyes wandered tle-page, make a book that it is a delight to look usual variety of editorial matter.
miles’ ride over the muddy roads of the from the dusky faces of his fellow-servants upon. It is also something of a delight, and not
LIPPINCOTT'S
{8s
SANITARIAN for Notime required. What wonderful changes and rested lovingly on the children who altogéther without profit, to read ft. The title vember are each jt hard, and each is up to its
is
a
truthful
one. A young man came homé from
high level.
have come since that day.. The children of bad grown up around his knees, and seeinHe was school filled with a desire to build a house, in
that fair bride rush over the road with the ed dearer than all of carth to him.
TRE ALDINE keeps on ils artistic way, beother words, to become an architect. The pateriron horse, while the descendants of that far from the scenes of his youth—none of nal mansion
was ancient and rambling and in- coming each year acompleter thing of beauty

streets of the town.

to warrant inquiry ; therefore one of you, ant day about the middle of August, a gen(I am speaking te the youngerly class) | tleman could be seen sauntering along the
it dwar 4 take a talking to, which banks of the small but beautiful stream

whefi
you magried
. him.

ral subjectof the French and English in America.
They have all been charucterizedby an exte
ngled

memory beings belore me, and over which

The Last Wish of a Slave.

a brick house

warm, - pieas-

buke hirh for thus pursuing

ence of the French is most strikingly apparent,
and in which the truth of DeTocqueville’s statewhich he always wore when driving the ment, that * the physiognomy of a Government
can best be judged in its colonies” was clearly
carriage, or on Sundays, is always one of
illustrated. Beginning with the account of the
the

Upon this firm basis, with the resolute
hand of perseverence, one may rear an edi-

fice as enduring as time, 4s lasting as
nity.

. -

an unlawful business,
Little, and at the same time to preser
ve filial obedience

in the blue cloth coat, with brass buttons?

:

stream, which flowed

———

the son to the daughter of a neighbor ‘who ‘wag
also a smuggler. To resist the father’s Pplans,to re.

a cloud of darkness seemed to full like a from 1642 to 1661, illustrating the work and influInstead of building air castles an®
never pall when the
hour camd’
in which our ence of the fumous Laval during a period of
acling, one should have enough of ambition
twenty years or more, and then taking up the
to incite him to activity, and to urge him young mothe; the central figure of all pict- account of the Royal intervention in
about 1661,
.ures
of
pleasure to ‘us, was borne away | it follows the
onward.
Then he may commence to erect
thread of history through a series
to
her
long
home,
in
the
prime of youth and of as romantic and striking events as often. falls
bis structure with blocks of truth as its
foundation, firmly cemented’ together with wothanhood, Uncle Billy who was separat- to the history of any country, closing with a
chapter on Canadian
ed from all his early

|* their

NEMO.

During the afternoon of a

:

he

was
#1xteen, by which he learned that his father wp,
a smuggler, and that it was proposed to ‘marry

to “our mind, one of the most
faithfally through the long and weary ill- interesting:
in the series. It deals with'a period
ness that followed. Those bygone years and a country in which the
monurchical influ-

the

equity and justice.

mmm

and varied knowledge of the subject, both in its | (homes for days after reading them. The
series,
<
I done clean up de kitchen
ck de eend leading features und in its personal sind other inci when completed, will number a dozen or more
volumes, and will make a collection of stories
on and tied it with a rag,
ut it do hurt | dents, so that the monotony of historical account
it will be a Jdenla) to do witheqt.
that
has
always
been relieved by the frequent recurdrefful bad.” Uncle Billy narrowly escap-

ways meets with failures, and payer acconplishes his purposes.
:

of niy inother’s servants losked down

Castles.
BY

Vol. X,

;

21 read it.
Tea
PP.
.
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fn
The volume of poems is fittingly: named. It is
The bare announcement of the tenth volume
to be the companion of all quiet and
of “Mr. BRancroft’s History would be sufficient. ada,
when one would commune of
The work has an adknowledged place among thonghilu
self
with,o
Nature
r , or with God,
standard histories, and no “person who reads ther with,
selections
are made from the best authors,
{heeds to be told of its merits. The author is pe- The
culiarly titted for his task, both by endowment and generally include their best works. The
entsare
’ grouped under such
and literary pursuit: Ife brings especially to cont
“ Nature,” “ Morning and Kvening,” “ Life heas
this last volume the aid of extended knowledge
»" “The Mystery of Life,”
ard riper scholarship, which have enabled
Trust and
him
,,* Submission,” &o., and are accompan.
to produce an exceptionally accurate snd finish-)
fed
by a convenien
ed chronicle. ‘It embraces only four years, from
index
t of authors
and of
1778 to 1782, but they were momentous years fn first lines, It makes an admirable iffbook
our history, and merit the nearly six hundred
hic
atly
subject of the third yolume of Ospages which the author has devoted to
them.
8
“Little Classics,” could notbe more
This volume also makes the fourth which. treats
strikingly ittustrated,

But late

dinner I jest picked it up and put it in

Bat alas! few who sit dreaming

on the bridge,

“fools

:

conversation between his parents when

America,” snd “ The Discovery of the Great
eagle Same Publishers; &c. 1874, octavo.

pocket, and did not say nothin’; but when

which

as a foundation,

Bancroft,

RETR

————

You see, mistus, I was mad when I went to of the
American
, and is of course
dé barn for dem chickens, and the fust uniform in style andRevolution
binding with its predecesthing I done was to clap the big door to on
The volume of Canadian history is ohe of a semy band an’ cut de eend of my litle
has hor
produced on the generfinget clean off. I was so mad "bout gittin’ ries which the aut

humble, faithful slave are freemen and . citi-

tell

To

meal

‘bout it,” said Uncle Billy, in his sturdy
tones, “but ‘pears like I 1s 'bleeged to,

all day long ever accomplish anything.
The old adage which says, “He builds too
air without the earth

George

LPL

4

THE OLD REGIME IN CANADA. By Francis
Parkman, author of‘ Pioneers of France in
.- the New World,” “ The Jesuits in North

man, hastily bade him come in and tell his
troubles, . “I didn’t think I'd say nothing’

royal splendor and grandeur itself never

true in one sense, but he who builds in

A

Blown & Co. 1874, ote: bp. pro}

received

that night we were all surprised

ata

SC a

MTLOL Ura Sate no. a
By

Billy's appearing, with an unusually submissive air, at the nursery. door, and my
mother, who was deeply attached to the old

ceeded his abilities. Thus he not only failed in accomplishin
g he desired bat he
what
rained his present prospeets.
.

equaled.

mother

on having such a cook.

hos

;

We all can build air castles, those

my

0

Literary Review.

man

ishly before them, and congratulated

He worked early and late, his income ex-

zens. What is in store fqr the next generation? Perhaps they shall govern the carrents of the air and ride upon the wind.
Perbaps the African of that day, forgetting
that his race has been enslaved, shall- carry
republican principles to his native land and
|.
behold her rise to a place of power among
| the nations!
we
Lik
~ Coming from ‘“Oie Virginny,” as Uncle
Billy always proudly stated, he and the rest

in your means,
exchange frowns for
smiles. Perhaps itis not too late to redeem a-whole life. Perhaps yet the charms
and blessings of home may give on
and
to your hearthstone, and the smiles.
cheer
of a beneficent heaven may rest on your
whole household.

ever since, especially because some of them
insist, that their homes are not thade pleasant and attractive, and that they have discovered, that the traditionary angels in long
dresses and back hair are the slimsiest

are

in

of character to bring expenses

fess, 1 have felt slightly uneagy in my mind

because ‘if they

and

old

the numerous compliments of her ‘friends,

the inhabitants of their new home in W.
given to the sulks! Well, of all mortal
Virginia because, I suppose, there were but
states and condilions in family experience
few slaves in that part ofsthe country, and
‘deliver me from that. If you would only
thouuh the place was a thriving village in
speak, speak loud and fast, and be done |
the midst
of a fertile valley, perhaps the air
Storm,
with it, that would be tolerable.
of prodigal hospitality and lavis¥ expense
pour, anything, everything, but this interto which they had been accustomed was"
minable ** drizzle drozzle!”
lacking in their new surrotndings.
Now * Jet us hear the conclusion of the
Like all negroes, Uncle Billy despised’
whole matter.” Turn overa new leat right
what
wastermed*‘poor white trash, "namely,
away.
Regulate as you shounld yonr housesuch persons as were unable to own or hire
hold affairs, have the courage and nobilify
servants

TIMOTHY.

dear wives,

week,

to fret and scold. But you deny this charge,
and say that when provoked you take it
out in silence. By this I suppose you
mean that you speak only in monosyllables,
and few at that, say for twenty-four e= for‘ty-eight hours ;—in plain English, yon "are

— Selected.

lonesomeness,

said

the truth, it is no uncommon thing for you

—

me,

has

ture both to yourself and

The ‘Wife and the Home.

in

can .not

Irritable naturally, you have inyours.
dulged it till it has become a source of tor-

‘The Sanily Circle,

pathy

1

house disordered, neglected and untidy ?
Bat last of all, there’s that temper of

:

8

from

he.

Much

the

weeks in the year.

~ To do the best you can?

you

he.

does he experience

Whatever comes, or doesn’t come,

saving

than

stone six days in

And suppose the world don’t please you,
Nor the way some people do,
Do you think the whole creation
Will be altered just for yon?
And isn’t it, my boy or girl,
The wisest, bravest plan,

A short time since,

as well'as

husband,

self and family keeps his nose to the

wouldn’tit be nobler

To keep
your temper sweet,
And in your heart be thankful
You can walk upon your feet?

UNCLE

as her

A

A

The winter he died was a gloomy one to CLOTH OF GOLD AND OTHER POEMS. By Thomas Bailey Aldrich. Same Publishers, &ec. 1874.
us all; the shadow of the great sorrow that
12mo. pp. 184,
;
bad befallen vs hung over the hovse, and it
CHOICE RECEIPTS.
By M.S. W.
Same
Pubwas like opening a fresh wound when we
lishers, &e. 1876. Square 12mo, pp. 200.
were summoned to the death-bed of the old
On the ‘whole, the real value of our French-

condi-

"| the man who to eke out a living for him-

To say, * It isw’t fair”?

BY

matters

same

about the slavery of women who keep
house. What do you call the condition of

some a coach and pair,

ih

worldly

any more
-

Will it tire you less white walking
And

don't See

for the life of me see why she should
‘“ dress up” every afternoon and receive
company, or go out on neighborhood ecalls

|

Suppose that some boys have a horse,

or choice in the

| should not work

For you to sit and fret?

And

this,.you

the

as they discussed the viands spread so lav-

be wholly

devoted to this one purpose,

no reason why a young wife, who finds her-

Suppose your task, my little man,
Is very hard to get,

Than waiting like a dance,
To go to work in earnest
And learn the thing at once?

And after all

why he shouldn't be happy in his home,
and think he has got a jewel of a wife.
The fact is he feels discouraged, and it
wears upon him, and perhaps drives him
to do what ounce seemed impossible, Now
again, a want of industry, care and neatness makes home to a man of taste and
sensibility anything but attractive. 1 see

which

the smile with which

look at that * pink of a hat,” and that low who builds beneath the skies,” may be

‘What's the Use?

ny ay EE A

ML

until a most savory and comfortable

perspective scene of fancy in his mind's eye,
and with the steadfast determinationto aim
at nothing short of this bis chief desire, He
resolved that all his energies,all hi§ powers,

pos-1

place of business, and at the corners of the
street, and is made aoxious and unhappy

That greet our vision inthe glad spring time.

I

w

prepared to go. to the barn for: fowls.
Nothing more was heard from the kitchen,

heart is raised in gratitude to heaven,
Born of thig holy motherhood,

As welcome as s¥eet, fragrant flowers

wi,

shook his head, as.he laid aside his ax and

he

sesses a spirit of large independence, to ceeded his expectations, and so eager did
appear in society in gurb and with equipage he become, that when he could obtain a litinferior to the average of that .society.- tle more, he used deception.
Then he
And as I bend)in fond curessing,
And
yet there are things ‘more unpleasant would vary from thé truth a little. The
Enfoldii
my arms the little form,
than that, and they are things to which time soon came when he would tell a “falseA prayer ascends for heavenly blessing,
That God Would spare our little one,
y/ every one is destined who attempts to live hood, if he thought it was in his favor, as
soon as he would tell the truth. From that
above his means.
And grant that with the welcome giving,
period
his business began to decline, till at
Now
debts
have
already
been
incurred
Strength may
be added, and wisdom from
last
he
was utterly ruined, and was ‘obliged
above,
which are unpaid, and can not be paid on
to work for his daily bread. Such was the
To train the child for holy living,
time. And still you make it a matter of
end of one-who builtas grand and stroug
And make it worthy of a Suviour's love,
no personal concern ; but go on purchasing
an
air castle 4s ean be built.Then welcome art thon, little stranger,
Jjust as though you had a bank on which to
1 But like many others his expectations exAs welcome as the bright sunshine ;
draw. Your husband is dunned in his
My

Me

-comménced his walk homeward, with this was placed upon the table, and I noticed

is simply an impossibility. ' To attempt it
is to bring embarrassment, if not distress.

For this dear treasure, that my God has given,
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things, and the silver starg. had begun to

Ex-

dress, furniture, pictures apd general living

And now that God has granted fall fruition,
Tt cometh as a sweet and glad surprise,

PT

give herself; and I can distinetly recall the

indignant manner in

Night was unfolding its curtain over all

travagance in expenditures, want of industry and tidiness, or an ungoverned disposition or temper. To support a family on
the average income of working people in
.| the coveted style of the present day in

is

TN

the woodpile to deliver my mother’s order
for dinner, which I fancy she didnot care to

days would consider it an honor to have
the opportunity to say that they attended

or

three following

may account

diag

ices into requisition,anid I was dispatchedto

Now I assume that this unhappy state of school with the greatest merchant of New.

Motherhood.
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And this state of things has come to such a
pass,
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themselves, and especially that they should
as. would set them
she became a member and continued su
zed,
be protecied from the lower conditions of up in housekeeping. The rank and file ofso- until death. In her life the Christian grace
life. Ask these women to do unpleasant ciety will, in an imitative way, embarrass shone out in their attractive beauty. She was
nterested in her church, and was ever
work, atid see how their dignity takes arms themselves in ostentatious display so long deeply
ready to labor for its welfare.
She is lost
dent. tofoundus, and
at once, and how offended and indignant as the leaders of society offer the
the legacy of such an influence is
they are at your suggestion. They are of Is it not worth while, for economic reasons, an abiding yettreasure.
Tue evening before her
the Braminical order, according to their own to reform the custom altogether, especially death she united with har companion in singing
estimation, and they are to be spared what asthe reformation would accord with the some of the sweet songs of Zion, not once Minkthat before unother duy should pass one
others have to endure. Have they not tasteful fitness of things? The derided Jen- inz
would be deeply sorrowinz in this vale of fears
their dignityto support, and is not their kins by common consent is pronounced a while
the other would ‘look - upon’ the glorified
nature @sthetic and their right to immunity nuisance; but his labor is vot in vain, as he and join in the music of the skies,
“from the common lot undoubted? These numbers the flounces on each” frock, and |
J. MARINER.
v
@esthetic women are eminently unpractical, counts the buttons of every glove, if he
Mrs. Saran J., wife of John Greeley, died in
and their dignity is in general a tremend- shall by-and-by supply a practical satire on Wilmot, Ozt. 15, 1874, aged 55 years. Sister
ous nuisance. They are so very fine, so vulgar ostentation that shall putan end to Greeley received a paralytic shock sometime in
July last, from which she never recovered.
:
very pure, they hold mature to be ‘so gross, public privacy.
She

What can you do?

Simply noth-

woman is mistressof the situation

by the

very power of negation, if by none other.
Bat there are various kinds o diguity, and
if some are more exasperating than others,

some are very lovely and among the great-

«

est

charms

of womanhood.

There is in

particular that soft dignity which belon
amos who a affoetionate by Te

and timid by temperament, but who have a
reserve of self-respect that defends them

humanity in its reality so dreadful, and

against themselves as well as against oth-

all

things, save their own womanly dignity, so
common, that there is no dealing with them
on anything like a practical basis; and if
you speak to them of life as it is, ngt as it is
muslin
are like the Lady in Comus, aud seem to made to appear—in a cloud of pink’
cast the spell of respect on all with whom “and with xa atmosphere of ottar of roses—
they are associated.
No man, save of the they are revolted and think you are wantUnreal as well as ssthetic,
; coarsest fiber, and such ds only
physical ing in respect.
they are both useless and unsatisfactory.
strengthean
coutrol,
could
be
rude
to
them
dnword or
ers, These have a quiet dignity, tempered
by much sweetness of spéech and manner,
that is the lovliest kind of all, and the most
subtel as well as the most beautiful. They

bratal

in

deed;

for there

is] xo be sure they cultivate art, and know the
ight color of a ribbon, and how; to arrange

8

king about them very indefinite but
very
“slron
withal, which seems. to give
them 8 cial protection from insolence;
woman of soft manners, whose
mind is pure and who respects herself, is
armed with a power which none but the
vilest can dispise. This is the woman who
gels a precise obedience from her servants
without exacting it, and whose *children do
not dream of disputing ker wishes; who,
though so gentle and affable, stops short of
that kind of familiarity which breeds contempt, and with whom

erty.
son.

no one

takes a

she would

not

seold,

she

would not strike; but there is a certain
quality,in
her in which we may not be able
to folmularize, yet which would make us
ashamed to pass beyond the boundaries of
the strictest respect, and whigh
restrains
others less consciously critical
“than ourselves as certainly as fear. It is the respect
we pay to those who respect themselves;
the consideration and honor which all rea
purity of nature demands and obtains.
This is womanly dignity in its loveliest as-

pects, and kind we all desire to see in wom-

the

mention

So long”

as

it is

an

honest

defense-work

if any

enthusiastic

¢

,

—

Wn

sole safeguard ; and we think she would do

aud a

dignified

woman

saults, and consequently ure always

thrust-

ing their shield of. defenre in your face.
You do not want to trouble them in their
dignity ; you are not thinking of invading
that or this sacred province; yet you are
suddenly met by an assumption of offended
majesty, which makes you feelas if you had
received a blow. Some playful word, some
laughing and ridiculous accusation, or quite
Innocent allusion, and you are treated

fs a

misdemeanant who-has grievously offended
against good manners and womanly dig-.

mity.- There are some women
tionally fncapable

constitu-

of understanding

any-

thing like playfulness, and who -can ‘mak-

no distinction

between

fun

and

imperti--

nence, a laughing humor and taking . liber-

ties, They wrap themselves up in a robe
_ of majesty, and resent as rudeness any
homely touch which ignores their stately
drapery. They are women about whose
affairs you know absolutely nothing,though
you may be their friend of a life-time, = You

neyer-hear them tell the most harmless

ecdote frankly, but

alwavs

with

a

an-

severe

air of mystery and something hidden ; you
never hear
them discuss the least important Subject. freely, You whuld not dare
to ask

which

them,

you

friends

weuld

as

you

ask

a

are,

things

comparative

stranger without hesitution, and they never
voluateer information, They would conSider ita liberty if you

wanted

particu

18 lo the treatment
they had - pursued; . say

Pant

what most people have
|

been thinking to

themselves :
;
General Sherman, when asked why
did not accompany the city of Pekin

of hhas

the stage heroic kind, who‘ draws herself
up to her full hight,” as novelists say, and
speaks in an octave below her usual voice
when she is offended, is pretty sure to have
plenty of occasions for the exercise of her
talent.
:
;
a
There is another kind of dignily—the
grim kind,repellant and iron bound—whereby you feel yourself pushed back before you
have made an advance; where indeed the
whole rule of iife seems to be to repel on all
sides, Women afflicted with this species of
«dignity are always ou the look-out for as-

excursion

to

Boston,

is

reported

he
on
fo

have said that he *¢ did noi care to participale in shows.”
However rooted this repugnance of the rugged and downright
soldier may ho, he learned yesterday that
yielding to an overpowering ‘fores, of
troops or circumstances, is sometimes a
social as well as a military necessity, and
he

was

compelled,

for

the

first

time,

to

surrender. It is easy to imagine that
he would
more
readily: have faced
a - battery than
two
thousand eager
spectatorsin. the church of St, Aloysius,
andswould rather repeat the - march ‘ down

to the sea” than’ the

march down to the

church door along the broad aisle ; ‘but feminine tactics

were

Confederate, rate

harder

to resist than

Ht
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circle of
loss.

of Soath

private one; but when

ils preparation and

icule and abuse, is perhaps not the most to
blame. ~ He oftener plies his vocation wheré
he is wanted than where he is not

wanted,

and it is easy to escape his impertinence
by. offering no temptation to it——that is,
by not making
privacy public. The frequent inclination to take the ‘public into
one’s personal -affairs—and nothing * can
be more strictly personal than a wedding

or a funefal—is among the ‘more ‘remarkableof social

phenomena.
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Northwood Ridge, N. H., Aug.b, 1874.

L.G, JORDAN;

S.HANNA, Prinotpal.

CLARKE'S COMPOUND MANDRAKE BITTERS!
A New Remedy for Bilious and Liver Com.
plaints. This Medicine is composed

COLLEGE
THEOLOGICAL
SCHOOL.
;

NORTHWOOD
hs roa

be obtained at

WARREN FOSS, See,

Fall Term ot 16 weeksy
begins Saptember 1st; 1874.
Wiatér Term, Jan, 3th, 1875.
Spring Term, Apail 6th, 1875.

|.

on

course of study usually pursued in colleges.
2d,
The Scientific and Ladies’ course,also of four years,
Comittidg Greek.
3d. Classical Preparatory of two
years, 4th. Academical

23.

a

J, FOWLER,

DANIEL

Rooms oan

Aug.

Bates Col

WILTON
COLLEGIATE
INSTITUTE
WILTON, MUSCATONE CO., I0WA.

the

ed with Bates College begins Thursday, August 20th.
For farther information address the President, O. B.Cheney; D. Ds, or Professor John Fullonton, Lewiston, Maine.
J. A. HOWE, Sec.

$6 to $10 : day Saaantos

Represents.f0 different books.

|

of

eal and Personal Property,
sUDSON B, PALMER,
As#’t Instructor in Telegraphy. GEORGE B,GARDs
NER, Instructorin Painting and Drawing, MELVILLE
W. CHASE, Instructorin Instrumental and Vocal
Musics Mrs. OLIVE C. Chase, Instructor in Qultiva.
tion of the Voice. LEE E. BROWN, Asst in Chemi.
cal Laboratory.

will

your address to us also,

.

somewhat

It was her

wed BR

offorts

to £3.50.

GEO.C. PEAVEY, Pres.
July 27, 1874,

Asg’t Principal of Ladies? Department, ALEXANDER
C. RIDEOUT, PRINCIPALOf Commercial Department.
WARREN A. DRAKE. Ass’ Prin. of Commercial De.
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Visiotanal

_ Gentlemen or Ladies.

early life, and united with the Free Baptist
church, She was long an, active, member, and
of Christ and the pagule of God.

Free.

present

Rev. SPENCER

Tuesday,

A. B., graduate

reasonable rates.

of the

AND

"Full particulars sent free.

CARPENTER, daughter of the above,

professed . conversion

the
ten

Agents
Wanted
)
1
:
d.

er
on the 15th of [the FAI 3
in the trinmphs of the Christian’s faith.
‘
N
)
MARY KrMBALL died in Fremont,N., H.,
aged
79 years.
She formerly resided in

Danville,

pay
Jan.,

ASTE NO MORE
MONEY
BY ADJUSTING
HUGE GLASSES ON YOUR
NOSE ang DISFIGURING YOUR FACE.
Pamphlet of 100 pages

her husband she united in the organization of
the first Freewill Buptistchurch in
Toledo, For

time when it duys
so shall thy ‘strength. be.”

‘and

Overwor|
83
how
wr
Watery, Inflacne
and
Near-Sighted
Eyes, and all other Diseases of the
Kyes.

In 1854 they

two years she suffered from heart diseuse aud
died ot internal consumption.
She
wasn
{uithful wife, an affectionate mother, an esteemed citizen, and a consistent Christian.
Her hope
in Christ was steadfast, and she gave clear evidence that she realized the promise; ** As,

Held

Board $2.0

heautiful
line

Corp, A. M , Prof. of Homiletics.
RUCE S. HUNTING, A, B.,,Tutor in Greek,
JOHN H, BUTLER, A.B.,
Tutor in Latin,
Mrs. MARIE M. PIERCE, Principal
of the Ladies’ Department.
Miss NELLIE A. CROSS,

our Illustra=

HYSIOLOGY

The Fall Term will commence

OTIS T. MAXFIELD,

A M., Prof. of Greek
and Latin
Langnages.
F.
WAYLAND
DUNN, A. M.
Prof. of Rhetoric and
BellesLetgges.
DANIEL M, FIsK, B. P. Prof. Chem-

ANATOMY
of the EYE~
‘SIGHT,
Tells how to
Re=

experiencing religion, also, and uniting with thé
Freewill Baptist church,in Girawd, she felt it

the
the

with encouraging results.

Theology.

+ A Gem worth Reading A Diamond worth Seeing!
SAVE YOUR EYES
RR
By readin

in

the

paid here, | .
:
Address, at this office, I. D. STEWART.

in 1834,

the

A. M., Principal.

AUSTIN ACADEMY.
CENTRE STRAFFORD, N. H.

Departments and Courses of Study are, 1st,
of get- [ The‘PheClassical
Department, embracing the four years

So, after

RESTORE your SIGHT,

Rev. G. 8. BRADLEY,

LOCATION:

Mathematiss and Nat) Philosophy. GEO.MCMILLAX,

be twenty-five cents éach, while all packlages contairing less than ten will (be thirty
cents each,
Orders that extend beyond
Jan. next, will be at the rate of twentyfive cents per copy, and the postage will be’

she became a subject of grace and united with
the Methodist church. Tn 1836, they moved fo

her duty to unite with that church.

additicn.

habitants, having no liquors or billiard saloons.
The school enters upon its fifth year with increased
facilities for the accomplishment of its work, Prof.
Bradley and wife having, after four years’ charge of
the school, recently enterea into a contract with the
Trustees to conduct it for fiyp years to come, thus
giving permanency.
:
CALENDAR:
FALL TERM opens Aug. 26, 1873,—endb Nov. 21.
WINTER TERM opens
Dec. 9,—ends March 6, 1874.
SPRING TERM opens March 24, 1874,—ends June 12.
For tucther particulars, address,

lege, Principal, with competent assistants.
The tuition will be as usual.
N

istry aud | atural History. Rev. JOHN J. BUTLER,
D,D., Prof, of Sacred "Literature.
Rev. JOHN 8.

copies or more, sent. to one address,

J
al

the preaching of Rey. Harmon Jenkins,

in

can not be surpassed in the high moral tone of its in«

Ll

HIEILLSDALE
COLLEGE.
FACULTY AND INSTRUCTORS.
Rev. DANIEL M. GRAHAM, D. D., Pres. Rev. RAN.
SoM DUNN, D. D, Prof, Systematic and Pastoral

the Little Star and Mynrile, and we can not

farnish them atthe old price

EVANSVILLE SEMINARY.
The location of this institution at Evansville, Wis.,
is a beautiful one, being surrounded by a rich, productive, fapming country. The village of Evansville

=,
on
re-

-

ting up the clubs, andso make the gener«= ous offer available.
—
4
4
No other Sabbath school paper-in the counPARTICULAR NOTICE! Persons wishing obit
uaries published in the Morning Star, who do try has been published at so low a price ag
not patromze it, mustaccompany them with cash

-

0

For full particulars in regard to the
for catalogue.
I. W.BANBOKN,
of Trustees.
Lyndon Center. Vt.,1874.

copies of
wor
The pastor and

friends will chouse their ofim way

-

-

duced tuition.

and

1.50
1.50

The Fall Term will open July 21st, and continu
fifteen weeks.
.
¢ For Catalogue apply to
WM. REED, Sec.

Trusteeg to place it upon a firm and substantial basis. by a Yiberal endowment. I am happy to state, are

will see the Jesirableness_ of obtaining a
new one, oy of looking after\the formation

420,000,
— Phiadelphia Ledger.

-

-

Penmanship,15 Lessons,
+
.
&w¥~Clergymen’s children and students relying
their own exertions for an education, received at

clags in the State;

No commission can be aliowed an either
of the above offers, and every subscriber

and

St. Petersburg, 667,-

Constantinople, 600,000;
Glasgow, 547,538, Liverpool, 493,405; and Rio Janeiro,
—

for

.

Star
for

advance,

in

new copies

year 1875, and the

Vieuna, 834,284 ; Berlin, 826,241 ; Hadgkau,

the

have

can

Use of Piano or Organ (extra),
Instruction on Guitar,
Vocal Musie,18 Lessons,
-

=

CHARGES.

Use of Instrument for practice, per term, 1.00

Conn, & Pass. River Railroad,
has already, under
its present efficient Board of Instruétion. acquired
a name ahd reputation second to no &chool of its

Clnbs of six or more, ONE THIRD BEING
SUBSCRIBERS,

-

-

Y

Aalley of the Passumpsic, and npon

their own paper at a discount, and do good

NEW

-

-

-

-

This school, pleasantly located

will pay their arrearages where any thing
is dtie, and exert themselves a little in getting new subseribers, they will recejve

Hangtschau-fu, 1,000,000; Siangtan, 1,000,

-

-

French (extra), .
.
Instruction on Piano or Oxgan,

.

8

-

Vocal Music, fifteen lessons,
Penmanship, fifteen lessons,

Board from $3.00
60 $3.50 in families; in clubs at
lower rates, and rooms furnished! for selfsboaraing,

In addition to this, if old subscribers

Star.

*

-

-

-

Ridgeville. Ind.. Juné 3. 1374.

TUITION:
“
-

-

Instrumental
music, twenty -fourlessons$10.00

po

Aung. 25,1874.

-

-

EXTRA

of 13 weeks, begins Tuesday

Higher English,

-

-

EXPENSES. »

assistants,

-

-

-

Tuition for term of fifteen weeks
$10.00
Iucidentals
1.00
Board, per week, in private families,
3.25
Rooms for self-boarding
from $2 to $6 per term,

of competent

Primary Studies,
Common English,

cents

sub-criber

complement

-

fd
"~'B
5
=
=~
6

RIDGEVILLE COLLEGE.
This Institution has three full conrses of studies,

LEFERARY INSTITUTION
LYNDON CENTER, VT.

With
a full

-

«=

viz: Classical, Scientific, and Ladies.
It has also a
Short and Practical Course.
Book<keeping is as
fully taught as in Commercial Colleges, without extra charge. &

J.S. BROWN, A. B., Principal.
M188 Lizzie CALLEY, Precepiress.

of

paid

twenty

thas

and

to every

will be saved

America

Moscow,

Four terms of

Faculty :

This pay-the- publishér after Jan. 1.
ment the Establishment assumes’ without

re-

DON

-

Good board can be obtained in private families at
$3.00 pes week. Those wishing to board themselves
can obtain good rooms near the Academy.
~” §
:
U HAYES, Secretary,
West Lébanon, July 29, 1873.
326f

Summer Term closes Thursday,
July 1, 1875.
For further particulars, apply to the Prineipal, or
E. C, LEWIS, Sec. Trustees.
New Hampton, N. H., July 20, 1874.

our books are now to be put at a still lower figure,

na,) 2,000,000; Paris, 1,851,792;
Pekin,
1,300,000;
Tschantschau-fu,
1,000,000;

644,405;

Use of Piano,

Vacation two weeks.

LYN

-

Instrumental Mlsic (20 letsons),

Vacation ene week.

by extending the circulation of the Morning
Star. The two following propositions are
submitted to the choice of the reader:
According to these tables, London, with
Any subscriber to the Morning. Star,
8,254,260, inhabitants, is the most populous }
city in the world, while Philadelphia with who will furnish the name of a NEW ONE,
674,022 inhavitants (in 1870), is the eight- can have the two copies of the paper at
eenth city in’ point of population. These $4.50, strictly in advance, for the year 1875,
eighteen cities, in their order, are the fol- and the new copy for the balance of this
lowing: London, 8,254,260 ; Sutchau (Chi- year, after Nov. 1.

963 ; Bombay,

TERMS:

besins Monday, August 24, 1874,

offers will

but

of Studied in his seligol embraces

Common English,
Middle
Higher
a
‘.
Languages,
-

Spring Term begins Monday Feb. 1, 1875.
Spring Terme closes Friday, April 9, 1873.

be met in the same spirit of liberality and
enterprise in which they are made, and
thus will a greatly increased patronage be
secured. The price of our books has been
twenty per cent. lower than similar books

two

675,447;

one,
Or

CALENDAR:

Offers.

of Instrumentaly,
[Music.

presenting the Cotps of Teachers to the attention of

Fall Term closes Friday, October 30, 1874.
ih
Vacation two weeks.
Winter Term begins Monday, N8V. 16, 1874.
Winter Term “loses Friday, Jan. 22, 1875. -

their
CoM.

Teacher

parents and i Fuald ans and the public, as eminently
qualified to fit scholars for every honorable position
in life.
\

;

Fall Term

| 000. The West India Islands have over
4,000,000, and the Central Afnerican States
not quite 3,000,000.
.

(Yeddo),

by order

&b.

ix regular courses for both sexes.
ten weeks each.
.

influence.

have reason to belieye that these

id
perhrmaite, ove A the Jluntest Jota
invite attention
e
rate publ
,
MRs. HARRIET BisuoP died at her residence
and hen] ve ate inf Lo
by Rlearaph pear l'oledo, Towa, Aug, Br 1874. The deceas*+ official [ ed\ was born in Saulsbury,
onn., July 28, 1798.
from Washington that yesterda,
the age of eight she moved with her parents
business was entirely suspended in the offi- toAt Salt
Point, Onondaga Co., N. Y., the then
ces of the heads of several departments and West. In 1815 she was married to Wm. Young,
bureaus, the officers being : present at St. with whom sbe lived a number of* years. She
itness Hlthe 'ceremoAloysius's church -to
) | was left a widow with four small - dren, 5
the
ins
nies,” it surely is neither intrusive nor_ill- whom she labored faithfully to discha
creased responsibilities of the mother.
In June,
.natared to treat them as any ‘other thin
1831, she married John Bishop,
with whom, the
done before the eyesof the world. Even the next year, she moved to Wyothing Co. Under

industrious Jenkins, who comes to the front
at such a time and is the object of mach rid-

and

Sours

NEW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.
A. B. MESERVEY, A. M., Principal,
with eigh

The Board of Corporators, at its late
meeting, went as far in the liberality of its
offers to the patrons of our publications as
it could go in wisdom or safety.
And we

25,500,000, of which Brazil contains 10,000,-

Philadelphia, 675,022.

i A Academies,

:

everything necessa
one for co;
‘Or& practical business life. 5
ge
y
For beauty of scenery, healthfulness and comfort,
this location is unsurpassed. It is free from those
pices of resort conducive to idleness and
ous
morals, common to large villages and cities.
The
present management take great pleasure in

Summer Term begins Monday, April 26, 1875.

population of North America is given at
and

her labors

Liberal

thirds of the ‘population are north of the
isthmus, where the United States has nearly
39,000,000, Mexieo over 9,000,000,
atid - the
British provinces,
4,000,000, The total
nearly 52,000,000,

and
the
“ber
Wilwas
the

County, and two others in the West, and a large

The other countries do not exceed 5,000,000
each. s In Asia, China, which is by far the

the

united

MRS. M, E. FLINT,

of the General Conference, can now be had
on application, for 25 cents lor each copy.

She leaves a husband ard three brothers, one,
Hon. Wm. W. Flanders, solicitor of Merrimack

Africa 203,000,000, America 84,and Australia and Polynesia, 4,500,Europe the leading nations are
with the following numbers: Rns-

and

early ‘life, and

Baptist church at New London,
a member till her death.
But for
80 years of her life she identified
with the Free Baptist church at
where her husband belgnged. She
worker in all of the idterests of

and school will miss

the -earth it gives at 1,391,032,000,—Asia
being the most populous section -and containing 798,000,000, while Europe has 800,-

country

in

she had a class of young ladies to whom she was
very devotedly attached and who very highl
prized her valuable instructions,
The church

founded on the most recent authorities. By
this statement the aggregate population of

500,000,
500,000,
000, In
credited

religion

A

L G. N. FISK, Teacher of Vocal Music.

TREATISE.
Postage (extra) 4 cents for singleof
4 cents each for two or more:copies.
”
ders are solicited

ae

G. W. FLINT, A. B., Principal.

:

The New Treatise, - just revised

Sonu

Miss SARAH G. GILMAN, Assistant.

Price, in cloth, only 25 cts.; mn paper covers
Postage extra; on the former, 4 cts., on ihe

a

church and especially the Sabbath School, where

It may be t rouahy churlish to criticise 0 Brevity is specially important. Not more than a
purely personal affair as-a marriage. eeres
mony, and soit yould be, were that affair a single square can well be afforded to any single

in Sek or ioe foie ‘of Tints fr 3
"| seéms they ought to be made impassable,
«Aire far tgoto help the inéxperien Delicate: wonien who would die rather than
ced of their youngers by their own aa
appear before an audience at the Fifth AveStore, Ome’ often wonders what these nue Theater or the Academy of Music, and
Women are as mothers with young daugh: ‘submitto a critical analysis as to their featters to instruc
t whether holt dignity ures ang bearing and dress, unilinchingly
; and
tan unbend
so far as to give lessons to girls expose
in the most solemn hour
Who have everything to learn. They are of their themselves
lives to the curious, often rude,
+80 grim,so far. removed from any. of the gerntiny of a’crowd of people, very few of
kindly familiarities, the, maternal tender-. whom,
interest-of. a -rewl
d
by the
ove
pesos of ordinary
Women, that, we find it
who at
Woe, te
ica
del
These
;
hard to believe: ther can ever
hii
an
moments pi il me would »resent
as
o “which, or persons, to’ whoinbe
,
can -ang-mention of them in’ the ‘newspapers,
+ “eondescend to be natural, Akin totheythese,
read withott ‘shame published inventoriés
ail js

statistics,

Morocco,

)

affair at Washington has invited all the
world to assist. The Evening Post, says
the Examiner & Chronicle, thinks aloud

would find she possessed the gift if she went
into a thieves’ quarter in London with ber
purse in her pocket and her dignity as her

‘to be amused;

of

States Bureau

gion east of the White Nile, 15,000,000;
Samauli, 8,000,000; Egypt, 8,560,000; and

Public Privacy.
’

girl

better
to trust to the police. This kind of
dignity, translated into the home life, isa
_troublesome sort of thing; buc. sometimes
it is intensely odd, if one can afford the time

E—

A report from the United

20,250,000, the Galls

Hamlet bad an objection to carrying his
‘heart-upon his sleeve for daws
to peck at.
** Mind your own business’’ was once suvposed to be thg commendation of a virtue.
When Byron *‘ wept in print’ and wiped
designs of maruading barons and the depre- his eyes with the public,” it reqaiced rare
dations of meaner knaves—taming the wild genius in the doing of it to save him from
-beasts among men a8 Una tamed her lion. public laughter. But in these days public
This is a picture exquisitely fascinating t& weddings cap thee climax of fashionable
the young, and firmly believed in. We impropriety. The
late ‘* distinguished”
however,

of the Globe.
—

against the rough assaults of superior
most populous nation of the earth, is cred| strength, it is both good and fair; but when
an exaggeration, and as such, ridiculous. ited with | 425,000,000; Hindostan, ~ with
There is no law by which women can be ex- 240,000,000; Japan, 83,000,000; the “East
‘empt from a share in the troubles and sor- India Islands, 80,500,000; Burmah, Siam,
rows of human life; and even their dignity and Farther India, nearly 26,000,000; Turcan not always protect them from things key, 13,500,000,and Rusia, nearly 11,000,000:
that override all but nature. Still it <is a The Australian population is given at 1,674,valuable possession, and women had better 500, and the Polynesian Islands at 1,763,have too much of it than foo little; for, 500, New Guinea and New Zealand - being
[u Africa the chief
though too much renders them absurd, too included in the latter.
Soudan and the Central
little makes them contemptible, and be- divisions are W.
tween the too there is no doubt as to which African region, with 89,000,000 ; the Central
Soudan region, 39,000,000; South Africa
is worse. Saturday Review.

en, whom it would wet harden, nor render
Jess thau loving.
p
Then there is the more aggressive strutting, stage kind of dignity, which we. meet
in historical
romances - chiefly, where
‘* avaunt, base caitiff”is a phrase of power,
and where an unprotected dawsel;in a robe
of ‘rich samite bright,” with her back hair
down and carrying a small jeweler’s shop
«on her person, is able by the magic of her
«dignity aloneto defend herself from the base

donbt,

Population

with the
remained
last 20 or
interests
mot Flat,
an active

of either js but a ‘poor kind
of thing for
working life, and its artistic specialties are
but meager compensation for its sesthetic sia, 71,000,000; the German Empire, 41,absurdities,
000,000; France, 36,000,000; Austro-HunThe fact is; useful as womanly dignity is gary 86,000,000 ;: Great Britian and Ireland,
as a womanly possession, it can be carried 32,000,000 ; Italy, nearly 27,000,000; Spain,
to excess, and froin a virtue becomes a vice. 16,500,000; and Turkey nearly 16,000,000.

lib-

For this one can scarcely give a reaShe would not ramp or rave if she

was displeased

a drawing-room picturesquely; but as ali
the chambers inhabited by the human family are not drawing-rooms, as there are sickrooms and lazarrettos, the womanly dignity
which must not be invaded by

embraced

book.
15 cts.

Intter2 cents

Sa, Justtution
ntinue
eleven

under the instruction o

od

attack?

ing, The means of defense which nature
has given are unassailable, and a Siguified

Ta Aa us

4

CHRISTIAN
BAPTESH.
This little book has been revised by the autnor
wu ds
been clothed in an entirely new dress, and resents
A Yory comelw
appearance, It should be in every
Baptist family,
et every pastor and church-mem
ber have a copy. of this newly re
and useful

PrSmmari
2433283882

against ber, and whose calm dyes
at
you with a kind or superior scorn which,
. ‘while it maddens you, offers no point of

oe
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The Baltimore “Hty election, Wednesday,

+ earried by the demograts.,

bill
ilton

a

How

light is made

N

Le

ton, 8. C.

Thursday,”
appointed,
is
The President
November 26, as the day. of anuual national
thanksgiving.

park, by four of the inmates, and

reported

tis

‘them was
petsof the
been killed
not arrived

people in

of

thousands

on, the

couthwestern Nebraska gre in & state of utter

A squaw sat down on the curb in front of the
:
starvation.
destitution and of the verge of
post-office at Austin, Nevada, the other day, and,
The American tithing fleet of eh pe Breton & uprolling a bundle of calico; began’ the manuveported as doing poorly ‘late IE Some of {he ficture of a dress.* In less than an hour the
h
vessels have made fair catches of ‘mac kegel, but
| dress was firished, and putting it-on over her
the majority haye taken only a few. RH
ol clothes the squaw pulled out a pin here, a
peg there, and untied a string in another

The yellow fever is reportedto be aging fearAla., and West Pascagonia,
fully at Mobile,
said to be almost entirely
are
cities
The
Miss.
deserted, and business suspended.

sponded to our white and black balls. A black
bean opposed the election of a candidate; a white

Terrible timber fires are reported from various
parts of Indiana. The wind is high and the citizens have fought the flames-for hours without
avail, and all the combustible property in the

£350,000.

“

north from New Orleans purporting to “have involved Senator Morton, General Babcock, Clerk
McPherson, and others, in money transactions
in behalf of the Kellogg
government.
These
are shown to be forgeries, and the same as had
heen long ago used for a different (purpose, and
. exposed at the time,
Elibu
Burritt,
the Learned Blacksmith,
dangerouslyill of hemorrhage of the lungs
his home in New Britain, Conn.
The new census of Michigan will show

is
at

The reports from the western forest fires

y

Hamilton Fish, Jr., and Frederick W. Seward
are candidates for the New York Assembly.
It
is encouragingto see men possessing such agdmirable qualifications for the post of legislator,
manifestinga willingness to act in that: capaciv
iy.

sausage

to

‘and
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dispeptie,

other

highly
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partake

seasoned

Do
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7. Condition of mind—The
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To

be

so avoid

business

®
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to be

The Ohio forest fires are reported

A large’
ing. An Indiuna town i8 in danger.
morning,
number of fires are reported, Monday
from various parts of New. England, and elser
where.
An under-secretary of Count von Arnim was
arrested in St. Louis, on Wednesday last, on an;
order from Germany, by cable, and on Saturday

therope is to be got to the top.” * Why, nothing is more simple,” replied the sanguine inventor; “of course a boy will go up with it first.”
distances by
An instrument for measuring
sound has been invented recently by Major de
It .consists of a
Boulenge of the Belgian afmy.
glass tube having graduations along its length
The tube is
representing distances measured.

set sail for Europe with the abstracted state docThe
uments, which bad been left in New York.
pledge for his return was one of the conditions
of the Count’s reledse on bail.

closed at its extremities, and is filled with

of mind

an

—-

8)

-

A disagreement is reported between Austria
"and the Porte on the matter of commercial
treaties between Austria and the Turkish principalities.

Foreign advices state that, a war wigh Germany
is anticipated by Russia, growing out of the demand to be made by Bismark for the restoration
of the German provinces of Russia,
Sit Hercules Robinson has established a proThe
visional government in the Fiji Islands,
annual revenue from the islands is estimated at

$125,000,
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Monday evening, Mrs. B. "Herman, was elected
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majority 9 tive,

Five more persons, saved from the wreck of
Steamship Mary, on the
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for Trinidad, have been picked
and Tanded at Falmouth.
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The monument which was erected by publié
substription to the memory of John Bunyan in
the cemetery at Bunhill Fields, is in a very un-

cross, have

been subjected to a disgraceful,
act of vandalism.
The nose, upper lip, and chin, of the latter figure
have been deliberately chipped off, and that very

. The universities of Oxford abd Cmbrdzes are
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Britain, They
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The great majority of farmers,

whole

by living.

livesof industry and economy, ure safe and sol
vent, and never ceed & bankrupt law

to protect

them. When periods of commercial disaster
swecp over the land, and mercautile ‘establishe
ments and business men go down like reeds before the blast, farmers stand like apple-trees in
their orchards, shaking down fruit during all

the storm, and gaining strength of root aad vig-

or of fiher, while ‘batling with the breeze, —
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cessful.
Real success and true manhood are
not to be measured by the amount of wealth that
‘one; acquires. We like rich men best who are
‘rich in, good works;
whose wealth is over‘shadowed by wealth of heart.
Bat very often
operation, the ed2$ of one disk is brought to the those who roll in wealth are not kind ' and true;
0 mark, and the instrument being held korizonthe best spokes in their wheels of fortune are
tally, the flash of the cawnon, for example, is spokes of greed and selfishness. "Every person
noted ; at that instant, the telemeter is turned to who produces more than he consumes, who is
a vertical position, and so held, the traveler, of self-sustaining, honest and industrious, is succescourse, descending meanwhile, until the sound
ful in the best sense of the term.
It is far betis heard, when it is again brought horizontal.
ter to lenve a treasure of kind thoughts, rightThe position of the traveler denotes the distance eous actions, and hallowed memories, than to
to be read on the scale. It is stated that, during leave a million of dollars if they were acquired
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wealth, the foundation of our national prosperity? It is true farmers do not, as a general thing,
get large salaries; not many of them are millioniares; wealth does not come in upon them like
water into a leaky boat. They generally give an
equivalent for what they get, and learn the real
value of a dollar by the amount. of labor they
give in acquiring it. Sometimes the tide of events
tarns in their favor. Like men in other occu-

in which is a metallic traveler, formed of two
by a eutral rod. The diameter of
disks united
the dishs is a little less than that of the tube, so
that when the latter is vertical the traveler will
descend with a slow and uniform motion. Knowing the velocity of sound and that of the travel
er, it is easy to construct the distant secale,. In
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mental labor directly after heartily eating. ,
6. Exercise, not too violent, but sufficient to
produce a gentle perspiration, should be had
each day in the open air.
has much to do with health.
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The Bessemer steamer system has been.applied by a Mr. Henry Giffard to a hanging rdil‘road car which has been tested with success on
the line of the Northern railway in France. Seated in this‘ car, which bangs on elastic springs,
the traveler experiences the sensatien of reposing in a hammock, free from the vibrations and
bumpings of the ordinary car. At times the ear
undulates as does a boat on a calm sea.
The
movement is deseribed as a very gentle one, and
the traveler is enabled to read without fatigue
and write with ease. The principle of this car
applied to ambulances doubtless would be a great
boon to the wounded who may be conveyed in
them.

viously announced show their ravages still progressing unchecked, while many new fires are
reported from various parts of Ohio, Indiana
and Kentucky, universally attended with the
most alarming circumstances, of want of water,
high winds and unavailing efforts to subdue
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day. Sleep with a person stronger or healthier
than yeurself, or no one, and have Plenty of
fresh air in your room:
* 2. Dress—Dress warmly, with
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Typhoid fever is ported to be ‘raging at a
feafful extent in Darwin, county of Lancaster,
England.
Advices from Spain report another Carlist defeat. Tt is asserted that prominent Carlists advise Don Carlos that it is useless to continue the
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